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FOREWORD

Workers in the field of guidance have long felt the need for a
comprehensive bibliography of current literature on guidance. The
Office of Education with the assistance of the National Occupational
Conference prepared a bibliography for the literature appearing in
1935, which was issued as United- States Department of the Interior,
Office of Education 13ulletin 1937, No.,36. The publication here pre-
sented is the second annual bibliography on guidance covering the
literature for thi5 year4936.

The cooperation of the National Occupational Conference in con-
tinuing its assistance in the compilation of this bibliokraphy is
gratefully acknowledged.

BEM GOODYKOONTZ,

A8sigtant Commimioner of Educatioti.
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GUIDANCE BIBLIOGRAPHY : 1936
ibA

AN ANNOTATED LIST OF BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, AND PERIODICAL REFER-

ENCES ON GUIDANCE APPEARING DURING THE CALENDAR l'rEAR 1936

SCOPE OF BIBLIOGRAPHY

This bibliography, covering guidance techniques and procedures
for the year 1936, is organized upon the same principles as the
Guidance Bibliography : 1935.

In compiling it, an effort has been made to cover all aie-groups
and school levels, from childhood through adulthood. The annota-
tions, as in the first list, include specific counseling techniques, guid-
ance programs and practices, experimental reseirch, bibliographies
and school directories, jtpplications of tests and measurements to
guidance, studies of occupations with guidance connotations, and°
phases of individual and group counseling. Also inclnded are ref-
erences representing certain large subject groups which are closely
allied to guidance, such as pupil personnel, social adjustment, char-
acter education, and mental hygiene.

Sin-ce it is the policy of the Office of Education to avoid duplica-
tion, this list does not include occupational information except when
prepared with a specific guidance einphasis. Career information is
already classified in the Occupational Index, published monthly by
the National Occupational Conference. In addition, several bound
bibliographies ofi vocations have appeared recently, some of which
are simotated in the present compilation'.

References to instructional procedures are not included unless they
are related to classes in occupations, how-to-study courges, student
orientation, oi other phases of educational guidance.

Other arbitrary limitations were necessary because of ihe breadth
of the field. Fóreign publications were excluded.; the form of pub-
lication, was limited to printed matter; itd another iingle calendar
year was covered.

Usedetin conjunction .with available classified material on occupa-
tions, this bibliography will form a comprehensive overview of thé
field guidance for die yeai 1986. The term "guidance" might
here be said to include the inter-related fields of educational guid-
ance, vocational guidanc. e,' social orientation, and occupational ad-
justment. Since it has been minutely indexed, this list will also serve
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2 GUIDANCE (BIBLIOGRAPHY, 1938

as 'a sgective reference key to specific prpgrams, specific school levels,
and specific techniques.

The -organization of this material has already been explained in
the opening section of the Guidance Bibliography : 1635. For the
convenience of workers dealing with definite age-groups, a repetition
of its five divisions follows: Elementary schools (including preschool;
nursery school, and kindergarten levels, as well as the grades),
secondary schools (including junior and senior high schools and
academies) , colleges (including junior colleges, teachers colleges, col-
leges, and universities), adult and out-of-schoor youth (incliiding
adult guidance, youth surveys, youth problems, and community and
national programs for youth), and techniques and procedures (in-
cluding writings covering more than one school level, technical arti-
cles, referenigs such as school directories and bibliograPhies, and
other material of professional value to guidance workers).

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS

ELEMENTARY"- SCHOOLS

1. CALIFORNIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. CURRICULUM COMMISSION,
Teachers' guide to child development in the intermediate grades. Sacra-
mento, Calif., The Department, 1936. 658 p.

Suggestions from the experience of California grade teachers; details- of activity
programs examples of classroom activity suitable for each grade froni kindergarten
through folirth. Illustrated.

2. Foam, JOSEPHINE C., and HKADLET, NriTli E. Education in the kindeigarten.
New York, American book company, 1936. 1168 p.

Kindergarten methods. Outlines techniquei of securing personality adpistment ofthe very young. Contains a chapter on the child who needs special attention. Ex-plain's the type of Individual records which can be begun in kindergarten, and their
value in guidance and other cumulative uses.

a

3. GREENE, HARM' A. and JORGENSON, ALBERT N. The use and interpretation of
. elementary school tests. New York, liongmans, Green and company, 1938.

530 p.
Construction, use, and interpretaflon of both standardised and informal tests in theelementary grades. Separate chapters on various subject fields, and on tbe use oftests in diagnostic and remedial work.

4. RAMON, JENNIE N. and Wn.cox, !Drill. Step by step in the nursery school.
Garden city, New :York, Doubleday, Doran and cómpany, Inc., 1936. 224 p.

Techniques 'of overcoming common behavior difilculties In a nursery school main-
tained by the New York kindergarten association. Procedures are describe&step-by-step,
in chronological order, in case-report style. Ages of ihildten were from 2 to 5.

54, MORGAN, JOHN JACOB B. The psychology the unadjusted school child. Re;:'
ed. New York, The Macmillan company, 1936. 409 p.

litcplains mental hygiene with special refihnce to school situations. Each chapterends with a list of practical Suggestions to Makers for 'meeting specific difficulties ubrought out in the text The Anal section Oak with techniques of observation andtreatment Which can be uyed by elementarY classroom Umbers* '
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GUIDANCE BIBLIOGRAPHY, 1936 3

B. MuNKREs, ALBERTA. Personality studies of six-year-old children in classroom
situations. New York City, Bureau of publications, Teachers college. Co-

..

lumbia university, .1936. 181 3p, ci

Technique of child study using ". . . systematic observation in natural situations',
and daily record . . . In collecting data on . . . personality responbek . . . Repre-
sents repeated contacts with 10 children in classroom situations."

After an inttoductory explanation of the fechnique, 10 6-year-old children are each
described in detailed personality studies. Tlry were in attendance at various types

- of public and private schools, representing experimental, demonstration, progressive,
retarded-class, formal, and semi-informal methods. States the value,' limitations, and
use of this particular child-study technique in actual school situations and in training
teachers.

oN

7. NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION. DEPARTMENT OF SCHOOL

PRINCIPALS. Fifteenth yeartiook : Personality adjustment of the elementary
school child. Washington, D. C., The Association, 1936. 672 p.

Articles by workers in the various fields of child guidance, child adjustment, and
child development, with particular reference to the elementary school. Includes tech-
niques, philosophy, teacher-child and teacher-parent relationships, types and symptoms
of maladbistment, personality development, occupational adjustment of gifted children,
child gulance clinics, and a survey of the service.; of schoorpsychologists and other
guidance specialists. The final chipter summarizes selected research on pupil
adjustment.

8. Roans, JAMES F. What every teacher should know about the physical condi-
tion of her DupIls. Washington, Government Printing Office, 1936. 30 p.
(United States Departtment of the Interior, Office of Education. Pwnphlet
no. 68.)

Revision of Health Education Bulletin No. 13, telling what teachers can and cannot
do in the way of health examination in school. Suggests examining instruments, how
to make a general examination, a detailed examination; includes use of the eye test.
card, a copy of which is inserted in the pamphlet ; describes audiometer, watch, voice,
and thermometer tests; notes tbe usual symptoms of comniunicable diseases; includeslio
a sample school health record.

9. &minim., JEIVNIE I. Handbook of child guidance. Rev. ed. Seattle, The
University of Washington, 1936. 95 p. Extension series . . . flQ 4,
April 1936.),.

Child study andffuldance for teachers, adult leaders, and pareilts. Presents modern
principles of homAralning In nontechnical language, and discusses methods of teich-
Ing child gelance courses to girls in hig14 school and college.

SECONDARY SCHOOLS

16. ANDERSON/PHENNY L.4 A guide to occupations and vocational guidance.
Pa .iesville, Minn., The Paynesville press, 1986. 41 p.

phlet prepared for use in the public secondary schools of St. Paul, Minn. Part
1 contains a number of simple forms for pupil self-analysis. Part 2 has suggestions
and outlines for vocational study. Part 8 consists of practical suggestions and exer-
cises on applying for work. Bibliography for guidance workers.

11. Bum" JOHN M. Occupations ; a textbook for the educatictal, civic, and
vocational guidance of boys and girls. Boston, Ginn and company, 1938.
622 p.

0.../ Explains the relation of school to work ; describes important Gelds of work; empha-
sises the social aims of vocational guidance. Divides vocations into four major &Ids.
and subdivides these into ability levels. Shows that the choice of a vocation reeky
involves four decisions concerning': Field of work, pattern of interest, level of ability,
and specific calling. The appendix carries a classified list of occupations with nota-
tions at to the *realm or decrease in_number of workets from .1920-1830.

This is a complete revision of the 1923 edition by Gowin, Whop', and Brewer.
It I. arranged in teaching units, with,. questions and exercises after glob chapter.
Bibliography for high-School students.
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4 GUIDANCE BIBLIOGRAPHY, 1936

12. DARLING, MILLARD S., and GREENBERG, BENJAMIN B. Effective citizenship:
personal, vocational, and community civics. New York; Pfent4.e--Hall, 1936.
448 p.

Vocational civics, including vocations in generál, vocational opportunities, raw ma-
terials, manufacturing and trade. Personal civicscovering mental growth, planning
for' life, and developing one's personality. Other subjects are community civics. citi
senship, and government.

13. EASITEN COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. Ninth yearbook : Gpid.inec
in business education. Philadelphia, Pa., The Association, noo Walnut
street, 1936. 361 p.

Guidance toctiniques.aud procedures, followed by accounts of successful guidance
activities of commercial teachers.

O Each/ chapter describes a program in actual operation. Included are examples
of personal practices in business; guidance in business education for junior high,senior high, junior college, teachers college, private business school, and adult stu
dents; opportunities for guidance outside of the recitation period ; opportunities for
guidance through adaptation of class materials in a dozen different commercial sub-
jects; and a discusaion of the vocational guidance problems of school executives.

William R. Odell edited this yearbook, and the 43 contributors are workers in the
guidance and commercii3.1 fields.

14. EDMONDSON, JAMES B., and DONDINEATT, ARTHUR. Vocations through 'prob-
lems, New York City, The Macmillan company, 1936. 233 p.

Thiele information on principal fields of work, arranged for guidance use at thejunioi high school leveL Includes material on securing employment, enrolling with a
reputable employment agency, answering advertisements, changing sobs, securing
advancement, and .other steps in the employment process. Divisions of the book arc
based on the census classification.

41.

15. Elam, GLENN 'O. Cooperative training in retail selling in the public second.
ary schools. Washington, Government Printing Office, 1936. (United Sttites
Qpzartment of the Interior, (Vice of education, Vocational education bulle-
tin no. 186, Commercial series no. 10)

Cooperation of schools and stores in giving training and tryout experiences to high
school students. Covers development of the system, aimS, -curricula, instructional
methods, and pupil-relationship practices, including placement, follow-up, and pupil
personnel in various centers.

16s. runcga, pLARIE A. Whither? The choice of a life work . . . Lincoln, Ne-
braska State department of vocational education, State

t1;e occupational

caiiitol building,
O 1936. 63 p.

Gives Comparative results of four studies of interests of junior
and senior high school students in Nebraska in 1924, 1928, 1982, and 1938. The
pamphlet consists almost wholly of tabulations of data, with brief explanatiory notes.

; "The results of all four studies, irranged in parallel vertical columns, reveal trends
in occupational interests and a iridening range of ,occupational information,"

17. Gums, Mrs. Ibtoolorm Krour. Occupational civics. New York, The Mac-
millan company, 1936. 890 p.

Occupational Information for high-school pupils. Tile effoiCe of a lifework is called
an "occupational adventure.' A .thart is suggested, followed by general reviews of
industrial, commercial, professional, and governmental fields, with a section on per-
sonal planning and training.

a HALTER, 11w. Society in action ; a guide for the social studies. New
Yorl, Inor publishing company, 16. 888 p.

Fifty curriculum units on various phases of student life, imaged' in three groups
centering, resPectiven around the individual, the local community, and the national
commufiity.. ThereA a unit on vocational interests and aptitudes, pp. 11045, and one
on vocations in the Alta, pp. 222-245. Includes wars of investigating occupa-
tions, questions for clans disenssion, references for reading, and Iih.. ....; eons to teachers
on conducting °oral reports, group study, mid class dIscussiono.
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GUIDANCE BIBLIOGRAPHY, 1936

19. JORDAN, Arrinat M. How to study.- Boston, [Miss.], The Christopher pub-
lishing house; 1936. 97 p.

Selected pridciples of study for high-school pupils.

KAILIE, HAROLD S. How to make money ; a book for boys aud young men.
New York, D. Appleton-Century company, inc., 1936. 209 p.

Spare time money-making plans for boys in school. Many of the suggestions are
also suitable for girls. p

21. KRAYBILL, I. R. Cheltenham's vocational day. New York city, National
occupational confereace, 1930. 2 p.

Vocational guidance through visiting speakers who come to the high school, bold
round-table discustans, and have individual conferences with pupils. Arrangements
for the day are in the hands of students in the National honor society. Occupational
notes are later published in the school paper; Reprinted from Ocoupation8, April 1936.

a LAYTON, WARREN K. Guidance needs of Detroit's 15-year-old pupils. New
York City, National occupational conferencè, 1936. 6 p.

./1*.search project of the Detroit branch of the National vocational guidance associa-
tion covering the guidance needs of 15-year-old children. Of the 25,000 in the Detroit
area, 4,350 were reached by questionnaire, with from 3,000 to 4,000 usable replies.
Needs revealed by the study were : More sympathetic adult companionship; assistance
in evaluating motion pictures employment emeierience; a feeling for the dignity of all
useful work, whether white-collar or not; more health education; and More vocational
training. Reprinted from Occupation., December 1936.

23. LEE, ED*IN A. The shop teacher as a counselor. New York City, National
occupational conference, 1936. 4 p.

The shop teacher's special knowledge of his craft can be combined with guidance
functions such as: Disseminating information about his trade to pupils, and to other
teachers; participating in occupational surveys for vocational guidance purposes;
placement and follow-up; personal observation of trainees. Reprinted from Occupa-
tions, November 1936. y

24. LEE, JONATHAN MURRAY and LEE, DORRIS MAY. A guide to memprement in
secondary schools. New York, D. Appleton-Century company, 1936. 514 p.

Exposition of various phases,-of measurement in the modern secondary school, writ-
ten for teachers and principals. Includes a chapter on measurement in guidance,
giving answers to basic questions, such as : What are tbe various Mee of tests useful
in guidance work? Of what value are interest and adjustment questionnaires/ How
can test scores be handled for predictive purposes? What use is made of tests for
guidance?

25. Los ANOELES CITY &moot. Dierrimi. What about jobs? [By Theodore Bar-
rett, comp.] Los Angeles, Calif., Educational research and guidance Fiection,
Division of instrfiction and curriculum, 1938. 257 p. (School publication
no. 285) [Revised edition distributed by the Educational research associa-

ir
tion, Pasadena, Calif.]

Manual intended to ease tbe transition from high school to work "Pfepared for
use of pupils, teachers, and edubseiors in the senior high schools with a view to

aiding in the problem of vocational choices and adjustments." Gives in detail the
practical techniques of job getthig and success on the job. Tells how to recognise
legitimate private schools and dependable placement agencies, and bow to identify
fake education and employment racket& Answers questions as to when and how to
apply for work, gives sample application blanks, typical application forms, typical
interviews, and a letter campaign. Iiipkhis the facts which schools. are called upon
to furnish about foramir student& Presents employers' opinion&

Prepared in Lee Atavism under tbe direction of Illoabeth L Woods, as a text for
training pupils in tbe fundaskutale 'of Job getting. Two further editions were
'reprinted with mid,* in 1934.. ifbese editing Were publislid by the McClure Pub-
lishing Company, New York and Los Angelo% and are distributed by the lilencational
=waft II14 Bast s lbslikura Paluktaa cat
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GUIDANCt BIBLIOGRAPHY, 1936

26. NEw HAMPSIIIRTI STATE BOARD 0/16 EDUCATION. Program of studies recom-
mended for the public schools of New Hampshire, grades 7 to 12: Guidance.

.4th éd. Concord, N. H., State board of education, 1936. 32 p.
Standard program for guidance for New Hampshire presented by a committee of

superintendents, headmasters, principals, and teachers. Contents: Objectives of
guidance; chart of organization and administration ; guidance activities for junior
and senior high schools; indications of the success of a guidance program ; bibliog-
raphy.

27. PANGBURN, WEAVER W. Adventures in recreation. New York, A. S. Barnes
and company, 1936. 138 p.

Addressed to high-school students; depicts tbe nature and meaning of recreation,
the recreation movement, and recreation as a public function. Also briefly surveys
the playgrounds of the United States, givigg examples of national. State, and county
parks. Can be used on the secondary lever as a source of individual projicts, group
activities, anti outside readings.

28. PROSSIIS, CHARLES A.; ANDERSON, WALTER A.; and PALMER, R. H. Life ad-
justment series. Bloomington, fi., McKnight & 4icKnight, 4936. 5 v.

This series of pocket-sized pamphlets includes : Seleding in occupation; Getting
a job; A health program ; Keeping physically fit; Taking a look at yourself ; and
A teacher's manual.

Each information book is accompanied by a practice book of self-tests arranged for
looseleaf filing. The material was developed and used'at the William Hood Dun-
woody Industrial Institute, and ais especially adapted to. junior high school boys.
Procurable in a set, or separately.

29. SMITH, LEWIS W., and BLOUGH, GIDEON L.,,Planning a career; a vocational
civics: New York, American book company, 1936. Rev. ed. 470 p.

Guide to the study of occupations. Revised since 1929, with modernised illustra-
tions, new facts, figures, and additional bibliographies. Part 1 introduces pupils to
the study of occupations; parts 2 and 3 briefly touch upon a number of vocations
for men and women, respectively and part 4 brings the Hfe-career problem to the
individual pupil. Discusses qualifications, satisfaction, advantages and disadvan-
tages, and something of the activities carried on in specific occupatiorts.

VFW

30. STODDARD, ANNE G., ed. Discovering my job. New York, Thomas Nelson and
sons, 1936. 173 p.

General advice and encouragement to girls, with emphasis on following one's
natural interests in selecting an occupation. Covers, some of the more specialized
fields for women, stich as writing, art, ,publishing, advertising, interior decorating,
stage work, retail selling, soaial service, medicine, nursing, child psychology, and
-teaching. Among the 12 women contributors are Dorothy Caillield Fisher and Cor-
nelia Otis Skinner.

31. THOMAS, HAROLD P., and PARTcH, CLARENce E. Work guide for the.study of
occupations. Boston, Houghton-Mifflin company, 1936. 155 p.

Student workbook for use with or without a text on vocations. Contains a seriesof exercises for pupils, divided as follows: The world of work, kinds of occupations,selecting ad occupation, preparinK for a specific occnpation.1 Exercise pages are
perforated for detaching. Question sheets have blank spacee for answers. Covers
the occupational field and is especially adapted to the high-school level.

32. TUTTLE, EDITH M. Emerging personalities ; advisers' stories series. New
York, Professional and technical press, 1986. 90 p.

Case histories of 10 high-school boys and girls written from experience by a
public-school dean. Each illustrates a typical problem. Included are lonely students,
slow students, pupils who are proud, the egocentric, the sestimental, the mechani-
cally minded, and the gifted.

Bs., VIRGINIA. STATE BOARD or EDUCATION. Tentative manual for guidance in
the Virginia secondary schools. Richmond, Va., Division of purchase and
printing, lise. 78 p. (Bulletin, State board of education, vol. 19, no. 1).

Guidance manual to bap ". teaches% principals, aup,ivison, and other school
(Adolf to get a more complete and correct concept of and to suggestit
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GUIDANCE BIBLIOGRAPHY, 1936 7

to these educators plans whereby integrated guidance may function in any school
or school system." The material was prepared, tested, and revised by a committee
appointed by the State department of education in connection with the Virginia
curriculum revision program. Gives fhe philosophy and scope of guidance, how to
organize a school for guidance, how to utilize existing agencies, and how to apply

\ specific techniques such as counseling and recording.

34. WEEKS, RUTH M., ch. A correlated curriculum; a report of the committee
on correlation of the National council of teachers of English. New York,
D. Appleton-Century company incorporated, 1936. 326 p.

Compilation of proposals for the correlation of *English with other school subjects.
Vocation/11 information and its fusion with English if; discussed, pp. 107-21, with
a detailed teaching plan. There ls also a character-training unit from a general
theme course, pp. 126-28, and a method of correlating the curriculum with the
extracurriculum, pp. 243-64.

35. WHEATLEY, WILLIAM A. and MALLORY, ROYCE R. Building character and
personality; . . . orientation and guidance for high-school students. Bos-
ton, Ginn and company, 1936. 362 p.

a

High-school orientation. Part 1 presents the psychology of mental and emotional
life in simple terms. Part 2 deals with occupational choices and adjus&ent.
Questions and problems for group guidance .and discussion.

36. WILEELmus, Mrs. BESS D., comp. Wishbones or backbones ; careers for
ambitious boys. Chicago, The Reilly & Lee Co., publishers, 1936. 218 p.

Occupationai information in letter form, especially suited to the early high-school
level. Each chapter consists of two letters, one from a boy to some older person
about a vocation, and a reply describing that field. (For example, Paul writes
to a druggist about pharmacy, Jack writes to his navy cousin, Tim writes to a
store executive, and John to an attorney) Each receives a- descriptive answer.

37. WOOD, RAY G., and others. Bulletin of research activities of the Ohio
. scholarship tests . . . Columbus, Ohio state department of education, 1936.

182 p. (Bulletin It-1, September 1936)
Summary of investigations under the auspices of the Dtvision of Ohio scholarship

tests of the State department of education. Reports are here presented as abstracts,
but are also obtainable as complete manuscripts.

Among the studies of interest to guidance workers are : Willis S. Mosier. Ecitica-
tional and vocational plans of eighth-grade boys from the different types of schools
of Ohio; S. Donald Cunningham. Ages, educational and vocational plans of . . .

high-school seniors of Jefferson county ; Rona D. Webster. Abilities, ages, educa-
tional plans, and vocational choices of high-school seniors of Seneca county ; Ralph
G. ,Lenfesty. A comparative study of . . . the upper 25 percent of the senior
class of the Ohio high schools with . . . relationship to age, sex, and vocation;
Everett B. Barker. A comparative study of test scores, educational plans, and
vocational choices of the high-schit seniors of Van Wert county, Ohio.

COLLEGES

38. AMERICAN COLLEGE PERSONNEL ASSOCIATION. Report of thirteenth annual
meeting . . . edited by J. Anthony Humphreys: Conference at St. Louis,
February 19-22, 1936. 100 p [Secretary, Harriet E. O'Shea, Purdue uni-
versity, Lafayette, Ind.]

Reports on various phases of colleie guidance, Including educational counseling
and .tion, guidance and testing, records and research, personal counseling,
college as a guidance experience, general. placement, and teacher *cement. Authors
are: Either Dayman, Howard H. Pattee, Florence E. Boehmer, Harriet E. O'Shea,
John IL Kopek T. Ernest Newland, William S. Gray, Ben D. Wood, Hugh M. Bell,
C. Gilbert Wrenn, Fred C. Smith, Merle Prunty, D. A. McClintock, R. B. Whitney,
Alward A. Linhart, J. Hillis Miller, George W. Frasier, M. J. Nelson, Victor M.
Davis, Mary B. Bondurant, and Benjamin W. Frasier.

(11
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39. BEERS, F. S. The human side of this testing business; the report of ihe
1936 college sophomore testing proFram. Washington, D. C., American

'council on education, 744 Jackson Place, NW., 1936. 34 p.
Activities of the American council on education in testing and personnel on !hecollege level. Includes guidance in As private college, testing in a State university,and testing college sophomores throughout the United States.

40. BROTEMARKLE, ROBERT A. How consultants aid college counselors. New
York Cit , National occupational conference, 1936. 8 p.

Guldande is more effective when counselors can utilise the cooperative efforts' ofphysicians, psychiatrists, neurologists; and psycho12gists., Rgprinted from Owspattioni..
October 1936. c'

41. CANADY, HERMAN G. Individual differences among freshmen at West
Virginia State college and their educational bearings. Institute, W. Va.,

6 *est Virginia State college, 1936. 42 p.i (West Virginia State college
bulletin, series 23, no. 2, April 1936)

Study of 333 freshmen at West Virginia State college for Negroes by means ofthe following tests: Intelligence, socio-economic status, English, arithmetic, and avocational questionnaire. Recommendations include a continuous testing program,flexibility of curricula to meet individual needs, and use of the case *method ofvocatioal guidance.

42. Comm, CHARLIE L. Factors in vocational choice. New York City,
National occupational conference, 1936. 3 p.

Major factors in the vocational 'choices of Negm college students, an the relation-ship of these choices to occupational trends in North Carolina. Riprtnted fromOccupation's, March 1936.

43. CAWLEY, WILLIAM H. The nature of student personnel work. Washington,D. C., American council on education, 744 Jackson Place, NW., 1936. 31 p.
Clarification of college personnel work, its puiposes and procedures. Presentsdefinitions of guidance by various authorities; differentiates Iv G. nce from personnelwork ; discusses personnel service, research, and administra 64 as concerned withstudent affairs. Also in Educational record, April 1936.

44. CaLwidinr, Slam= L Studying eff)ciently. New York, Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
1936. 95 p.

Study methods for the stidlous and brilliant as well u for the slow or averagecollege student. Includes budgeting of time, methods of increasing reading speed.effective note-taking, improving attention and concentration, memorising, preparingfor and writing examinations.

45. EMMA ELIZABETH. Co-etiquette; poise and popularity for every girl.
New York, E. P. Dutton and company, 1986. 252 p.

Social life on a college campus, for young college women and high-school graduatesplanning to attend a coeducational institution.- Presents a plain-spoken pictute withsuggestions as to the wisest reactions to various tions in dormitory and sororitylife, university dances, tbe bomecom me, du s ties, roommates.house-mothers, and many other persons and problems peculiar t llege life. Asstated by the author, "This book begins where claims end," and is a pendium ofsocial and ethical guidance. Written in poptpar style.

48 fluiorr, EDWARD C. and HOCIICZMA, FRANK C. Where they go and whit ¡heydo; a report upon the graduates of Purdue university, prepared with Up
cooperation of the dune of 1984 and 1985. Leayette, Ind., Purdue univer-sity, 1986. 28

Tells how, when, and wiles* graduates found work, average beginning aslant, typesof employment. Found that a large proportion of tbe group were employed. Suggestsa slight upward wispy trend and a shortening of the time ssosasary to lid positions.Compares 1928 and 1929 with 1934 and 1935,
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47, Eulorr, EDWARD C.; HOCKEMA, FRANK C. , and WALTERS, JACK E. Occupa-
tional opportunities and the economic status. of recent ,graduites (1928--
1934) of Purdue university. pafayette, Ind., Purdue universiti, 1936. 24 p.

One of a series of exploratory studies by a special committee of the American council
on education. Statistics given on employment and'salaries of 2,140 Purdue graduates
of 1928-1934, with extensive factual tabulations. When surveyed, 91.3 percent *ere
employed, 89 percent gainfully. The 2.3-permnt representing the difference between
these two figures includes 100 housewives and 19 graduate students. ,

48. rosi, LAURENCE. Functions of a graduate school in a democratic society.
New York, Huxley House publishers, 37 E. 36th Street, 1936. 166 p.

Lists and analyzes institutions giving graduate work. Serves as a selective directory
for the educational guidance of advanced college students.

49. GARDNER, DONFRED H. The evaluation of higher institutions . . . Volume 5:
Student personnel service. Chicago, Ill., University of Chicago press, 1936.
235 p.

Evaluates personnel programs at 57 collekes, In terms of : Student admission, orien-
tation, records, educational and vocational counseling, extracurricular activities, loans
and student aids, housing, placement, and discipline. Describes actual programs and
suggests a score card for rating each activity.

This is the fifth in a series of reports by the Committee on revision -of standards,
'Commission on higher institutions of the North central association of colleges and

titsecondary schools.

50. Ggsmu., HAROLD V. Personality. New York, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1936. 52 p.

Analysis of personality on a factual basis for Junior college students. Presents
Intellience, social adjustment, overt behavior, and physical characteristics as aspects
of personality, and shows their effect everyday Life, business, and the professions.
Contents are based on the results of scientific experiment, and include mehsurepent
devices, their proper use, and personality requirements imposed by vocations.

51., GRAY, WILLIAM S., comp. Tests and measurements in higher education. Chit
cago, Ill., The University of Chicago press, 1936. 237 p. (Proceedings of the
Institute for administrative officers of higher institutions, 1936, vol. 8)

After an introductory chapter summarizing issues and points of view regarding
testing, each of the 16 following chapters presents methods used at American colleges.
There is also an appraisal of the test movement, by L. L. Thurstone, and a discussion
of the use of tests in selecting and guiding studentil, by A. J. Brumbaugh.

52. GREENLEAF, WALTER J. Junior colleges. Washington, Government Printing
Office, 198(i (United States Department of the Interior, Office of, Education.
Bulletin 1936 no. 3) 86 p.

This report includes 441 of the 535 existing Junior colleges in the United States,
,covering over 95 percent of the total enrollment. Part 1 provides a brief historical
and status study. Part 2 carries information useful to students desiring a 2-year
college course. Facts, are suinmarized by States, sections, and types of institutions.
Details firs tabulated tor individual Junior colleges, giving name, date established, legal
control, ndmber of men and women students, number,of 'graduates, dormitory capacity,
degrees conferred, tuition^ board and room, and average freshman expense.

53. ONACNLEAF, WALTER J., comp. Student personnel work for counselors and
college students. Washington, Government Printing Office, 1936. 16 p.
(United States Department of the Interior, Office of education. Good refer-
ences bibliography no. 51)

Annotated bibliography on student personnel work in cdlleges anp universities.
Lists material on the status of personnel work, deans, orientation, =Us .urement and
guidance, counseling, college expenses, student aid, self-help, and occupational guidance,
carries separate lists of bibliographies, periodicals, year books, and general references.
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54. HEATON, KENNETH L. and KomiAN, G. ROBERT. A college curriculum based
on funttional ndeds of students; an experiment with the general curriculum
at Central State teachers college, Mount Pleasant, Mich. dhicago, Ill., Uni.
versity of Chicago press, 1936. 157 p.

Reorganizing a college curriculum to meet thWeeds of studentt in social, personal.
and family relationships. This is the report of a joint project begun in 1934 by tbe
Michigan State department of public instruction and the faculty of Central step
teachers college. One characteristic of the reorganisation is the grouping of students
in small administrative units, with a counselor for each unit.

55. HOCKENBURY, MYRON D. Make yourself a job; a student employment hand-
book. Harrisburg, Pa., Dauphin publishing company, 1936. 160 p.

Student employment in college, prevalence, types, suggestions, examples of students
who hare successfully worked their way. Facts about scholarships. loans, room and
board, odd Jobs, unskilled labor, salesmanship, vacation opportunities, jobs for college
women, for athletes, law students, camp counLelors, musicians, art students, student
pastors;and many others.

56. JOHN, WALTON C. and HAMMOND, H. P. Graduate work in engineering in
universities and colleges in the United States. Washington, Government
Printing Office, 1936. 113 p. (United States Department of the Interior.
Office of education. Bulletin 1936, no. 8)

Survey of the development and status of graduate work in engineering. Lists
institutions, enrollments, degrees. Describes, for each school, its administration.
teaching staff, general characteristics, cooperative and part-time graduate work, admis-
sion requirements, graduation requirements, thesim, examination methods. Also-gives a
brief general treatment of subsidized graduate work, scholarships, fellowship.

57. Joras, EDWARD S. Planning college schedules ; )rnidance in choosing courses
as a phase of student personnel work. New York City, National occupational
conference, 1936. 4 p.

Relationships between educational and vocational guidance as seen in practice at the
University of Buffalo. Recommends and suggests methods of educational guidance
through the cooperation of college registrar, personnel director, and faculty members.
Reprinted from Occupations, January 1986.

58. LIBBY, PHILIP A. A personnel study °of junior college students. Los Angeles.
University of Southern California press, 1936. 60 p. (University of South-
ern California studies, Education series, no. 10)

Comparison of scholastic equipment as measured by tests, and scholastic achievement
measurffil by grades, of a group of junior college students at the University of

Southern California. Shows that those measured were normal, mediocre students and
that when they formed desirable habits of promptneu and xonnileteniss, they achieved
satisfactory academic records. Recommends drill In efficient study habits as part of
the required college orientation course.

51. MARSH, CLARENCE S., ed. American universities and colleges ; a handbook of
higher education. Washington, D. C., American council on education, ,1938.
1129 p.

Salient facts about accredited institutions of higher learning. Shows sise, whether
co-educational or not, tuition, enrollment; degrees, instructional staff, dates of sessions,
variety of courses, and similar facts about each school. Part 1 surveys tbe field in
general, including American prideulonal schools, the college, the university, and the
foreign student in America. Part 2 is an alphabetical list of institutions, which are
also indexed accordipg to location.

60. McCall., WIILIAM A. ; Awa, MASINON; and Hoinvo, Ants P. You and
college. New, york, Harcourt, Brace, and cimpaby, 1938. 604 p.

College otientation, with "reading experiments" and "creative exixtriments" which
students may use in testing themselves and appraising their own abilities. Contains
sections on efficient writing, reading, research, study techniques, career planning, and
social relationships.
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1. MILNFit, CLYDE A. The dean of the small college. Boston, Christopher pub-
lishinghouse, 1936. 151 p.tStatus and functions of eans in 100 small liberal arts colleges in a survey made
by the Association of Ameri n colleges. Covers the dean's place in the administrative
organization, professional and clerical aasistance, committee responsibilities, training,
experience, teaching load. Statistical inforMation includes au, salary, vacations,
tenure of office. Principal existing functions of deans are: Adviser to the college
president, supervisor of student welfare, director of educational activities, general
stipervisor of college activities. Discusses each of the 20 functions performed most
frequently by deans. A

62. RATOLIFFE, ELLA B. Scholarships and fellowships availqble at intutions
of higher education. Washington, Government Printing Office, 1936. 117 p.

(United States Department of the Intèrior, Office of education. gulletin s

1936, no. 10.)
Information on free tuition, scholarships, and fellowships Haled' by States, cities,

and private institutions. Among the fields of study represented are: Art, engineering,
medicine, law, music, osteopath'y, pharmacy, social work, and theology.

63. SLANTZ, FRED W. and SIGLINOER, WILLIAM K. A college placemenbt program ;
methods by which results are obtained at Lafayette. New York City, Na-
tional occupational conferente, 1936. 4 p.

Describes the following methods of locating positions for college men : Through the
alumni, the placement bureau, faculty members and department heads, personal con-
tacts, and publications. The latter includes undergraduate newspapers, the quarterly
alumni magaaine, daily papers, and professional journals. Menlo& of keeping the
active file up-to-date are also outlined. Reprinted from Occupations, January 1936.

84. SMITH, RANDOLPH B. Growth in personality adjustment through mental
hygiene; an experimental study Albany, New York State education depart-
ment, 1936. 71 p.

Students in seven Emergency pollegiate centers in New York State were offered
an optional noncredit course in personality adjustment. Results were measured by a
specially constructed inventory given before and after the course. Recommends that
college courses in mental hygiene should be informal, should meet in small groups,
should carry little, iflany, credit and should meet at least twice a week with
opportunities for individual counseling.

65. STEPHENSON, MARGARET B. and hirmarr, Run! L. As others like you.
Bloomingtoni 111., McKnight & McKnight, 1938. 40 p.

Etiquette for young college.students, accompanied by a 16-page test on social usage.

68. TUNIS, JO/A,N R. Was collegi worth while? New York, Harcourt-Brace and
company, 1936. 234 p. 1

Survey of 86 percent, or 541 members of the 629 living graduates of ilarvard's
class of 1911. Statistical data it based on an unsigned questionnaire revealing infor-

. mation on families, religion, hobbies, politics, business, and other personal matters.
Shows the extent of occupational changes after 25 years; mistakes in early choices ;
successes; types of students; effect of the world war ; effect of the depression ; and
types of men happy in later life. Material was secured by correspondence and by
personal contacts, and includes comparisons with other groups of college graduates. -

67. U. 4. BUMATT oar LAaos STATISTIC& Educational 9ualifications in the engi-
neering profession. Washington, Governmeht Printing Office; 1936. 16 p.

(United States Buretku of Labor Statistics, serial no. EL-400.)
Survey of the engineering profession undertaken by the Bureau of Labor Statistics

in May 1935, at the request of the American engineering council. Questionnaires
returned by 52,589 engineers were analysed, and educational and vocational data
were tabulated' Found that only a few transfen were made from the course of
specialisation to other professional fields, indicating that ". . . by and large the
respective curricula meet the needs of the profession." Gives .percentages of engi-
neering graduates In various fields.

Originally published in the Monthly labor review, June 1936.
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68. WILLIAMSON, E. G. Faculty counseling at Minnesota ; an evaluation sfudy
by social ease-work methods. New York city, National occupational con-
ference, 1936. 5 p.

Analysis of ease histories of 130 students ,in the University of Minnesota summer
school. 1928-29. Certain differences' Iii the methods of faculty counselors were found.
revealing that individual counselors tended to specialise on certain types of person-
ality problems. Brings out facts about what goes on in the counseling process. and
develcips the case-review method of evaluating guidance. Reprinted from Occupation.,
February 1936.

69. WILLIAMSON, E. G. duidance use of senior college florins. New York city,
National occupational conference, 1936. 5 p.

Study of the use of the Minnesoti college aptitude test in predicting college suc-
cess. This analysis is based on freshman percentiles of graduated seniors, and in-Ch

eludes only the recoids of those who matriculated and were tested as freshmen.
Reprinted from Occupations, October 1986.

ADULT AND OUT-OF-SCHOOL YOUTH

70. BAKER, JOHN C.; KENNEDY, WILLIAM D. ; and MALcerr, DELNE W. On going
into business. New York, Whittlesey house, McGraw-Hill book company,
Inc., 1936. 233 p.

Written by a research worker, an advertising executive, and a professor of business
administration, "This book I. addressed primarily to educated men who are lookingfor employmenteither a first job or a better jib. secondarily, it is directed toward
parents and teachers, who share vicariously these problems."

Discusses the etiquette of letters of recommendation, applications, when to speak
and when to be silent about salary, where to find the best openings, how to analyse
an employment situation. The questions: "Shall I work for a big business or a
small one?" and "Shall I live in a large or a small city?" are considered in the licht
of their deeper implications. The book emphasises fundamentals, but itpcludes specific
details, such as illustrations of successful and unsuccessful job-seeking methods.

71. BROCKMAN, MART. What is she like? A personality book for girls. New
York, Charles Scribner's sons: 1936. 210 p.

Suggestions toward building wholesome personality through good habits of mind,
s'peech, manners, and dress. Intended primarily for young women in business. Dis-
cusses relations to fellow-workers, properly financed spending and saving, social
etiquette, business contacts, work, and play.

72. CUNNINGHAM,' Bros V. Family behavior: AO study of human relations.
Philadelphia, W. B. Saunders company, 1938. 411

The psychology of family relationships. Alms to develop self-understanding and
a perspective view of the past and future family life of young adults. Studies the
social setting in the light of neighbors mid neighborhoods, changes in communtty
life, leisure and work, adjustments to communal Me, careers for parents, and part-
ing from parents. Concludes with a look ahead toward the "families of tomorrow,"

78. DAVIS, MA3:flu. The lost generation; a portrait of American youth today.
New York, The Macmillan company, 1936. 885 p.

Survey of American youth by a woman journalist who toured the coimtry by
automobile. Personal observations: tall,* with young people ; interviews with
officials, social workers, and educators ; references to recent studies ; descriptions of
going programs. Recommends local community cooperation such as tbe Los Angeles
coordinating council tfr tbs. Milwaukee social centers. Suggests, for a -vocational
education pattern, the Milwaukee vocational school ; for a vocational guidance pat-
tern, the New York State vocational service for juniors. Fears that high-school
and college graduates of 1929-19114 are less lIkil ti 'secure suitable jobs than are
ambers of the SU and line dame&
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74. Evurrr, FATE 'PHILIP, and others. The colored situation ; a book of voca-
tional and civic guidance for theiNegro youth. Boston, Meador publishing
company, 1936. 312 p.

Survey of the Negro employment situation, outlining occupational Information
necessary to_Negroes,- and steps in the scientific choke of an occupation. Division
1 considers the social heritages and attitudes of the Negro in the light of tbe modern
economic situation. Division 2 is a sytnposium by about 20 writers on occupations
in which Negroes are gainfully employed, namely : Agriculture ; commerce and in-
dustry; the culinary arts; funeral directing; the Pullman industry; the theatre;
the professionsincluding law, education, ntedicine, journalism, the ministry, and
engineering. Division 3 contains suggestions as to how the Negro may improve his
civic efficiency. Illustrafed with photographs of contributors.

13

75. GLOVER, KATHERINE Youth . . . leisure for" living. Washington, Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1936. 126 p. (United States Department of the
Interior, Office of Education. _Bulletin 1936, no. 18, part 2.)

Organisation for leisure in specific communities. Lists and describes about 120,
activities ty place and kind. as: Fellow-crafters guild, Boston, Mass.; museum classes
Syracuse, N. Y.; girls' vocitional service league, New York city ; arts and crafts
club, Chicago, Ill.; hobby clubs and social centers, *ilwaukee, Wis.; rambling
theater, District of Columbia; and other community programs for leadership train-
ing, recreation, and delinquency prevention.

IlsiNA, Petri. R., and research staff. Youth serves the community. New
York, D. Appleton-Century company, 1936. 303 p.

Survey of socially useful youth projects carried on throughout the world. Data
were gathered by interviews and by correspondence with leaders in Canada, Mexico,
Runt*, Denmark, and other countries, as well as in the United States. Outstand-
ing reports were selected and grouped with related projects. Author recommends
coordination .of youth movements through the public whoolc, and feels that
youth programs are generally more successful than those In cities because they are
more deeply rooted in reality. The Proiressive Education Association and the Works
Progress Administration cooperated in making this survey.

n. HAtiaxr, J. D. Youth . . . finding Jobs. Washingtón, Government Printing
Office, 1936. 59 p. (United States Department of the Interior, Office of

Education. Bulletin 1936, no. 18, part 5.)
Information prepared to assist communities and youth agencies in developinirpro.

grams for unemployed juniors. Describes odd-job bureaus, self-help projects, gproj-
ects for rural yotp, work-relief projects, plans for training on-the-job, communitt
activities in secmUg occupational information; apprenticeship programs.

HuTcumsom, Gros= E. and HAWKINS, LAYTON S. Counseling service for
adults. New York city, New York UniN;eriity, [andy 41bany, N. Y., State
education department, 1936, 27 p. (The New York State emergency
adult education Program, Series 1, Bulletin no. 2.)

Manual for interviewers,. vocational counselors, and educational advisers; quali-
fications of a counselor ; outline of a program of training for counsel references
on adult Counseling.

79. Jussay, CARL A. and Huromms, H. Cunt*. Youth . . . i II unity our-
veys. Washington, Government Printing Office, 1936. VT p. (Unifedigtates
Departing*. of the Interior, Office of Educations Bulletin 1936, no. 18,

part 6)
Youth surveys on school attendance, employment, guidance, vocational training,

lebure-tinse activities. and related subjects. Part 1: Independent surveys: Part 2:
Investigations conducted on a comparable basis. Part 3: Technical data for use
Is =akin future surreys.

in KJ" ED11111 R. Guiding the hard-of-hearing. New York city, National
o oecuPatiienal conference, 1936. 4p.

Vocational guidance of the deaf, sad description of the bearing Q.qvatIoD
yam la the New Tick cr pablierackeds. Iodate' from Oocaspetiw, 1931
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81. KrrsoN, HARRY D. Youth . . . vocational guidance for 'those out of school.
Washington, Government Printing Office, 1936. 81 p. . (United States
Department of the Interior, OffiCe of Education, Bulletin 1936, no. 18, part 4)

Presents outstandIng guidance work being carried on in the United states, especially
for itnemployed Juniors. Summarises about a dozen youth surveys; explains six
techniques of guidance appropriate for use with young adults ; enumeratel; public
guidance clinics, surveys. training centers, employment offices, and job-finding clubs
in mole, than 30 cities briefly describes their activities.

82. MARTENS; ELISE H. and other8. .The deaf arid the hard-of-hearing 41n the
occupational world ; report of a survey directed by the Office of Education.
Washington, Government Printing Office, 1936. 95 p. (United States
Department of the Interior, Office of Education. Bulletin 1936, no. 13.)

Survey of hard-of-hearing adults in 27 States and the District of Columbia. Pur-
pose of the study: "Guidance of deaf and hard-of-hearing young people toward more
nearly adequate vocational adjustment." Tabulations and interpretations point
toward a need of specialised services for the deaf.

I 83. McMuRRY, ROBERT N. Mental hygiene in industry ; personality disorders
as personnel problem. New York city, National occupational conference.
1936. 9 p.

Analysis of personality problems in industry. States that peculiarities of behavior
afe symptoms of mild mental disorders, and have a bad effect on the routine
of business, such as maligning, labor trouble, absence, disorganisation, confusion,
ati. friction. Suggests a procedur*for studying and' adjusting tbe problem em-
ployee, which includes intervitwing. physical examination, psychological tests, ad-
Justment. ands rehabilitation. Reprinted from Occupations, February 1938; also in
Personnel, November 1985.

84. MURPHY, Soup/ F.; HALL, O. MILTor; ; and BERGEN, °mu= L. Does guidance
change attitudes? New York city, National occupational conference, 1936.
4 p.

IND

Survey of opinions of clients of the adult adjustment ice. "These data present
evidence . . . that the counseling experience ha made them leu bitter tow,ard
employers. and less pessimistic about their failuretki . . . that, on the other
hand, there was little change in clients' opinions on controversial, social, and political
issues,' which a counseling service would not be as likely to affect." Reprinted from
Occupations, June 1936.

85. NALL, TORNEY OTTO, ed. Youth's work in the new world. New York, Asso-
elation press, 1936. 216 p.

In a erIes of 27 interviews, successful people in their respective fields survey
opportun ties for youth. A discussion section by the author adds general guidance
value. Fields included are medicine, psychiatry, farming, public service, art and
sculpture, athletics, missionary work, law, diplomacy, writing, muble, business, stage
and screen, play-writing, teaching, the ministry, Journalism, and the trades.

86. NATIONAL FEDERATION OF BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL WOMEN'S CLUBS. Per-
,. Bonne! and employment management ; one of a series of pamphlets dis-.

cussing changing patlerns in occupations. New York City, The Federation,
PubliCations department, 1819 Broadway, 1966. 11 p.

Vocational informationtltbe form of direct quotations from tilt members of a
2-day institute of occupa in Seattle, Wash., in July 1985. About 1,500 'business
and professional women, representing 60,000 members of their national association,
tod4part in round tables on 28 fielas of work. Their deliberations are set forth
in a series of pamphlets reflecting ". . . the experience and point of view of
practical women who are adapting themselves to a changing world."

87. NATIONAL YOUTH ADMINISTRATION. Facing the pioblems of youth ; the
work and objectives of the National Youth Administration. Washington,
The Administration, UK 85 p. I1

Activities of the National Youth Administration trot) June 1935 to* December
19811. Contains, descriptions, graphs* and photographs of work projects, lapdog
aid, Junior placement, and related pavanes.
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si OZANNE, JACQUES. Employers' preference in the hiring of clerical workers.
New York City, New York University, 1936. 37 p. (The New York
State emergency adult education program, series 2, New York City research
bulletin no. 1) 0

Study of 256 firms employing clerical workers in New York City, (1) to deter-
mine to what extent commercial education is meeting business needs ; (2) to dis-
cover ways in which school trurricula and teaching methods might need revision ;

(3) to provide data for more effective guidance of students codtemplating a corn-
mercial career.

4
8). YATERSON, DONALD G.; PARLEY, JOHN G., and ELLIOTT, flICHAILD M. Men,

women, and jobs, a study in liuman engineering; a revieir of the studies of
the committee on individual diagnosis and training. Minneapolis, The Uni-
versity of Minnesota press, 1936. 145 p.

Overview and final report of a 5-year research study conducted by the Minnesota
Employment stabiliziation research institute. Objects were to test methods of diag-
nosing vocational aptitudes, to discover basic re-edtication needed by the unemployed
and to demonstrate rehabilitation methods. Describes tests, techniques, interviewhig,
individual dfagnosis, and occupational analysis in the researoh clinic. Recommends
guidance as a part of educational, industrial, and community personnel work.

90. RAHN, ALPHONSO W. Your work abilities; how to express and apply them
through man-power specifications. Ne* York, Harper & Brothers, publish- 1

ers, 1936. 134 p.
Describes the composition and use of a "man-power specification." This -is a de-

scription of one's experience and abilities, and is to be used in applying for a position.

914 ROUX, WILLIAM J. How to find and follow your career ; straight thinking-
on career planning. New York, Harper & Brothers, publishers, 1936.

161 p.
Guidance for young people. Offers methods of overcoming initial inertia, choosing

a career, self-observati9n of basic abilities, defining objectives and making the final
selection. Part 2 suggests steps for moving info a chosen field. Written in popular
style.

ROSENGANTEN, WILLIAM. Choosing Your life work. 3rd ed. New York, Mc-
Graw-Hill book company, 1936. 353.p.

Plan for selecting suitable work through personal inalysis. Part 1 gives methods
of self-study and of making a general study of vocations before deciding upon and
planning a career. Part 2 describes over 40 occupations, one to a chapter. There
I. a new chapter on radio, added since, the first and second editions in 1922 and 1924.
Another innovation is a brf ilescription of related occupations after each occupa-
tional analysis. Bibliographfes for all chapters.

9B. RoViDIEV, DOROTHY, ed. Handbook of adult education in the United States,
1936 . . . New York, American association for adult education, 1936.

428
Lists about 400 organisations in the United States which are concerned witfi phases

of adult education. A brief survey of adult gui4ance is contributed by the gationaa
occupational conference, with a list of guidance ageticies, and a bibliography. There
an also sections on vocational education and rehabilitation.

NIP

N. STOOK, HAIRY T. A life and a living. New Yor!E City [and] Cincinnati
Ohio . . The Abingdon press, 198p. 136 p.

videstional counseling for leaders of young people in non-school agencies. Notes
the needs of adolescents and the natural points of contact which adults may have
With youth ; 41 principles to guide the counselor and techniques to belp an
adolescent analyse bI1.elf ; views the world's work in general with samplings of
lindac vocations and an adaptation of the Brewer classification of occupations.
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o

95. SWANsoN, Hi B. Youth . . . education for those out of school. Washington,
Government Printing Office, 1936. 76 p. Uti1ted States Department of tiie
Interior, Office of Education. Bulletin 1986, lib. 18 part 3)

Compilation of plans it various communities for continuing education by' home
study, extension courses, 2-year emergency colleges, library reading courses, radio
broadcasts, forums, clubs, community schools, vocational, part-time, household, and
commercial training, Reveals many local opportunities.

UNITED STAIT8 DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. OFFICE or EDUCATION. Cow
MITT= ON YOUTH PROBLEMS. Youth. Washington, Government Printi4
Office, 1936. 6 v. (Bulletin 1936, no. 18, parts 1-6)

Series of six brochures prepared to aid communities and social agencies in serving
the needs of unemployed youth. See entry under author's name in this section for a
separate annotation of each of the reports, which are as follows:

The Committee. How communities can help; Katherine (Hovel.. Leisure for living;
H. B. Swanson. Education for those out of school; Hairy D. Kitson. Vocational
guidance for those out of school; D. L. Harley. Youth finding jobs; Carl A. Jessen
and Clifton Hutchins. Community surveys.

97." . Youth . . . how communities can help. Washington,
Government Printing Office, 1936. 77 p. (Bulletin 1936,6o. 18, part 1)

How communities are coordinating and using the energies of youth. Examples.
Amateur museum in Washington, N. C.; young artists market of Detroit, Mich.:
Stonewall craft shops in West Virginia; Los Angeles county coordinating council;
Metropolitan junior achievement in greater New York city. Activities are described

in detail.

943.

98. . VOCATIONAL AtUdaTION DIVISION. Vocational rehabilitation
of the physically handicapped. Washington, °GovernMent Printing Office,
1936. 87 p. (Vocational Education Bulletin no. 190, Vocational Rehabilita-
tion series no. 25)

Describes tbe vocational rehabilitation\program in the United States, with a section
entitled "Steps in rehabilitation of an individual" which include counsel, advisement,
determinat!on of job objective, placement, and follow-up.

99. Young men Ain farming. Washington, Government
Printing Office, 1938. 117 p. (Vocatiimal education Bulletin no. 188, Agri-
culture séries no. 49)

Study of 100 young men on farms, their attitude toward farming, vocational plans,and other data . . . to determine the qualifications, opportilatim "and needs for
training in farming, together with derived guidante7 placemintp,Ind training
objectives.

100. WORMAN, EUGENE Ç. Youth without Jobs; a revie,w of changing conditions
affecting employment, and a fresh samplini of Y. M. C. A. experience in
service to the unemployed. New York, Association press, 347 Madison Ave.,
1936. 110 p.

Describes community attacks led by the Young Men's Christian Association, upon
the problems of unemployed youth. Work in local associations is described. Samples
include : Vocational guidance in Boston, Mass., without placement vocational guid-
ance in Baltimore, Md., with emphasis on placement ; community recreation and epter-
tainment in Norfolk, Va., and Springfield, Ill.; informal education in various cenfeis;
cooperation with. CCC.- camps, sind a morale-building program in Minneapolis, Minn.
These programs are Carefully described as to tests, materials, and techniques.

TECHNIQUES AND 'PROCEDURES
,101. Auzor, Gomm W. Ind Owner; Mum 8, Trait-names ; a psycho-lexical

study. Princeton, *Psychological review company, 171 p. (Psycho-
logical Monographs, vol. 17, no. 1 ; whole no. 211)

Thesaurus, in convenient form for psychologists, of 11,953 trait names 'ibr Webiter's'
Unabridged New Zostensatioisai Dior( . Most of these are adjectives describing
Perionalitio and are dandled in 4 groups. L theory that trait-names are socialsymbols is adyaicektad moral origins are SUgPetelt
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102. AMERICAN ASSOCIATION efir PSYCHIATRIC SWIAL WORKER& Differential ap-
proach In case work treatment. New York, Family welfare association of
America, 1936. 64 p.

How *social workers find a basis for "differential treatment of differing needs," in
papers and discussions on techniques presented at meetings, 1936.

Contents: Fern Lowry. The client's needs as the basis for differential approach
in treatment ; Florence Hollis. Environmental (indirect) treatmeilt as determined by
the client's needs ; Beatrice J. Wajdyk. An intensive treatment approach; Marcella S.
Farrar. The approach to the client's needs le it is conditioned by the function of tbe
agency ; Ruth Smalley. The approach to the client's needs as it is conditioned bx, the
equipment of the worker. Discussions by Ruth Gartland, Grace F. Marcus, Paul Sloane,
Marcella S. Farrar, and Lucille Nickel Austin.

103. AilERICAN COUNCIL QN EDUCATION. Report of the fifth educational confer-
ence in New York . 1936, under the auspices of the Committee on measure-
ment and guidance of the American council on educatio,n, the Commission
on the relation of school and college of the progressive education association,
the Cooperative test service, and the Equational records bureau. Washing-
ton, D. C., American council on education. 1936. 204 p.

Published in the Educational record, vol. 17, supplement no. 10, October
1936. 204 p.

Among a number of general articles on education are the following of -specific
interest to guidance workers : Richard D. Allen. Testing and guidance in a city
public-school system ; L. L. Thurstone. New concept of intelligence and a new method
of measuring primary abilities; John R. P. French. Use of case histories in gui4ance ;

Nelson A. Jackson. Tests and scholastic guidancu Galen Jones. Persistence of indi-
vidual differences in relation to guidance. 4)46

104. . ReiNirt of the fourth es'Aucational conference [in] New York . . .

1935, under the auspices of the4Committees on personnel methods and on edu-
cational testing of the Smerican emincil on education, the Commission on
the relatiot; of school and college of the pr9gressive education associatittn,.*
the Cooperative test service, and the Educational records bureau( Washing*
ton, D. C., American council on education, 1936. 160 p.

Published in the Educational record, vol. 17, supplement no. 9; January,
1936. 160 p.

Contains articles of general inerest, and a symposium on testing which has technical
values for guidance workeis. School grades and test scores ; a practical use for test
peon's; use of the Bureau's facilities in the award of scholarships ; achievement of
secondary school pupils on 'college science tests; the Strong vocational interest test
and its use in secondary schools ; studying individual boys with the help of the new
tests; administrative values of testing, preliminary examinations; and tact in testing.

105. RICAN EDUCATIONAL R
through research.; Washitron, C., National education association, '1936.

p.

AssocuerioN. Recónstructing education

lute oMaterial of guidance workers is as follows : A. J. Brumbaugh. Relationship
between living arrangements and academic achiqvement at the University of Chicago,
pp. 20-23 ; Paul V. Sangren. Psycho-edacationál clinic as an aid to teacher training,
,pp. 41,-44 ; Paul R. Hanna. Youth's participation in socially useful work, pp. 67-78;
Harold F. Clark. Investigations into the relation between education and the use of our
human resources, pp. 126-29 ; David Begel. Research technics needed in connection
with the use of cumulative records, pp. 206-9 ; W. W. Coxe. The changing occupa-
tional pattern in New York State and its implicatrons for education, pp. 240-44.

"This is the second complete annual report of the meeting of the American edu-
cational research association, a department of the National education &asocial-
tion to be published in separate bound form."

106. Riantrrr, Wnact.. Occupations Rnd vocational *guidaoce: a .source lgt of
pamphlet material. New York, H. W. Wilson company, 1936. 123 p.

A purchasing list of short inexpensive monographs givinedOb information by as.
mediations, founds, us,Natate and Federal deputments of education. Re-indexed
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and . completely revised since 1984, this bibliography carries many references not
listed elsewhere.

107. BENTLEY, JOHN E. Problem children ; an introduction to the study of handi-
capped children in the light of their physiologicil, psychological, and social
status. Ne9w York, W. W. Norton and company, Inc., 1936. 437 p.

Outlines the psychological approach to the study of problem children, and presents
techniques in educating them. Considers: Common physical defects of public-school
children ; special problems of crippled children ; disabilities in speech, reading, bearing,
motor responses, and sight. Describes the correction of social disabilities through
child guidance clinics in the public schools.

108. BREEN, MARY J. Partners in play : Recreation for young men and women
together. New York, A. S. Barnes and company. 1936. 185 p.

Tbe National recreation association, cooperating with the Y. W. C. A., presents
a book for recreation leaders. Covers the practical phases of organized play for
mixed groups between the ages of 12 and 30. Games, stunts, parties ; discussion
of the purpose and philosophy of supervised group recreation ; aspects of effective
leisure-time guidance. Bibliographies.

109. B11108, OSCAR K. Educational, psychological, and personality tests of 1933,
1934, and 15. New Brunswick, N. J., School of education, Rutgers uni-
versity, 1936. 83 p. (Studies in education, no. 9)

Classified list of published tests. Informafion for each test includes title, deficrip-
tion of the group for which the test was constructed, date of copyright or publication,
author, publisher, whether an. individual or group test, number of forms, cost, time
ne4decl to administer, and references on its construction, validation, and use. Classi-
fication according to subject fields with a cross-reference key for quick location of
specific tests. Cumulates the 1935 íssue by the same author.

110. CuLvta, Mrs. DOROTHY CAMPBELL. Xethodology of social science research;
a bibliography. Berkeley, University of California press, 1936. 159 p.

Issued by the Bureau of public administration of the University of California, thislist covers sources and methosls of collecting data. It includes references on the fol-
lowing special techniques used in guidance : le survey, the interview, the ques-tionnaire, the case study, testa, statistical analy , and graphic presentation.

111. ELIINGSoN, MARK and NEBLETrE, C. B. If you are considering photography.
Rochester, N. Y., Rochester athenaeum and mechanics institute, 1936. 19 p.
(Vocational guidance series, Pamphlet no. 2)

One of a continuous series of pamphlets presenting factors which must be con-sidered in deciding upon a vocation. Outlines the faets as they Apply to tbe field ofphotography. Gives technical information, statistics, advantages, and disadvan-
tages, and opportunities for personal growth.

112. ELLIOTT, HARRISON S. dind 1uiJr, GRACE LOUCKS. Solving personal prob-
lems ; a counseling manual. New York, Henry Holt and 'company, 1936.
321 p.'

01.

Counseling techniques for various situations, including vocatiotial adjustments,counseling on ordinary life problems, and counseling with individuals -in difficulty.
113. FROILELTED COUNCIL ON Mir EDUCATION. Costume design as an occupation.

New Yori city, The Council, 745 Fifth Avenue; New London, Conn., Institute
of women's professional relations; Research headquarters, Connecticut col-
lege, 1936. 59 p.

One of a series of pamphlets on occupations requiring a knowledge of art. Includesa list of professional art schools prepared by Florence Levy, and a report on costume
design by Chase Going Woodhouse and Anne Evans. Answers the followinimpiestions:Who does costum. design?. Where can the beginner begin? What must costume
designers know? What do they barn? What is the demand for their services? What
are the advantages and disadvantages of their work? What type of person is the
successful costume designer, and where may training be found? Covers dressmaking,
wholesale garment houses, pattern companies, stage costume, teaching, and free lahcing.
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114. Textile design as an occupation. New York city, The Council, 745

Fifth Avenue; New London, Conn., Institute of women's professional rela-

tions; Research headquarters, Connecticut college, 1936. 48 p.
Analysis of textile design answering the following questions : What is textile design,

What is the textile industry? Who does textile designing? Where is if done?
Where can the beginner get a start? What muit textile designers know? What do

they earn? What type of Person is successful? Includes a list of textile schools,

universities with textile engineering departments, art departments, and home economics

departments offering courses in textile design. The directory of schools, was .com-

piled by Florence Levy, the report written by *Chase Going Woodhouge, and field

interviews were by Anne Evans.

115. GARDNER., RUA. Handbook for recreation leaders. Washington, Govern-

ment Printing Office, 1936. 121 p. (U. S. Children's bureau publication

no. 231.)
Compendium of games for group recretation, useful in leisure-time guidance. Direc-

tions are given for about 600 games, Indexed as follows: Playground and picnic games;

games for home play ; games for small groups in small spaces; for boys ; for fewer

than 10; games for from 10 to 30 players; for 100 or more ; games for large groups in

small spaces; games for parties ; and games for children under 10.

116. GLUTor, fit SHELDON, and GU:1E0K, ELEANOR, eds. Preventing crime; a sym-

posium . . . New York, McGraw-Hill book company, Inc., 1938. 509 p.

Collection of "representative illustration F. of the various types of crime-preventive

work being carried on in the United States." Describes city guidance programs as

follows: Community programs, school guidance programs, police programs, intra-

mural guidance programs, extra-mural guidance programs, boys' club, and recreation

programs. Each is given in detail, with emphasis on principles and techniques.

117. GBEENE, EDWARD B. Prtktice and performance. New York city, National

occupational conference, 1936. 6 p.

Study showing that repetitions of the Minnesoia Spatial relations test result in
markedly improvéd group scores. Recommends research on techniques to eliminate

practice effects. Reprinted from Occupations, October 193g.

118. HEALY, WILLIAM, and BaoNrim, AUGUSTA F. New light on delinquency and

its treatment. New Haven, [Conn.,] Yale University press, 1936. 226 p.

Research conducted simultaneously in 3 American cities by the Institute of human

relations of Yale university covering 133 families having 194 delinquent children

among a total of 461. A paired study of delinquent and non-delinquent siblings, some

of them twins, was included. To "every-day workers with delinquents" the authors

recommend chapters 1, 5 to 9, inclusive, 11, and 14.

An outstanding fact was that 91 percent of ttle delinquent children had experienced

emotional frustrations, mainly because of personality difficulties with others in their

immediate families.

119. HOPPOCX, RomeT. Vocational guidance; a five-foot shelf. New York city,

Naticinal occupational conference, 1936. 5 p.

Lists about 60 books of value to guidance workers, including : 9 books describing

several occupations ; 9 on self-guidance; 12 on guidance in secondary schools; 8 high-

, school occupations texts; 4 on guidance in colleges; 2 orientation texts; 10- books

on industrial psychology ; 5 on guidance principles. Reprinted fiom Oocupations,

November 1936.

120.- and PAVAN, ANN. Occupational books ;'a five-foot shelf. New York

city, National occupational conference, 1936. 4 p.

Three groups of books; pamphlets, and bibliographies on occupations. Group 1 Is
for mall libraries, at a minimum cost; group 2 extends the range of occupations

covered; grit* 8 widens it further. Reprinted from Occupations, December 1986.

121. Joins., %alum. Character and citizenship training in the public school ; an

experimental study of three sped,11c,methods. Chicago, University of Chicago

press, 1986. 404 p. ,
Experiment with- it -giro-ups ef equated classes using a different method of character

'education for each, and 17 tests. General conclusions: Character improvement through

am
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class instruction ia slight, but positive.
experience-plus-discussion. Group spirit
tbe emotional tone of a class. Teachers
their success. Some did more effective
research recommended.

The most successful teaching method was
was found to be important in buildinz u.
using the same method varied noticeably in
work with boys, some with girls. Furtb,r

lirrsoN, HMI' D. and LING.. MARY R. Vocational guidance thump
the library ; a guide showing how the librarian can serve individuals who ire
tryffig to solve vocational problems. Chicago, American library association
1936. 36 p.

Selected. annotated bibliography including : Books on guidance, choosing, and iv:.
vancing in an occupation ; occupations for women ; biography and action nsefu:
guidance. Several other bibliographies are listed, as well as 5 periodicals specializing
in the field, and 26 national organisations interested in vocational guidance.

123. KIWANIS INTERNATIONAL. Kiwanis counselor's handbook ; a guide to sucvess-
ful vocational counseling . . . Chicago, Ill., Kiwanis International, McGraw-
Hill building, 520 North Michigan Avenue, 1936. 20 p.

Planning the Kiwanis counseling service; essential elements of effective connsel:ng.
qualifications which a counselor should possess. ; important things to observe in 4ix.
interview. Includes facsimile of a counselee's information blank, a questionnaire for
members, and suggestions to leaders of group conferences.

124. KiwANIs INTERNATIONAL. KiwanIs tocitional guidance Chicago, Ill., Ki-
wanis International, McGraw-Hill building, 520 North Michigan Avenue, 1536.
7 p.

Guidance through Kiwanis 'clubs by means .of school assembly talks, group cons
ences, personal interviews, radio programs, plant visitations, vocational guidance films.
and scholarships. Suggests methods of providing opportunities for exploratory and
try-out experiences; and building a vocational guidance library.

125. KIWANIS INTIIINATIONIL Working program of vocational guidance : Sug-
gestions to club committees. Chicago, Ill., Kiwanis International, McGraw-
Hill building, 520 North Michigan Avenue, 1936. 16 p. (Reprint, September
1936.)

How laymen can help the schools in giving vocational guidance ; working suggestions
to Kiwanis committees; exposition of the principles of guidance; techniques of voca-
tional talks to etudents; outline of an occupational analysis; suggestions on the per-

, sonal interview.

126. LAYTON, WARar.N K. City director of-guidance. New York City; National
occupational conference, 1936. 4 p. .

Optimum organisation of a school guidatce program as seen by a city director.
Specific recommendations with reference to administration and supervision, qualifica-
tions ind selection of counselprs, rank and remuneration, profession') contacts, pupil-
counselors' ratio, teaching loads, home-relationships, bugetary allocation of counselors'
salaries, indirect publicity, and guidance contacts with non-school agencies. Re-
printed from Occupations, October 1936.

127. Um, JONATHAN MURRAY and Siam, DAVID. -Testing practices of high-school
teacher& Washington, Government Printing CaTice, 1938. 42 p. (United
States Department of the Interior, (Mice of education. Bulletin 198k no. 9.)

Report of a study determining the extent to which ieecben are actually using tests.
both eelf-made and standardized, and answering such questions as: How often do
teachers give tests? What are Ole practices relative to final examinations? What
uses do teachers make of test results? This study has certain implications for guidance
workers. For example, very few teachers use aptitude tests, character testa, or rating.
scale& "Numbers make most we of their own objective lists and least use of intelli-
gence tests . . . Since the percentages In general are fairly low, one can say that
many possibilities of tests in blamable and guidance have been overlooked."
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GH, RoBERT D. Group leadership wieth modern rules of procedure. New
York, W. W. Norton and company, Inc., 1936. 259 p.

Developed from erperience at Bennington college, Bennington, Vt., this analysis of
group leadership is useful to group guidance workers in its presentation of techniques.
Gives methods of handling all sizes of gatherings, from small committees to large mass
meetings. Includts modern simplified rules of procedure and a bibliography of aids
and sources.

129. LEVINE, ALBERT J. Fundamentals of psychologic guidance ; mental .hygiene
in the service of school and society. Brooklyn, N. Y., educational monograph
press, 882 Linden Boulevard, 1936. 96 p.

Analysis of guidance in terms of technique. as foltows : The preliminary interview. the
research interview. and the adjustive interview ; use of tests; choice of adjustive
techniques. Briefly brings out the bearing of various systems of modern psychology on
guidance. Suggesti "do's and don'ts" for counselors.

130. LEVY, FLOR&NCE N., ed. Choosing a life career in the design arts ; a discus-
sion of guidance In some fields of art . . New York City, Federated council
on art education, 745 Fifth Avenue, 1:4: 55 p.

Art teachers and vocational counselors censider the occupational phases of architec-
ture, interior decoration, advertising design, and industrial design. Covers market
needs, personal qualifications, training required, and technique of training.

Contents : Royal Bailey Farnum, Foreword ; Austin Purves, Jr., Fine arts of design,:
Leopold Arnaud. Architecturetraining for the professional and allied occupations ;
Mrs. pargaret Daman, Mrs. Archibald M. Brown, Eleanor Lemaire, and Mildred Irby.
InteriLr architecture and decoration; Stuart Campbell. Morris Rosenblum, and M. F.
Agha. Advertising design ; Richard F. Bach and Donald R. Dohner.- Industrial design,'
market needs, training. and its technique.

Other pamphlets in this series are listed in this section under Federated council on
art edgcatiton.

131. LOUTTIT, CHAUNCIfir M. Clinical pstchology ; a handbook of children's be-
havior problems. New York, Harper & brothers, publishers, 1936. OW p.

Describes specific behavior problems, with techniques for diagnosing and treating
each. Part 1 discusses diagnostic methods, including psychometrics. Parts 2, 8,
and 4 discuss, respect4vely, problems related to abilities, problems of serious be-
havior such as delinquency and psychoneuropes, and problems related to organic
difficulties.

132. NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION. Proceedings of the seventy-fourth an-
nual meeting held in Portland, Oregon, June 28 to July 2, 1936. Washing-
ton, D. C., The Association, 1936. 958 p.

Annual report, with tbe following articles of interest to guidance workers ; Let's
study the whole child, pp. 395-06; Teachers and guidance, pp. 531-83; Effects on
family life of certain frustrations of youth, p. 545 ; and A list of accredited teachers
colleges, pp. 614-1&

133. NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL COMMENCE. . . Appraisals and abstracts of
available literature on occupations. New York city, The Conference, 551
Fifth Avenue, 1936. 19 v.

Series of pamphlets on occupations, giving for each vocation the duties, essential
abilities, necessary training, rewards, hazards, advantages, disadvantages, trade pub-
lications, professional organisations, and bibliography.

Contents: Mortimer Cassiletb, Electric& installation and maintenance In build-
ings ; Claire Cbalaron and Marion Moise, Auto mechanics as an occupation ; Mary
P. Corre, The occupation of the letter carrier; Virgil E. Dickson, Thr occupation
of the police officer; A. W. Gibson, Farming as an occupation; O. Latham Hatcher,
Tbe occuPation of the rural teacher; T. Arnold Hill, The occupation of tbe under.
taker; N. Horton, The occupation of the machinist; C. J. fink*, Beauty cul-
ture as an occupation ; Harry D. Kitson, The occupation of the vocational coun-
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odor; Earl UtwWer, Landscape architecture as an occupation; Herbert Meyer,
Painting as an occupation ; A. J. Miller, Mechanical drafting as sin occupation;
Cleo Mart land. Dietetics as an occupation ; Edith E. Pence. City and mull.).
management as an occupation ; Charles A. and William L. Prosser, Plumbing at. an
occupation ; Vera Rooney. Bookkeeping as an occupation ; Irving O. Scott. Bank-
ing as an occupation ; Chase Going Woodhouse. Dental hygiene as an occupation.

134. NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF EDUCATION . Thirty-fifth yea rh( b4ik.

Part 1: Grouping of pupiLs. Bloomington, IlL, Public school publishing
company', 1936. 319 p.

Report& edited by Guy M. Whipple. on various phases of ability grouping. Tbo
following. on the psychology of grouping. are of technical interest to guiii.v
workers: Austin H. Turney. The psychological basis of grouping; Harry J. Bakt-r.
The psychology of ability groups and implications for instructional differentiatn

135. NEUMETER, MARTIN H. and NEUliETER, ESTHER S. Leisure and recreati4,n.
New Yotk, A. S. Barnes and company. 1936. 405 p.

Treatise on the leisure activities of the world. Analyzes tbe economic causes of
leisure, effect on personality. modern ways of using leisure time. sociological
cations of leisure. and commercial amusements. Studies recreational theories tie,

ginning with early attitudes toward play:- Presents modern views, outstandinz
recreational movements in tbe United States. representative European and Asiatic
programs. activities in Canada and Mexico. and programs in rural areas. Gives t

professional preparation and qualifications for success as a recreational leader.

136 PARKER, WILLARD E. Books about jobs: a bibliography of occupational
literature. ehicago, Ill., American Library Association, 1936. 402 p.

Comprehensive bibliography of 8.000 titles on occupation& with a detailed infix
including 600 occupational designations. Jobs are classified under 28 main Milli
headings which form the table of contents. Code letters follow each referenefb.
showing whether. for that occupation. it is biographical. general. historical. vocational.
technical. or textual. Covers occupational literature from about 1920-85. Ifistiet1
under the auspices of tbe National occupational conference.

137. PENNSYLVANIA UNIVERSITY. SCHOOL OF EDUCATION. Educational programs
for today and tomorrow; Twenty-third annual Schoolmees week proceed-
ings. March 25-28. 193& Philadelphia, Pa., The University, 1936. 576 p.

(University of Pennsylvania bulletin, vol. 36 no..29, June 25, 1936.)
Report of a meeting' of the Southeastern convention district of the Pennsylvania

State education association. Includes papers on a variety' of subjects related to
guidance, presented by
Helen A. Field. Percival M. Symonds. Sydney V. Rowland.
Mary V.-Cooper. Ruberta N. Smith. William A. Wetzel.
Byron S. Hollinsbead. Isaac Sutton. F. J:NKelly.
Homer P. Rainey. T. 94 Bennett. John A. McCarthy.
Kenneth E. AppeL John R. Patterson. Samuel Berman.
Morris & Vitilea. Robert Hoppock. Katherine G. Carpenter.
Eugene S. Farley. Armond G. Gerson. CarL W. Aretz.
Alice Liveright. Mabel Fuson.

138. Pixsourr, DLit= A. Affective factors in education. New York city,
National occupational conference, 1936. 10 p.

Material and method of the Committee on emotion and the educative process of
the American council on education. Shows that aon-intellectual factors must be
taken into consideration in the guidance process, and added to testing, training. and
placement. Reprinted from Ooettponons, Kay 1936.

I. Pam Mixon= wed Twirl, 8. E., comp. Index to vocations. New York.
H. W. Wilson company, 1966. 106 p.

Analytical index to 1.830 sped& occupations as described in 115 selected books
and pamphlets. Part 1 lists vocations alphabetically with references under each.
Part 2 lists biographical material. Two supplementary lists : Guidance books for
teachers and counselors, and alphabetical author list of the 115 publications.
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140. P11001% WILLIAut N. Shifts in methodi of vocational counseling. New
York city, National occupational conference. 1936. 4 p.

Points out ways in which vocational counseling is affected by economic chsangeg.

Some of these are: Postponement of vocational decision. thinking in terms of
occupational field rather than specific jobs. -and attention to the development of
latent powers for leisure-time use. Reprinted from Occupations, November 1936.

PitorFrrr, MAWS M., romp. Guidance. Washington, Government Printing
Office, 193G. 11 p. (United States Department of the Interior. Office of

Education. Good references bibliography DO. 2. 1936 rec.)
Selected annotated bibliography on guidance classified under administration and

organisation. instructions and programs. occupations. vocational counselors and
counseling. pubil abilities, and tests.

142. Psychological studies of human variability; Dodge commemorative num-
ber. Princeton, N. J., Psychological review company, 1936. 415 p. (Psycho-

logical monographs, no. 211.)

Research studies of children and adults. Including the following with guidance
implications : Ruth W. Washburn. A simultaneous observation-and-recording method

with specimen records of activity patterns in young children. pp 74-82'; Robert
Hoppock. Age and job satisfaction. pp. 115-118: Albert B. Crawford. Individual
differences in educational guidance. pp.10-72.

143. PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION ) CLFA-RI No Hot SE. A directory of organizations
in the field of public administration. Chicago, Ill., Public administration
clearing house, 1936. 180 p.

Third edition of a biennial directory of voluntary associations in social service

work. Listed alphabetically. with subject headings cross-referenced according to fields

of activity. Separate sections for national, State. regional. and Canadian organiza-
tions. Gives name, location, membership. activities. publications, and other pertinent
facts about eacb group.

144. REMMERS, H. H. Measuring attitude toward the job. New York city,
National occupational conference, 1936. 4 p.

'Describes a scale for determining attitudes toward chosen vocations. and dis-
cusses literature on Ab satisfaction. Reference& Reprinted from Occupations,

June 1936. -)

145. Wuxi', HARRY N. Education for adjustment, New York, D. Appleton-

Century company, 1966. 419 p.
Directed to teachers and supervisors as a means of relating education more closely

to mental hygiene. Indicates references of greatest practical value to teachers;
considers methods of teaching that facilitate adjustment. and methods that retard it ;
suggests incent4es in the home, school, neighborhood; also economic, environmental,
and recreational. Evaluates classroom punishment and points out relationship of

mental hygiene to enlightened methods of discipline.

146. RUNDQUIST, EDWARD A. avid SLEITO, RAYMOND F. Personality in the de-

pression; a study in the measurement of attitudes. Minneapolis, University
of Minnesota press, 193& 398 p. (Institute of child welfare monpgraph
series no. 12)

Analysis of techniques used in ttltude measurements. Study of 1,316 men and
1,886 women on various occupational and educational levels, including unemployed
persons on relief, employed high-school teachers, and students. Their attitudes
toward the family, law, education. and businesi conditions were measured by means
of various scales, and the relative efficiency of the different scales was determined.

147. Selected references in education, 1935. Chicago, Ill: University of Chicago,

1936. 196 p. (Supplementary educational monographs, no. 43, -January
1986)

Compilation of 20 monthly lists of annotated references published in 1985 by the
ached review and Elesseisterp mime' Jounwa. In addition to the guidance list, by
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Percival W. Hutson, pp. 68-74, which appeared originally in the September issue
of the School review, are : Tbe extra7curricu1um, pp. 47-58; educational psychology.
pp. 54-61; and exceptional children, pp. 12345, which contain material with guid-
ance applications.

148. SHAFIrlak LAURANCE F. The psychology of adjustment ; an objective ap-
proach to mental hygiene. Boston, Mass., Houghton-Mifflin company, 1936.
600 p.

Technical review of applied psychology. Part 4 is of especial value to guidance
workers, as it treats mental hygiene techniques and includes sections on mental
hygiene and education, mental hygiene in industry, and vocational maladjustment.

149. Soma., Mr8. FRANCES S. Teachers' marks and objective tests as indices of
school adjustment. New York City, Btfrean of publications, Teachers
college, Columbia university, 1936. 74 p.

Correlation of school marks, ratings on personal traits, and scores on various
tests of 172 seventh- and eighth-grade children, Conclusion : "This study indicates
that spurious factors such ar penmanship, punctuality, and personal attractiveness
tend to accompany school success as measured by teachers' marks."

150. THOMPSON, Loam A.; LAURENCE, DANIEL C. ; and ALLARDY ARCHIE. 'In-
terview aids and trade questions for employment offices. York, Harpir
& brothers, publishers, 1986. 173 p.

Reference manual of questions and answers for interviewers in determining the
trade knowledge of an applicant. Part 1 sketches procedures in the Cincinnati
employment center; part 2 contains from 15 to 20 questions on each of some 200
occupations including such jobs as armature winder, boiler-maker, chauffeur, com-
positor, roofer, seamstress, stonemason, tailor, welder, vulcaniser, etc. Sets of ques-
tions are listed alphabetically by occupation.

151. THiLiSHER, FREDINIC M. The gang; a study of 1,313 gangs in Chicago. 2nd
rev. ed. Chicago, 'The University of Chicago press, 1936. 605 p.

Seveq-year study of gangland In Chicago. Presents the gang as a type of human
group, showing its relationship to juvenile delinquency, crime, and politics in a
large city. Gives an actual picture of the life lived by boys in their shacks, and
men in their clubrooms. Photographs, diagrams, charts, and a map of Chicago's
gangland. Suggests methods of dealing with the gang problem by redirecting the
activities of younger groups. Valuable to guidance workers in the light it throws
on out-ofschool activities of boys in city slums. b

152. UNIT= STATES BUREAU oF LABOR STATISTICS. Handbook of labor statistics;
1938 edition. Wgshington, Government Printing Office, 1936. 1151 p.
(United States Bureau of Labor Statistics Bulletin no. 616)

Basic data on labor in the United States. This is the fourth of a series of
handbooks published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and forms a digest of ma-
terial of permanent value prepared by the Bureau since 1931.

Includes a summary of,Aoccupational trends and changes since 1850 based on an
analysis of census data, and an article on white-collar workers, pp. 579-92. This
material was abstracted from tbe Monthly labor review, November 1933, pp. 1,017,
and March 1984, p. 501. It is available in reprint form.

153. UNITED STATics DEPAnniitarr or THZ INTERIM OPTICS Or EDUCATION. Edu-
cational directory, 1986. Washington, Government Printing Office, 1936.
(United States Department of the Interior, Office of Education . Bulletin
19116, no. 1)

Issued annually in four parts. Part 1 : Rrincipal State and county school of-
ficers; Part 2 : Principal city school officers; Part 8 : Colleges and universities,
including all inktitutions of higher education ; Part 4: Educational associations and
directories. Each part is obtainable smarty u the information becomes available.

154. UNITED STATES WOMEN'S Buineaqu. Women . office workers: Posters 1-7.
Washington, Government Printing Office, 1986. 7 v.

A set of 7 pictorial charts, 24 by 82 inches, presenting the following statistics
on business women: 1. The most camel hour schedule, depictod on a large clock;
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2. Percentage distribution of salary rate by occupation, decorated with a silhouette;
8. Median salary rate by occupation, illustrated with sketches ; 4. Salary rate by city,

showing four metropolitan skylines; 5. Salary rate by type of office, shown against
a skyscraper background; 6. Salary rate by age and experience, represented by
Father Time; 7. Salary rate by sex in Chicago, with background view of Michigan
boulevard. Procurable separately, or in a set.

155. YALE UNIVERSITY% DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. Educational progress and
school administration: A symposium . . . written as a tribute to Frank Ells-
worth Spaulding . . . edited by Clyde M. Hill . . . New Haven, Conn., Yale
university press, 1966. 400 p.

Symposium on school administration with the following articles bearing on phases of
guidance; Mark A. May. The role of psychology in school administration; J. Warren
Tilton. The new psychology and school administration; William H. Holmes. The

individual child and school administration ; Arnold Gesell. The preschool child and
school administration; Vivian A. C. Henmon. The education of the gifted child and
school administration ; Hugh Hartshorne. Character education and school administra-
tion.

PERIODICAL REFERENCES

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

156. AUSTIN, B. F. Mental health of the school child. Alabhma school journal,
54; 12+, November 1936.

General suggestions to teachers for improving add maintaining the mental health of
young school children.

157. BOYNTON, PAUL L. Wishes of elementary school children. Peabody journal
of edugation, 13: 165-74, January 1936.

Study of the expressed desires of 790 boys and 779 girls in elementary schools of 5
states to determine possible sex, age, and-group-differences. Results show that "chil-
dren's wishes, or fundamental interests, cannot be explained in terms of group causes
or affiliations . . In truth, it would seem that the.child's wishes must go back to [his]
particular experiences."

158. Character building through doing:, Kansas City, Mo., Public schools. Ameri-

can childhood, 21: 14-16, February 1986.

Character training through real experiences in work and play in the elementary
grades in Kansas City, Mo. Kindergarten-primary situations which aid in developing
self-control, courtesy, honesty, promptness, and other traits are described. The pro-
gram resulted from a curriculum revision survey participated in by 700 teachers.

150. DuaLitigv, EDNA ; LEISTIKOW, LYDIA ; and DALTHORP, CHAgLES. In lieu of
report cards. Nation's schools, 18 : 27-80,,October 1936.

Graphs, or profiles, of the progress of children in kindergarten and grades 1 to 6
are sent home to their parents from an elementary school in Aberdeen, B. Dak.
Facsimiles accompany the article.

160. GATES, AIrTHITI I. and BOND, GUY L. Failure in reading and social malad-
justment . . . Journal of the National education association ; 25: 205-6;

243-4; 289-00; October-December 1966.

Lists personality problems associated with reading disability as found in various
studies. Shows beneficial effects of remedial reading, case studies, and individual
coaching. Describes the WPA remedial reading project in New York city and the clinic
la the Speyer school (Public school 500)

161. ----lewd Some outconleo of instruction in the Speyer experi-
mental school (P. S. 5007 Teachers college record, 38: 206-17, December
1906. 'sr

Methods and results obtained in six retarded classes at the Speyer school, New

York cit/t during the first few months of its existence. Gains in social adjustment
and In reading ability were esPodally marks&
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162. (Izmir., N. L. The Club is character training laboratory. Nation's schools,
18: 21, July 1936.

Student government in a Duncan, Okla., elementary school is worked out through
class clubs, which elect new officers every 6 weeks.

163. Gifted and talented children. Journal of educational sociology, vol. 10, no.
2, p. 65-108, October 1936.

For tbe most part, this issue is given over to a group of articles on gifted children.
edited by Harvey W. Zorbaugh, as follows : Florence Cane. The gifted child in 'art ;
Hazel M. Stanton. The gifted child in music ; Leta S. Hollingworth. Terpan classes
at public school 500; Florence Mateer. Clinical prpblems of bright children; Harvey
W. Zorbaugh and Rhea K. BoardxnJNftgfng our gifted children.

164. Guidance for continuous growth. Childhood education, 12: 289-331.
April 1936.

Special issue on guidance for preschool and primary children, compiled by GenrudeP. Driscoll. Titles and contributors are as follows : Gertrude P. Driscoll. Guidanceand the classroom teacher ; *lice V. Keliber. Successful living and guidance;
Cotherine W. Brackett. Hazards of first grade; Martin P. Chworowsky. Why Sally
became indifferent; Lois Barclay Murphy. Emotional developnient and _guidance innursery school and at home. Margaretta R. Voorhees. Anna and Carolinesome
phases of their development, Charles I. Lambert. Pupil-teacher relationships
some interpretations.

Book reviews, magazine notes, and research abstracts in this issue ate all selectedwith a guidance emphasis. Ma

165. Guidance for the difficult child. Nef era 17 : 117-150, May 1926.
This number of the New Era is devoted to guidance in Great Britain. VariousBritish authorities in child guidance clinics, schools, and hospitals have contributedarticles as follows: D. R. MacCalman, Jealousy, shyness, and fears ; George Seth.Treatment of disorder& of speech ; M. L. Dunsdon. Backwardness; Nina Sear'.Freudian light en children's behavior ; H. E. Field. Problem of Juvenile delinquency ;Emanuel Miller. Organization of a child guidance clinic ; C. L. C. Burns. Childguidance under an educating authority ; K. Duguid. Guy's hospital childftguidanceclinic; Elizabeth E. Irvine. The Northwestern child guidance clinic; Sister MarieHilda. Child guidance in a Catholic community ; [Institute of child psychology).Guidance through play.

166. HArrwicx, BERTHA W. and STOWELL,jMARGAarr. Relationln parental over-
attentiveness to children's work habits l
garten and the first six giades of school. ournal of educational research,

social adjustments in kinder-

30: 10-70, November 1986.
Study of the effects of excessive pampering tnd excessive preuure on children.Indicates that "children who are babied or pushed by their parents have moreocial difficulties than children from well-adjusted homes", and that the success of"the work of the school depends to a marked extent on parental attitudels."

167. Hmongs, Miaow H. and Gxx.isort, CHARLES. Home visitation. Educational
method, 15: 878-87, April 1936.

Home visitation by teachers is a part of tbe counseling prOgram in Wichita, Kans.Two principals describe the activities in tbeir elementary schools, including teacher
preparation, records, and sample case studies. .

168. HommewosiTH, S. Pounding of Public school 500: Speyer school.
Teachers college record, 88. 119-28, November 1986.

On January 28, 1938, public elementary school 500 was established in New Yorkcity as an experimental school. Its purpose, enrollment, classes, teaching staff, andmethods are outlined.
109. JONES, BIM= A. K. Adjusting first-grade experiences to the needs of the

individual child. California journ,1 of elementary education, 4: 290-8, May
1906.

Complete facsimile of the Chico, Calif., school entrance inventory which wassent to parents of 172 first-grade children in VIM ; ionausary of children's, difilcultiesas reported by. parents; outline of teachers' correctly* plan.
4
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170. KUMW, CARL H. Are'clubs desirable in the elementary school? Educa-
tional method, 16: 142-47, December 1936.

Description of the club activities in elementary schobls in Amherst district,
Eggertsville, N. Y. The club program began with expressions of teachers' bobby
interests, and has developed to the point where sewing, dramatics, cooking, handi-
craft, and many other activities flourish. Club work is graded to ease the transition
from elementary to junior high school, and contact with several teachers gives' pupils
a fotetaste 'of departmentalisation. A

LANGDON, GRACE. Nursery schoolkindergarten education_ in mental
health. American childhood, 21:8-9+, June 1936.

Group experiences in nursery school offer new situations to young children through
which they may learn cooperation, tolerance, and self-confidence. Photographs of
nursery schools operated by the WPA illustrate points in the article.

172. LEADER, AucE F. The backward pupil ; plans for helping the retarded
and difficult child. Grade teacher, 53: 12-f-, June 1936.

Causal factors for problem behavior of elementary school children are under the
following four headings: Physical defects; faulty personal hygiene ;- unfavorable
home conditions; and et:notional maladjustment.

173. LINN, E. E. The Principal's opportunity in peisonality adjustment of the
elementary-school child. National elementary principal, 15: 203-6, June
1986.

" Discusses the strategic position of the elementary school principal in helping abnor-
mal children, particularly in securing information from teachers, parents, and school
records.

Several techniques are outlined, such as conferencis, faculty meetings, and coopera-
%.

tive case studies.

174. LoocwooD, Amur M. Character education practices. Educational
method, 1.5 : 361-65, April 1936.

Study of actual practices in some elementary schools of Washington, p. C. Outlines
extracurricular and class activities, giving details of pupil participation, especially in
a character-building group called the school patrol.

175. MARKET, Osumi B. ,Problem child in the nursery school. Progressive educa:
tion, 13:100-67, March 1936.

Important considerations in dealing with young problem children, general methods
of treatment, and therapeutic values of the nursery-school situation.

176. NEwsom, SHnuir, and Vngcsirrr, Lori. Character development goals for. pre-
schliol children. Childhood education, 12: 250-53, March 1936.

Chart of ultimate and immediate goals of child development in terms of 10 tritits.
each described by a characteristic ction or attitude on the part of the child. Brief
recommendations to teachers methods.

OoiNovic, NICHOLAS J. The itbnormia child in a small school. Educational
4 method, 25: 321-22, March 1936.

Study of seventh- and eighth-grade children in Lakedleid, Minn., with special atten-
tion to those with IQ's other than 80-120. Describes acdvitie for the retarded and
the gifted, and concludes that "every small school can pro foil the abnormal child."
This program is also described in the Journal of education, March 2, 198d, and in the
Minnesota Journal of obooption, February 1936, in articles by the stir auth?r,

178. Survey of behavior traits of kindergarten pupils. Pittsburgh schools, 10 :

120-1881 May-June 1988.
This issue consists entirely of a report made by kindergartsa teachers of their

pupils. roach of 24 traits is separated, as shyness, aggressiveness, pugnacity, lack of
self-control, nd the like. A list of trait actions accompanies each one with suggested
causes, sugj.ted remedies, a summary, and three observations showing progress at
various time&
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SECONDARY SCHOOLS
a

Aumq, C. B. Study of guidance in Ohio high schools. Ohio schools. 14:
14+, January 1936.

RexponiRs o( 97 high-school principals in Ohio to 3 questions on guidance
existing practices. types of economic curtailment. and areas'of desirable expansion.

180. ANDEILSON. Rum C. Applying for a position. Journal of business etium
tion, 11 : 23-24, March 1936.

Playlet for high-school actors depicting a scene in an employment &genet. C1;:krat.
ters include thé manager, an office boy, and suitable and unsuitable applicants.
are contrasted by exaggeratiop.

181. ANDRUS, ETHEL P. Pupil-teacher partnership in measuring progress. Cali.
fornia journal of secondar ation, 11: 282-85, May 1936.

4

Discugses problems of measuring And recording pupil improvement, and giv.
facsimile of the pupil-teacher cooperative rating csrd in use at the Abraham Linc(-17
hizh school. Los Angeles. CaliL

182. BAKER, H. LEIGH. Class size does make a difference. Nation's schools. 17:
27-2, February 1936.

Facttal study of 27 teachers in 5 high schoOls enrolling from 255 to 5,400. Found
as, "increase of nearly 20 percent I. teachers' knowledge of pupils in small claw?, 1:
comparison with . . . large classes."

183. BATE. WILLIAM G. School surveys its own. guidance system. NatitIn'
schoo s 17 40-11. Jane 1936.

Advisers and high-school pupils in Richmond. Ind.. answered questionnaires ot
guidance activities. Results are tabulated and outlined as recommendations for at
optimum guidanca program in a school !system.

184. BECKER, ELSA G. How can guidance give wore prtictic,l service? High
points, 1,8 : 3S-41, June 1936.

Survezosf the guklance program in the Samuel J. Than bigh school, New York city.
which offers -individual help to each of . . . 7.000 students." Stresses the necessity
for &centralisation as well as-centralization; shows that o'ne function of guidance is
central clearance of information ; gives methods of focusing on the individual student ;

a describes constructive and remtbdial service&

185. Practical guidance program for a large, city high schooL Journal
of educational sociology, 9: 370-78, February 1936.

History and activity survey of the guidance program at the Samuel J. Tilden high
school. New York city, as developed since 1933.

186. What are the basic assumptions for a guidance program in the high
schools of New York city? A counselor suggests an itilswer. High points,
18: 16-23, October 1936.

Proposes 10 specific standards for guidance in large city high schools. Suggests the
following 5 types of information as a minimum accumilatien for a 'school doing voca-
tional guidance work: Information about individual pupils; information within the
school ; beyond the school; about vocations t knowledge of connnunitt resources. Dis-
tinguisbes between guidance as an idea and gukkace as a innetim.

187. BENsErr, H. K. Program for guidance in Iowa high schools. Midland
schools, 51 : 114, November 1938.

1k Plans for organizing. guidadce in rural and urban high sebools are outlined by a
district supervisor.

188. Baoomz, EDwiN C. Industrial arts and the problem of the maladjusted
pupil. Industrial education magazine, 38: 15-17, January 1936.

The Philadelphia, Pa., schools offer a special prevocational course on tbe junior high
school isvel to pupils who "have no interest or capacity for certain of the regular
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courses:* Activities are outlined, and it is showt that course differentiation rather
than class separation has the advantage of avoiding -embariassing segregation. In
separate schools or classes on any ability basis."

189. BUCKLER, J. B. Guidance for high-school seniors. Illinois teacher, 24 :

321+, June 1936.
Describes a project in group guidance sponsored by thii Eastern Illinois school-

masters' club. Seniors from 50 high schools within a 70-mile radius were invited to
attend a conference which included occupatioina,1 talks. educational bulletins. a luncheon.
and class discussions. The 1935 conference was followed by another in 1936.

190. BURDICK, RAYMOND C. One high school's guidance program. Nation's
schools, 18 : 37, December 1936.

Brief account of "tbe guidance program in the high scgool at Huntington, Long
Island. N. Y.

to

191. BYahm. H. M. Vocational guidance as a responsibility in agricultural educa-
tion. Agricultural education,,8: 99-100, January 1936.

Examlbes five common assumptions of teachers of arriculture, and notes implications
for guidance. Lists selected references on "occupations for the agriculturally trained."

192. Comic, A. O. Commercial occupational information in the high school.
Journal of business education, 11: 11-12, March 1936.

Survey of occupational information as imparted in 76 cititls and 44 States. The
analysis corers textbooks used in occupations courses and in elementary business
training, and summarises the opinions of public-achooi guidance counselors. employment
agencies, and employment managers with reference _to business information.

193. CZA100, R. T., and Hoop, WILLIAM. Selectron of a vocation. Industrial arts
and vocational education, 25: 334-35, Nolember 1936.

General discussion of guidance in industrial education: Includes a chart showing
tbe vocational world as a piece of material. with, nine basic occupations, as the war.
interwoven with trades. as the woof.

194. Current problems in business education. National busidess education quar-
terly, vol. 5, no. 1, October 1936, p. 1-48,

This issue considers the educational guidance problepis of commercial students and
educators, mainly on tbe high-schoollevel

Contents Raymond C. Goodfellow. What progress tas been made in business edu-
cation and what problems still tonfront us?: S. E. Fkriilng. Is commercial education
vocational?: E. B. MacNaughton. What does the business man look for in the high
school commercial graduate? ; Ray Abrams. Should the commercial department take
occupational distribution into account?: Ernest A. Zelliot. Should collegiate school*
of business give greater recognition to training for women's occupations?; Mildred
Larson. What are the opportunities for women in 'business?: Mary Stuart. Are
there any really tenable techniques for directing students into the various commercial
cunicula/; John F. Brady. How can we develop better understanding between business
leaderallip and school leadersMp in tnining for business in high school? ; Herbert A.
Tonne. Should high-school commercial courses be accepted for college entrance?:
Claude. A. Wood. Are tryout courses in business subjects worth while? ; James A.
Decker. L. there a place for a course in buymanship in high school?: John J. Gress.
What training can be provided for students within the offices of the smaller high
....volt; J: Ivan Armstrong. Should privat* business schools IncreasingtV restrict

---'enrollment to high, graduates?

195. Dome, Glum C. Strengthening industrial-arts testing and guidance.
Industrial arts and vocational education, 25: 1T2-74 June 1933.

Primate a 'statistick meth.od of patterninta abilities in order tok determine
what counsellpg procedure to follow. examples from the junior high school
kvel.

196. Drocarat, PAUL R Evaluation records. &Inca Lional method,44: 433-40,
May 1.gOS

Differentiates and &scribes IS types of pupil records which sulky be useful in a
counseling system. Adapted to tbe secondary kveL
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197. I s i tIA8&, HARL R., anICAmpisam, INA. Factors related to failure in a
inneapolis Junior high school. Elementary school Journal, 37: 184-89,

,ovember 1936.
Intensive study of 87 failing pupils revealed that they were older, more retarded,

absent moke frequently, and from less cultured homes than were members of a control
group of 102 who were passing in all subjects.

196. DUNN, WILLIAM H. Collecting and using guidance datA. School execUtives
magazine, 55: 345-46, May 1936.4

Methods of finding, recording, disseminating, and using facts about pupils in theShumway junior high school, Vancouver, Wash. Detailed lists of guidance activitieg
and personnel data.

199. Dvoainic, RITA W. Let's have guidance, more guidance. High points, 18:
34-39, Mai 1936.

Principles of guidance set forth by a bigh-scipol guidance director. Defines guidanceas "a process of intelligent assistance given 'to anyone wbo needs it." Discusses thefollowing questions : Why have the regents of tbe University of tbe Stare of New
York includ.._ .41 dance as one of the constants for all courses? W must we have a
counselOr in charge of guidance? How does the counselor se ork to do his jobl
Can a subject teacher do guidance work? Who checks up to that there is a definite
relatiOnship between the courseifthe boy takes in school 4nd his fu4ure occupation?

200. EaxEarr,Rurit E. and Maxs, HENRY C. Variations among high-fichool sen-
iors in 'ipromise and performance measures. "kachool 'review, 44 : 274-s3,
April 193e..

Investigation of 442 high-school senior& in the college-entrance curriculum in theBuffalo high schools. Compares pupils whose performance was above, with pupils
whose performance was below; their indicated aptitude level. "Data on home back-
ground and health are wIthoUt value in explaining these variations in performince."
The More purposeful pupils, rather than the most able, had the highest achievement
records in proportion to their ability.

f

201. ERDOS, EUGENE J. Group guidance in the .home-room period. High points,
18:15-21, December 1936.

(

DescriNs home-room procedures in the Brooklyn Boys' vocational pigh school,
including routine details' as weU as group guidance work. Example; of activities

4°'
include immediate counseling .of absentees and class cutters; use of assembly talks
on occupations as motivating forces in home-room periods; and newspaper project
work which had, its inception in the home-room.

202. FLETCHER, LAURA. E. Albany school library and guidance. Occupations,
14: 254-50, December 1936.

How a senior high school librarian increased interest in vocational booksk. andcwrdinated the work of school liar members with the guidance activities*in the
library.

208. rOX, GUY. Basic principles of testing procedures, "grading" systems, and
pupil records. Educational method, 15: se6-68, April 1936.

Contrasts methods and points of view of two types of ;secondary schools regard-ing grad's, credits, falinreNonors, personnel record*, and report cards. Brieflydescribes experimental record booklets kept in. Denver, Colo., by counseling teachers
in home-rooms.

204. Mumma, F. EDNA, and AwnessoN, Hamm R. Grade advisers as guidance
counselor& I points, 18: 60-62, November 198&

Describes the
istered by four

ce system in Tottenville high school, New York city, admin-
advisers, one for each year. Each adviser has two or threeassistants, automatically contacts every student each term, and follows a class,through high school from freshman Nampa to graduation.
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206. firm, CHARIA:S. Occupational interests of Negro high-school boys. School

review, 44: 31-40, January 1936.
Study tt determine tbe occupational preferences ,of 1,248 Negro high-school boys

in Indiana and Kentucky. Three-fourths selected professional occupations. and only,,
le percent chose fields in which 80., percent of their fathers were employed.

206. JOHNSON, A, W. Seventh-grade pupils,nel a planned course in adjustment
to school life. Clearing house10: 55346, May 1936.

Orientation course in the Junior high school at Minot, N. Dak. The period comes
o once a iveek, is handled by the home-room teacher, and is arranged in 12. lesdons

adapted to the seventh-grade

207. KERN, CHAiporret Guidante in the study hall. Occupati6ns, 14:356-57,
January 1936.

Suggestions and references regarding a workable plan of study-hall guidance which
will meet such situations as large groups, crowded conditions, and the use of the
schoid auditorium as a study hall.

208,KINDRED, Hoine-room management. J r-senior high school clear-
' ing hopse, 16: 274-44, Jalinary 1936. -

Home-room téthnique in the University high school Ann Arbot Mich. Out-

lines principles, organization, administrative responsibility, conferences wth parents,
-and other- mattbrs of policy.

209. KORNGOID, HELEN. A high school program in St. Lo
. 663-65, April 1936.

The guidance 'program at t ormandy high school in St. Louis, Mo.: 'functions
- around a graded home- plan. Activities a?eaenumerated.

210. 'Amnia, 'Gas Lew Wallace junior-hfgh school grade advisement
plan. High iklints, 18: 71-74, Septembey 1936.

Analysis of an adaptation of New York city's guidance plan to meet the special needs
of a junior high school. Its distinguishing feature is division into grades with an
adviser for each' year performinf all guidance funCtions approprtate to that 140.
These advisers cooperate with the State-licensed guidance counselor who spends 2 days
per week in each school. -A 8-year program is outlined by grade and month.

211. LANDIS, Russnz H. Guidance and industrial arts. Industrial arts and vo-

. cational education, 25: 7-13,.January 1936.
Lies 20 guidance activities in which an itlaustrial arts teacher may engageA Giv

6 selected references on guidance in industrial arts.

;12. MARSHALL, R. C. Learning,on 'the job ; pupils gosto school and to work t
same day-in a Florida county. Nation's schools, 18: 12-14, July 1936.:

Vocationil guidance in the part-time high school of Jacksonville, Fla., is built
around a" cooperative work-study plan. Illustrated with photographs of students at
work.

213. MATHSWOON, Rozzafr H. What will you do next? Scholastic, 28:8+,
16,

Addressed to high-school students, this article briefly considers the problems of
groups : Graduating seniors pluming to attend coliegef graduates who wish permanent
employment ; and students seeking summit. jobs.

214. MoCAserr, E. CL&TIVN. Thirty-eight pupils in this English cpurse achieVed
publications Clearing house, 11 : 95--101, Oétober 1936.

lay

three

Guidance foi,young writers throukh their English class work in the George Washing-
ton junior high school,. Pasadena, Wit

215. IisAND, JOSEPH. How should the teacher carry on work for the
child? High points, 18: 4240, September 1986.

Special methodology used in the Boys' MO school of New York city in its
and treatment of gifted ptiptis. Small segregated groups cpmposedi of juniors
eniorellre formed for certain subjects, and instructors !I've librarf, mimeograph,
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a

other privileges. Speech 9 is the star speech class ; the author states that "The list of
oustanding attorneys and jurists, teachers, orators, and men of affairs who have bi.en
members of speech 9 (now over 15 years old) 18 imposing."

216. MEYER, JosEnt H. The teacher's contribution to the mental health of the
pupil. High points, 18: 57-59, Sowtember 1936.

In addition to the techniques stich as testa, analyses, and other data, teachers must
- use their own personal assets in dealing with high-school children. "There should be

an air of calm in tbe classroom . . Above all, voice is an important element in suc-
cessful class work." Facing reality, frank recognition of mistakes, understanding
causal factors in situations, knd application of known principles of mental hygiene are
necessary for effective guidance through classroom contacts.

217. MILLER, ANDREW J. The Collegt success of high-school graduates of excpp-
tional ability. Pittsburgh schools, 11:13-35, September-October 1936.

Study covering graduates of public and private secondary schools of Pittsburgh and
Allegheny county, Pa., frûm February 1930 to June 1935, who were selected for
scholarships. Describes methods of choosing awardees ; compares their college rank-
ing and honors with the college achievement of non-awardees; evaluates the system
of selection.

218. MITCHELL. DWIGHT E. A Journalism class provides its school with a clip-
ping bureau. English journal, 25: 482-84, June 1936.

The Journalism class in the Boise, Idaho, high school centered its work around a
new9aper clipping bureau for the whole school. Vocational interests, leisure interests.
and school subjects were integrated with practice in discriminative reading.

219. MONTAG, JENNIE.- The 'mental hygiene implications of vocational guidance.
High points, 18: 53-55, November 1936,

Considers the emotional difficulties that are apt to accompany vocational choices,
particularly in the case of the high-school boy or Oil who cannot meet the demands
of the home, or 'his oivn expectations.

220. 'MOORE, HARRY H. Vocational interests and the social impulses of 3,769
older high-school students. Secondary education, 5 : 80-94, March 1936.

Questionnaire study of third- and fourth-year high-school students in 32 cities.
Findings show that only about 30 percent chose vocations in harmony with their
social and emotional impulses. Methods of securing data on "social impulses" are
describ.d. .

4

221. MogoArt, J. H. Character Kucation fn the Heirmi Hill junior high school.
Pittsburgh schools, 11 : 36-41, September 1936.

Policies, objectives, history, and six major activities of the characier-development
program in the Herron-41111. school, Pittsburgh,' Pa. Home-rooms are the center of
activities, which include : 680 officers and committee members ; 52 school clubs; 36
auditoriuni.,programs In. '102-83 ; 122 traffic patrol officers; 208 officers and 1.950
members of cafeteria club's.; and all-school participation in community programs.

221 MURPHY, J. FRED. Junior placement Occupations, 14 : 468-69, February

Briefly describes a cooperative experiment in junior placement in which -the 'Guidance
committee of the Logansport, Ind., high school used the resources of outside agencies.
Gives data on 247 graduates, showing that 18 percent had been placed, directly or
indirectly, by the service.

223. . Student survey of local occupatiops. Social tudies, 27: 474-76.
November 1936.

The civics clast.ies iá the high school at Logansport, Ind., made an Occupitional
survey of their own community. The five steps and several sub-steps hi the procedure
are given'.

224. O'CONNELL, gbiNOS S. Meeting the special needs of the 'subnormal pupil.
. Ohio schools, 14; 342, November 1936.

Organisatiop of *a "vestibule class" for unadjusted pdpiis at the Woodward high
school, Cincinnati, Ohio.

4
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225. ROGERS, ELIZABETH S. Aid to the maladjusted child ;iia byproduct of journal-

bail. High points, 18: 42-44, October 1936.
Describes the cases of shy, maladjusted high-knool girls who were helped to over-

come their handicaps through natural contacts with their classmates in school journal-

ism activities.

226- ROSENSTENGEL, W. E. and DIXON, FRED. Apprentices in stores and shops ; a

Misiouri high school's occupations program. Clearing house, 11 : 47-51, Sep-

tember 1936.

Trraining in diversified occupations for high-school students in Columbia, Mo. A

course in personnel problems is also offered.

227. RYDEN, GIDDRGE H. Small town executive. School executive, 55:420, July

1936.

Suggestions for vocational and college counseling ". . . intended for the principal Iz ?

a small high school where an elaborate guidance set-up is not possible."

=S. SALYER, GUY. Vitalized guidance program. School executive, 4: 381-82,

June 1936.
General suggestions toward an efficient guidance program on the secondary level.

229. SPARKS, CLARA M. Educational guidance program based on boys' and girls'

problems. Practical home economics, 14, 103, April 1936.

Classification of 326 problems expressed In 627 questionnaires from students in

the Lincoln community high- school, Lincoln, IlL Suggested guidance program for

meeting these problems.

230. STRABEL, EurficE, and WAGNER, MAU& E. Another way to start a guidance

program. Educational administration and supervision, 22: 233-36, March

1936.
Vocational data were included in the library usage unit of a how-to-study course

of high-school students in Buffalo, N. Y. Found that the occupational emphasis did

not subtract from the efficiency of the library work, and that the course "became

actually more successful and interesting as a result of this inclusion." Suggests

similar projects in English classes.

231. TAYLOR, HAROID E. Guidance project at thé Brooklyn technical high

school. High points, 18: 28-32, June 1936.
Describes a series of talks on choosing a course of study at the Brooklyn Boys'

technical' high school. The public address system was used, and the speeches were

adapted to two groups of students, those who w.ould enter engineering colleges, and

those who would enter industry immediately after graduation.

232. TAYLOR, RoY E. Integrated student council and
and community, 22: 116-18, March 1936.

The student council coordinates all extracurricular
and civic projects in the high school at Herculaneum, Mo.

activity program. School

activities, social committees,

233. THOIASSON, A. L. Pupil governmeni in Champaign junior high. Clearing

hous, 11 : 221-24, DeCeinber 1936.
Organisation of the student body of a Junior high school on the city commission

A plan with 5 departments., 9 bureaus, weekly 80-minute meetings, and numerous daily

activities.

o

234, TONSOS, CHARMS A. What shall we do with guidance? High points,
18: 11-16t January 1936.

Discussion of the issues involved in a high-school guidance program, including

principles, problems, criteria, and questions for consideration in setting up guidance

services.
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235. Trends in business occupations, National business education quarterly,
4: 1-60, May 1936.

This issue considers trends in various commercial fields and theirAffect on high
school instruction and guidance; concludes with a bibliography.

Contents: Herbert A. Tonne, ed. Our changing business life; Edith E. Pence.
Some economic trends and business education; Ellen M. Barker. General trends in
business occupations; Thomas M. Mannion and Didian Goldberg. Trends in book-
keeping occupations and bookkeeping instruction; Mary O'Sullivan. Occupational
bases for stenographic training; Adelaide Kauzer. Trends in selling occupations.,
George Weber, Jr. and Katheryn E. McDonald. Trends in clerical work and train:
ing ; 'Lola McLean and Imogene Pilcher. Placemint of graduates in the commercial

236. UPTON, ROLAND H. The social hermit: What can the school do for him?
Nation's schools, 18: 19-20, November 1936.

Social guidance through school-sponsored events in answer to six questions. thelast of which is : "Do I as an educatec know which children entrusted in my careare inclined to withdraw themselves from wholesome social contacts?"
237. WARD, DOUGLAS, S. Mapping your guidancg work. Junior-senior high school

clearing house, 10: 283-84, January 193&
Pu1511-map of the district served by the Warren Harding Junior high school at DeN

Moines, Iowa, which was found useful in quickly locating pupils' homes, nearby tele-
phones, school associates, and checking personnel matters. 4 pin for each pupil
numbered to correspond with his guidance card was placed on a large wall map.

238. Wslizza, GERALD M. Guidance by curriculums. Clearing house, 11: 228-32.
December 1936.

The counseling program at Venice high school, Los Angeles, Calif., enrollment 2,100.
includes general group guidance by home-room teachers and individual guidance by
specialists in six curriculum fields : Academic, fine arts, business, industrial arts, agri-
culture, and household arts. Advisers thus have a 4-year follow-up of advisees.

COLLEGES

239. Bliss, F. S. Educational and vocational gdidance. Junior college Journal,
6: 437-42, May 1936.

Philosophical discussion of the problem of guidance on the junior college level.
240. Buz, HUGH M. College students' interest in personal development Jour-

nal of educational research, 29: 518-23, March 193&
Two investigations at Chico State college, Calif., to determine the dominant personal

interests of 288 cbilege freshmen.

241. Butrazum, Room G. Uses and limitptions of tests in selecting and plac-
ing students. Bulletin of the American association of collegiate registrars,,11: 352-60, July 1936.

Suggestions to registrars about tbe use of tests and test results. States that test
scores should be combined wftb other records; stresses the high probability of error in
predicting even with the best techniques; points out that interest tests are not in-
tended for selecting students, but thit they have a demonstrated ralue in placing
students after they have been accepted.

242. Board of personnel administration at Northwestern university. School and
society, 44: 91-92, July 18, 1986;

Establishment of a new board of personnel administration at iiorthwestern unl-
versity, in order to de-departmentalise counseling and to combine all phases of under-
graduate guidance.

24& BOWMAN, D. O. For what shall the college man train? Journal of higher
education, 7: 483-38, November 1936.

Gains and losses in number of workers in various fields u shown by analysis of the
occupational lists of the United States census.
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244. BRADSHAW, FRANZ F. Scope and aim of a personnel program Educa-
tional record, 17 : 124-28, January 1936.

Historical survey of literature on student personnel work in American colleges.

245. BRUMBAUGH, A. J. Outline of a personnel program for the small college.
North central association quarterly, 11 : 43-49, July 1936.

Though "the typical small college is an abstraction," the author describes a com-
plete personnel program at Midwestern, a hypothetical institution, giving four basic
assumptions upon which such a program should be founded. -

BuBGErr, R. W. Graduate work. Industrial arts and vocational education,
25: 1-3, January 1936.

Study of 41 institutions in 20 States which granted 2 or more master's degrees
in industrial education. Gives status, tuition, thesis requirements, and other data
for the year 1934-35. Useful for the guidance and reference of students contemplating
any type of graduate work, as it brings out salient points to be considered in the
choice of an institution.

247. CAmpBELL, DOAK S., comp. Directory of the junior college, 1936. Junior
college journal, 6: 209-23, January 1936.

Lists "all the junior colleges within the United States which have been reported to
December 1, 1935." Data on each institution include location, year organized, number
of instructors, and enrollment. There is also a summary giving the number of public
and private junior colleges in each State, with 518 as the total for the country.

248. CsNADY, HERMAN Q. The intelligence of Negro college students and tal
occupations. American journal of sociology, 42: 388-89, November

Study of freshmen at West Virginia State college. About 82 percent of those in the
top quintile in intelligence had parents who were engaged in occupations below the
professional level.

249. CHEEK, MARY A. Utilization of daily life as a distinct part of educational
procedure. Association of American colleges bulletin, 22 : 129-32, March 1936.
4General discussion of extracurricular activities in colleges, noting.tendencies toward
interCollegiate c9nnections, wider national and international interests, and renaissance
of departmental clubs.

250. Conference on graduate study. Journal of engineering education, 27 : 87-
105, October 1936.

Series of papers on graduate study in engineering, as follows : H. P. Hammond,
Graduate study C. C. Williams. Administration of doctorates and masterates ; M.
L Enger. 'Selection of subject matter for graduate study ; T. R. Ogg. Qualifications
of teachers for graduate work ; Edward Bennett. Subsidising of graduate students and
use of such students as instructors; F. T. Mavis. Establishment of centera of special-
ised research ; Thorndike Saville. Graduate study for degrees vs. non-degree or serv-
ice graduate study ;.Edmund D. Ayres. Graduate work in engineering and economics.

This set of articles is intended to supplement the bulletin of the U. S. Office of edu-
cation entitled Graduate work in engineering in universities and colleges in the United
States by Walton C. John and H. P. Hammond, and is useful as a-teference for those
contemplating graduate work.

251. COREY, STIMMEN M. Students' university choices. Journal of higher educa-
tion, 7: 20T-11, April 1936.

The reasóns expressed by 143 freshmen for selecting their particular university, gave
"little indication of caiekil, intelligent appraisal of the opportunities and facilities
provided by available, similar institutions."

252. CRALWIPCOD, Amy= B. New deal for the needy student. Educational record,
17: 227-47, April 1996.

Describes tbe college plan and the Bursary employment program at Yale university,
as well as methods of administering National youth administration funds for student
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253. EriLs, WALIza C. Intentions of junior college students. Junior college
journal, 7:3-10, October 1936.

Study of 6.962 junior college students, their plans in 1929, and their actual activi-
ties, in 1935. Only about one-fourth attended higher institutions of their choice. and
half of these were graduated. The author also reports this study in an article entitled,
"Do junior college students know where they are going?" in the Educational record,
October 1936.

254. and LEugromuncs, HAsoLD W. Gentle art. of guidance. Nation's
schools, 18: 35-37, December4936.

Problems in student personnel and guidance reported by 59 institutions of higher
education in Western States. In a total of 241 problems, 86 percent fell within these
8 groups: Organization of personnel ; vocational guidance; academic guidance; social
adjustment ; retards and research ; mental hygiene ; selection of workers ; and selection
and admission of students.

255. EISENHART, LUTHER P. The college's part in the guidance of youth. School
and society, 43: 689-93, May 23, 1936.

General discussion of the philosophy and objectives of college education and
guidance.

256. ELDER, HARRY E. Contributions of the office of registrar to tbe student
personnel program at Indiana grate teachers college. Bulletin of the Amer-
ican association of collegiate registrars, 11: 442-46, July 1936.

The registrar's office at Indiana State teachers college confines its efforts chiefly
to admissions, records, student programs, and placement, but assists other depart
ments in the guidance of students during orientation week:" and aids graduates to
enter the professional field.

257. Elam, EARLE E. Adjustment problems of college freshmen and contribu-
tory factors. Journal of applied psychológy, 20: 60-76, February 1936.

Research to determine areas of most difficult adjustment of 500 freshman students
in a liberal arts college. Methods used were standardised tests, two guided inter
view% with each student, case studies, and the critical ratio technique.

25& GEREERICH, J. R. orreshman week program and testing. School life,
22:9-10, 30, September 1936.

Responses given from 145 institutions of higher education on their freshman
orientation programs. Tabulates 20 activities, 12 types of tests, and 8 uses of fest

"Itesults. Educational guidance was found to be the most commonly used with 88 per-
cent reporting it.

259. HARDIN, ROBERT A. Maturity of four groups of students. Junior college
journal, 6:16-18, October 193a

Comparison of the intellectual and emotional maturity of srnior high, junior Col-
lege, and university students by means of intelligence and other tests. The 1,600
subjects were all attending Kansas and Nebraska schools.

260. HARais, THURMAN. Course in indiyidual human relationsbipil. Junior col-
lege-journal, 7:25-29, October 1936.

After teaching a freshman orientation course in the Eastern New Mexico junior
college, the writer analysed its content, reaching definite conclusions as to what
subject matter is of most value to entering stUdents.

261. HILTON, MARTHA E. Judging the work of the dean M *open. Junior
college journal, 6: 165-75, January 1936.

Study of the status, training, duties, and need for deans of women in junior
colleges. A questionnaire covering the ctivities of a dean was sent to 10 deans'of women in junior colleges, O men Lute ed or engaged in the junior college move-ment, rd 6 deans of women in large univ es. Responses are analysed,
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262. KITSON, HARRY D. Fraternities initial guidance. Occupations, 15: 212-14,

December 1936.
Describes a placement service operated by a central advisory board of 19 mem

bers in various localities and occupations.

263. LEONARD, EUGENIE A. Personnel records. School and society, 42 : 423-27,

April 18, 1936.

Discusses the usability of various types a college personnel records, among which
are : The verbose psycho-analytical; the foreshortened or synoptic ; the condensed
gymbolic; and a running record of essential data. Expresses a preference foi the
latter, and gives examples of both good and poor records, shqwing bow reports of
techniques may be included in a counselor's record.

4110A

264. LEWIS, GABE. Personnel organization at John Tarleton./ Junior college
journal, 7: 70-71, November 1936.

The personnel department of John Tarleton agricultural college, Stephenville, Tex.,

íg combined with the registrar's office. Methods and advantages of this "dual
system" are outlined.

265. MALLAY, AELENA. Study of some of the factors underlying the 'establish-
ment of successful social contacts at the college student level. Journal of
social psychology, 7: 205-28, May 1936.

Study from Vassar college. Poughkeepsie, N. Y., to determine what factors are neces-
sary for successful social relationships. Two equivalent groups of 28 students were
studied in detail. The following traits seemed to be among the factors making for
social 8UCCe88: Vivacity ; tolerance; ability to engage in light conversation; evenness
of mood ; generosity; and social interdependence. Detailed tabulations are Included.

266. MARSHALL, M. V. The life-career motive and_--its effect on college work.
Journal of educational research, 29 : 596-98, April 1936.

The aVerage freshman grades of 36 men students who had chosen their life-work
before entering college were 0.4 of a point higher than those of 55 who had not.

267. Mcausz, W. E. An inclusive record. Journal of higher education, 7 : 12-14,

January 1936. b.

Description of a "Domesday book" as used at the University of Toledo by deans and
faculty advisers. It is a compact record and index of all students in a class.

268. McGRATH, EARL J. The dean. Journal of higher education, 7: 427-32, No-
vember 1936.

"A study of the dice of the academic dean from 1860 to 1933" in 8 small colleges
and 8 large universities. Gives date of establishment of office, various titles, teaching
assignments, degrees held, median tenure of office, and other data.

269. MCKAY, NATHILE Counseling the working student. Illinois teacher, 25:
37-38, October 1936.

States that from 25 to 45 percent of all college students are working part-time, and
that their special problems require about twice the counseling time usually given to
non-working students. Describes procedures in the Eastern Illinois State teachers
college. Notes the influence of the NYA.

270. McNEFLY, JOHN H. Federal student aid for 109,000. School life, 21: 147,
161, Etbruary 1936.

Brief review of government provisions for aiding students in 1,602 institutions of
higher education.

271. ONTEIANX, KARL W. Coaching student leaders. Journal of higher educa
tion, 7: 117-123, March 1936.

Describes a University of Oregon course fior group study directors and studen
()Akers of organisations, which is intended to aid student, in helping and counsell
each other.
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272. ORR, MILDRED B. Relation of success in college to success in high school,
Educational law and administration, 4: 42-43, April 1936. .

Study of the records of 48 Indianapolis, Ind., high-school graduates as freshmen at
Butler university. Concludes that "all students making high averages in high-school
do not make correspondingly high averages in college.", Also that "The efficiency
of predicting success in collie* on the basis of success in high-school is 19.2 pircent,
which is more efficient than selection by chance."

273. PRESSET, S. L Outstanding problems of "emergency junior college" stu-
dents. School and society, 43: 743-747, May 30, 1936.

Questionnaire survey in Ohio of 465 stu4ents attending emergency junior colleges.
Includes data on educational interests, occ4ational background, problems, and plans
A sumrilary states that their plans were generally vague, showing the need for
guidance.

274. RAPHiEL, Tammuz. Four years of student mental-hygiene work at the
University of Michigan. Mental hygiene, 20: 218-31, April 1936.

Methods of aiding University of Micklgan students having mild nervous diporders
are described. The 1984 group of student-patients was analysed and found to be little
different from other groups of students in scholastic attainment di campus activity.

275. RATCLIFFE, gLLA B. State scholarships increase. Sc life, 21 : 171-72,
March 1936.

State-by-State review .of scholarships and student aid in higher educational insti-
tutions. Gives specific data on number and size of scholarships.

276. REINHARDT, EMMA. Vocational expectations of freshmen in a teachers col-
lege. School and society, 44 : 518-20, October 17, 1936.

res the vocational plans of the freshman classes of 1930 and 1935 at EasternIl State teachers college. nclusions show 5-year trends and suggest slight
ions of the training pro..

277. RosNETT, FLORENOE S. ction of counseling. s Illinois teacher, 24 : 242,
April 1936.

Discusses college counseling as a vocation in terms of: The counselor, sources
of maladjustment, function of counseling, effects of curtailing guidance, and graduate
work for counselor&

278. SALL1CY, Rum E. A pre-admission program Bulletin of the American
Association of collegiate registrars, 11 : 1813-87, January 1936.

Tbe Bureau of educational guidance at Hunter college, New York city, has evolved
a system of advising students before their entrance to college. This includes aprogram for the applicant and her parents, a series of conferences with faculty
members, and a number of forms showing tentative cktoices and other information.

279. SNYDER, IAMBIC M. Counseling collegians. Journal of higher education,
7: 147-51, March 1938.

"The first year of guidance at Los Angeles junior. colleger which enrolls 4,800
students described.

280. Some innovating practices among North central association schools. North
central association quarterly, 10: 427-86, April 1986.

Specific parts of college priograms are as follows : In Indiana, an experiment in
class Rise ; in Montana, checking personal attributes; in Minnesota, a guidance pro-
gram ; in New Mexico, a guidance program ; in Oklahoma, a guidance program ; inNorth Dakota, a home-room plan ; in South Dakota, a point system ; and, in otherStates, brief descriptions of various practices.

32814 SPII1LMAN, W. B. Personnel service in Morton junior college. Junior college
journal, 6: 414-18, May 19364

A sharp increase in enrollment during a depression year 'necessitated additional
counseling services at Morton junior college, Cicero, Ill The method used is de-
scribed in detail. In general, it consisted of dividing the student body into nine
curriculum grouPu, each sponsored by an Interested counselor.
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282. STALNAKEK, JOHN M. and 'WoELLNra, ROBUST C. Ability of employed stu-
dents. Journal of higher education, 7: 159-60. Marth 1936.

Mentab and scholastic caliber of 115 students who applied for employment to the
Board of vocational guidance and placement at the University of Chicago are con-
sidered. Concludes that they were "a normal group intellectually, who have carried
a regular schedule of University work."

283. STEcICEL, MINNTE L Conference technique in vocational guidance. School
and society, 43: 739-41, May 30, 1936.

Suggtsts an all-college plan for vocational counseling. Cautions comiselors on
points of interviewing technique.

284. Student personnel program at the Indiana State teachers college . .

Teachers college journal (Indiana State teachers college), vol. 7, no. 3,
\

January 1936, p. 19-50.
Devoted to the "discovery, conservation, and development of human vialues and

personalities", this issue covers the following phases of personnel work at Indiana
State teachers college : Ralph N. irirey. The philosophy ; Harry E. Elder. Con-
tributions of the office of registrar . . .; George C. Cole. Contributions of the
business office and the director of student loans; J. W. Jones. Contributions of the
office of the dean of instruction ; Irma Ehrenhardt. Contributions of the instructors;
Hazel E. Armstrong. Contributions of the librarian ; Charlotte S. Burford. Con-
tributions of the dean of women ; Frederick H. Weng. Contributions of the dean of
men; Floyd Riggs. Contributions of the college physician ; A. C. Payne. Contribu-
tions of the NYA. director.

285. TYLER, -11Anzy E. Guidance in the junior college. Junior college journal,-
6: 434V, May 1936.

States that the junior college student is in especial need ø guidance. Gives aims,
general methods, and justification for a guidance program on this level.

286. WILLIAMS, ROBERT L Present practice in offering guidance to freshmen
in 107 American colleges and universities. Peabody journal of education,
13:289-96, May 1936.

Questionnaire study of 107 institutions. Shows college officials doing guidance work,
topics on which guidance is most frequently offered, and details of freshman orienta-
tion practices. Recommends wider we of the faculty adviser system, with each
instructor having 10 or 15 advisers.

287. WILLIAMSON, E. G. On choosing a vocation. Occupatiots, 14:636-40,
April 1936.

Advice addressed to college students with reference to their vocational choices.
Calls attention to pitfalls, need of perspective, avoidance of illusions ; suggests
methods of sampling pouibilities, evaluating vocational abilities, and marshaling
occupational Information.

288. . The role of faculty counseling in scholastic motivation. Jourfal
of applied psychology, 20: 314-24, June 1936.

Study to determine the effect of counseling on scholarship at the University of
Minnesota, with findings showing that criteria other than scholarship are needed
to measure the effectivendski, of counseling.

289. WRENN, C. Gnaw. durrent progress in student personnel programs.
Education, 56: 845-50, February 1968.

A survey of the trends in personnel practices in colleges. Includes admission of
students; induction and orientation, educational guidance, vocational gdidanci, mental
hygiene, and placement of students and alumni.

290. -. Intelligence level and personality. Journal of social paych4ogy,
7:801-8, August 1936.

Data from the scores of 564 junior college students who took various types of
tests; 824 of these were in the upper 5 percent, and 240 were in the lower 15 percent
of a total distribution of 9,990 individual intelligence test scores. Conclusion : "No
vidence con be reported of any relationship between level of ability on an intelligence
test and the `traits' of introversion, extro+ereion and emotional stability."
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ADULT AND OUT-OF-SCHOOL YOUTH

291. BEAM, KENNETH S. A national m6ovement for the prevention of delinquency
through community coordination. Journal of juvenile research, 20: 180-A5,
October 1936.

An overview of community coordinating councils in 20 States as part of a
national movement to guide youth and to prevent delinquency.

292. BECKMAN, R. O. Career trends in medical institutions. Occupations,
15: 31-33, October 1936.

Centralization of medical activity is creating such positions as medical librarian,
medical record clerk, medical stenographer, medical photographer, and medical artigt

293. Bowns, ETHEL M. The community center as a neighborhood club
Recreation, 29: 527-36, February 1936.

Describes an ideal community social center, with illustiations from successful
centers in various cities. Gives detailed suggestions for group guidance, leadership.
facilities, and activities.

294. BRUCH, W. V. Guidance and adjustment in the continuation school. AVA,
journal and news bulletin, 11 : 28-31, February 1936.

General remarks on guidance in the part-time school, with specific illastratione from
New York city's telegraph messenger school.

295. CHAMBERS, M. M. Youth and the law. Educational law and administration,
4 :41, April 1936.

Discusses laws relating to compulsory education, work-pennits, and apprentice train-
ing. Notes needs for furthei legislation on educatiSn, employment, recreation, and
health of public-school pupils.

296. CLARK, HAROLD F. Survey of the adjustment service. Occupations, 14:369-
73, January 1936.

A critical appraisal of the reports and work of tbe New York Adjustment service.
Summarizes the 12 reports as guides to organisation and techniques. Evaluates them
as to their contributions to adult guidance, and their use in long-time community
planning.

297. COWONE, Rosz. Adult classes in family relationships and child development.
Practical home economics, 1 : 177-78, June 1936.

Classes sponsored by the Kansas State board for vocational education of 'Topeka.
the Parent-teacher association, and superintendents of schools which resulted in child
understanding and guidance. Enrollment varied from 15 to 160 per class, and ages
from 23 to 65. Members were engaged in a variety of occupations.

296. Community coordination and social progress. Journal of educational sociol-
ogy, vol. 10, no. 1, September 1936. pp. 1-64.

This issue, edited by Julius Yotirman, describes concerted community attacks on
youth problems ough social planning.

Contents: les B. Cranford owl Julius Thurman. Community .coordination ;
Kenneth S. Delinquency prevention through coordination ; W. trip Huffman.
A school an community program that promotes the spirit of democracy ; Henry W.
Waltz, jr. community experiment in the prevention and treatment of juvenile
delinquen Rowland C. Sheldon. Organising against crime in towns, villages, and
smaller ties. The reports of research projects, and the book reviews in this number
are on the general subject of community planning.

299. Comas, IticasiD C. Testing before training. Personnel journal, 15 .

September 1936.
A department store used a "bard directions" test before training me pack-

ers and checkers, and made a statistical analysis of results which established the value
of preliminary testing.
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300, Criteria of vocational success; a symposium. Occupations, vol. 14, no. 9,
June 1938, pp. 917-75.

A symposium of.16 articles, edited by Robert Hoppock, each-of which sets up one
or more criteria of success in work. Itwluded are opinions of an economist, a
psychologist, an educator, an employer, a counselor, and a personnel officer. Compre-
hensive bibliography.

Contents: Bancroft Gherbardi. Administrative personnel ; Rex B. Hersey. Case
study of a successful man; Kurt Lewin. Psychology of success and failure ; Harold F.

Clark. Life earnings as a criterion ; 'Henry C. Link. Limiting the. problem ; Wil-

liam F. Rasche. Empirical criteria ; Millicent Pond. Success di the factory worker;
H. H. Remmers. Measuring attitude toward the job; John F. Murphy, O. Milton Hall,
and Garret L. Bergen. Does guidance change attitudes?: Mary B. Scott. Criteria
used in England ; Irving Lorge. Criteria for guidance ; Morris S. Viteles. A dynamic
criterion ; M. Dorothy Peel and Carter Alexander. Bibliograpbf.

301. EVANS, KENNETH ; HOMES, VERNON ; and 4LOGAN, WILSON. Comparison of
occupational attitudes. Sociology and social research, November 1936.

Social ratings of 30 occupations by 3 groups of Texans : An employed group ;, a
college group; and a CCC group. Responses showed that the professions ranked first,
business second, and skilled and unskilled labor third and fourth; also that the three
groups held similar opinions of occupations.

302. FELDMAN, HERMAN. Employees of the government. Personnel journal,
15: 66-70, June 1936.

Gives statistics on Federal, State, and local government, payrolls. Outlines the
purposes. activities, and publication?' of the Commission of inquiry on public service
personnel. There are seven volumes in the Commission's report, covering public
service in Amêrica anir abroad, training programs, the merit system, problems of
personnel administration, anta bibliography on civil service.

303. FRYKLUND, VERNE C. Trades vs. occupations as training bases. Industrial
arts and vocational education, 25:169-71, June 1936.

Clarifies the meaning of tbe terms : Trade, occupation, skilled mechanic, craftsman,
and operative. Tabulates a study of workers, and concludes that training agencies
are justified in offering short-unit courses.

304. GrnessoN, LYDIA G. Psychiatry in industry. Peisonnel journal, 15:91-95,
September 1936.

Personnel workers fald that from 12 to 20 percent of employees are problem
cases! The psychiatrist' can aid by early detection, prevention, and treatment of
emotional maladjustments. Hypothetical cases are described.

o

305. GREENBui, Mrs. MARJORIE B. If not collegewhat? Parent's magazine,
11:24, June 1936.

A family discovers a variety of substitutes for college training and culture, and
describes them as "educational alternatives that cost less than college and may mean
just as much."

306. HERSEY, REXFORD P. The psychology of workers. Personnel journal,
14:291-96, Janukry-February 1 ! ;.;

Gives attitudes of workers fs determined by interview and observation. Major
causes of emotional upsets were found to be incidents at work, poor physical condi-
tion, and unsatisfactory home relationships.

Thaonosu. Guidance and the commercial graduate. Occupa-
tions, 15: 221-26, December 1936.

Mentions seven definite placement problems of commercial applicants, and methods
of solving than in a junior placement office.

308. HiLL, Musk E. Vocational guidance in the CCQ Occupations, 14:619-24,
April 1936.

Attainments and limitations of vocational education and guidance activities in
Civilian conservation corps camps.

.
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309. HYDAR, Vicrrow J. Apprenticeship and the employer. AVA journal and
news bulletin, 11: 32-35, February 1936.

Deals with apprebticeship in Milwaukee, Wis., as carried out for 15 years through
the cooperation of an industrial firm with the vocational school.

310. JESSEN, CARL A. Surveys of youth. School life, 21:273-75, Juné 1936.
A summary of characteristics of 33 youth surveys in various cities since 1933.

Information is arranged in tabular form, giving author or agency, title, date, ages
enumerated, and scope (If each survey.

311. Jobs for youth? 1936 graduates'Oprospects reported brigl?ter. Literary
digest, 121: 9-10, May 23, 1936.

Questionnaire survey of optnions on the status of youth', and their opportunities
for employment in 1936. Summarizes replies from business corporations, college-
placemebt bureaus, and college editors.

312. JosTEN, 11.xMAiwARErr. An investment in youth. Wisconsin journal of edu-,
cation, 68: 397-98, April 1936.

The LaCrosse high-school alumni loan fund committee has developed techniques for
handling financial aid for its graduates. Methods and results are described.

313. KRANE, DANIEL G. The adjustment of youth on relief. High points, 18:5
15, March 1936,

Description of the student relief fund at the Abraham Lincoln school, New York
city. Outlines other projects for youth on relief, namely, the Civilian conservation6 corps and the National youth administration.

314: MARTENS, ELISE H. Guidance for deaf and hard-of-hearing. School life,
43-44, October 1936.

Summary of 'a survey of the occupational status, abilities, special difficulties, and
guidance needs of the deaf.

815. MERRILL, ELEANOR B. Occupational adjustment o visually handicapp0.
Sight-saving review, 6: 192-97, Septembe

Instances from case records of the pa lly sighted, showing how vocational reha-
bilitation can be accomplished.

316. MORGAN, ARTHUR E. Exploiing for vocatiiins. Occupations,* 14: 613-18.
April 1936., ,

Suggests a territorial occupational survey, particularly in the locality of the Ten-
nessee valley authority, to determine possibilities for rural employment. Among those
advanced are : apc$ tension of rural electrification, automobile repair shops, general me-
chanical repairfng, special agricultural equipment for moUntainous country, tree crops.
fruit stands, holly farms, development of trailing arbutus marketing, management qf
fishing streams, irrigationo recreation camps, tourist camps, and community amusement
centers.

317. MORGAN, Jot Eutica. The future of American youth. Journal of the Na-
tional education association, 25:37-38, February 1936.

An editorial, noting 12 fundamental points to consider in selecting and seeking em-
ployment. Includes brief notes on teaching, library service, political service, civil
service, journalism, recreation, tbe building arts, agriculture, automobile care, and
home service.

318. ORNIIIR, ARTHUR T., and Mums, EARL W. Seven boys try group guidance.
Survey, 72: 940, January 1936.,

Seven employed boys, aged 19 to 24, members of tbe University neighborhood center
in Cleveland, Ohio, formed a voluntary vocational study club. The following techniques
are described by the two mentors: Group discuisions, use of Strong vocational Interest
test, individual interviews, and regular meetings. ".

819. OXLZT, HOWARD W. Counseling juld guidance in the CCC. School life,
21: 193-94, March 1936.

Expressions of educational advisers in Civilian conservation corps camps with ref-
climes to guidance purposes, requirements, and techniques.
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Lessons for secondary schools from the CCC educational program.
Secondary education, 5: 3-6, January 1936. 4

Activities of educational advisers in Civilian Conservation Corps camps, including
classes, libraries, supervision of periodicals published by camp members, vocational
instruction, and placement.

321. PARKE'S, G. H. Youth and the local community. Occupations, 14 : 655-58,
April 1936.

Describes organization of a cooperative community guidance project, sponsored by
public and private agencies, in Williamsport, Pa. Adjustment of employable youth is

the final goal; finding them jobs the immediate aim. Additional facts about the
program as a county-wide scheme are given editorially in the same issue under the
title "Lycoming County," p§. 676-77.

322. PLOEHN, JOHN H. Ten years of a multi-comrimnity apprenticeship program.
AVA Journal and news bulletin, 11 : 150-53, September 1938.

Five Mississippi river towns carry on an apprentice training program covering 38
companies, 4 schools, and 189 apprentices. Various State organizations and trade
groups participate.

323. Proceedings of the second annual conference of the California State co-
ordinating councils. Journal of juvenile research, 20: 124-47, July 1936.

Reports, in general terms, the status and activities of 105 California communities
having coordinating councils of social agencies for the guidance of youth. Ill-

eludes.: Vierling Kersey. Unadjusted youth; Sanford Bates. Where prisoners come
from; Norman Fenton. Status of the coordinating countil program in California;
Elta S. Pfister and Robert McKibben. Panel discussion.

324. RAINEY, Holm P. The care and education of Anierican youth. Educational
record, 17 : 461-62, July 1936.

z

Activities, plans, ang purposes of the American youth commission.

325. REZNIKOFF, LEON, and GLAss, LILLIAN. Social psychiatry and aysical disa-
, bility ; psychiatric approach to the problem of rehabilitation of the physically

- handicapped. Journal of educational sociology, 10: 109-16, October 1936.
Procedure and inecbanics of the diagnostic clinic at the New Jersey rehabilitation

commission, Newark, N. J., where vocational counseling is done through psychiatric
methods.

326. Rourwrs0E. B. The needs of industries for technically trained men. JoUr-

nal of engineering education, 26: 729-34, May 1936.
Describes types of technical workers that 'industries want, particularly the manager

or supervisor type, and the commercial or sales type. Concludes with specific recom-
mendations to schools about traifting methods.

827. SELIGMAN, HEBBrAT J. Placement service and unemploiment insurance.
Employment service news, 3: 6-9, January 1936. \.

Overview of tbe Third metropolitan conference on employment and guidance pro-
cedure. Briefly reports various studies, including one of 66 non-profit-making employ-

ment offices, and others on placement alid guidance problems.

328. SLocomBE, CHARLES B. Workers as individuals. Personnel journal, 15:
1.d8-75, November 1936.

Discussion of three methods of discovering "the underlying factors in individual
reactions among workers." First : Informal interviews with a former workman.
Second: Special applications of the instructional interview 1« a telephone oompany.
Third : A series of interviews with all employees involved in a specific problem or
difficulty, which is the occasion for the interview. Describes the operation of each
method.
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329. SMFITZER, C. H., and ADAMS, C. R.. Relationship between the amount of
academic training and job performance. Bulletin of the American assoda-
tion of collegiate registrars, 12 : 15-22, October 1936.

P Study of 3,918 employees of the Pennsylvania relief administration who .wcrpengaged in home visitation. Found that "There is no relationship wfiatsoever betwoenthe itmount of academic background and the quality oi actual job performance." Niiteda tendency for those with the most training to be more cognizant of technical informa-tion about their work.

330. SOBEL, Louis H. Vocational guidance through the organized club. Recre-
ation, 29: 508-11, January 1936.

Tells how a community center in Detroit, Mich., offers vocational gunce opportuni-ties through the leisure-time interests .of young 'people both in and out of school,Eight necessary steps are listed, among which are provision for leadership and alibrary of guidance, literature.

831. STABWE, J. A. More about out-of-school rural youth in Agricultural
education, 8: 186, June 1936.

Deals with mental ability and vocational choices of out-of-school youth in ruralIowa. Data tabulated on boys' choices, girls' choices, and percenl\choosing occupa.tions of parents.

382. STEAD, WILLIAM H. EmAuppent service and guidance. Occupations, 14:
61945, April 1936.

Describes tbe guidance activities, specific and general, of the U. S. Employment -service. Notes the development of juniorcounseling and placement in close cooperation with the schools in certain localities, The plan includes extensive re-interview-ing and reclassification of all the younger applicants in order to secure more ode:quoteinformation than is found on the usual application blank, especially of those withoutprevious work experience.

g33. THRASHER, FREDERIC) M. The boys' club and juvenile delinquency. Amer--
can journal of sociology, 41: 66-79, July 1936.

Study of a boys' club in New York citT, which "showed that this particular clubduring its first 4 years was not an 1mp4tant factor in delinquency prevention."Th'e essential function of such a club is "as a unit in a concerted community program."Increastng delinquency among the boys studied appeared to be ue to increasingage.

834. TITTMAN, ANNA L. How to enter public health nursing.
of nursing36: 363-68, April 193°6.

Suggestions to young graduates and private dutY nurses whothe geld of public health. Minim= qualifications and sources
mation suggested.

a

American journal

wish to specialize in
of employment infor-

885. Today's youth problems. Journal of the National education association,25: P-28, January 1936.
Survey of American youth "prepared to assist adults and young people in the dis-cussion of youth problems," by Frank W. Hubbard and staff of the Research divisionof the National education association. Part 1 traces 110ly the history of youth inAmerica ; part 2 presents major problems which youth must face ; part 8 includessuggestions "as to the next steps." Includes illustrations, a calendar of importantdates from 1688 to 1985, and graphs showing: OccupatiOnal distribution of youth,recreation chantfes with age, arrests by age groups, growth of school enrollments,marriages by age groups, and nativity and parentage.

836. MARVA MARioN R. Smite lessons from the New id k City adjustment
service. EMployment service news, 3: 34, January ;

Evaluation of the work of, the New York Mijustmen't service, and summary of thefacts demonstrated. Points out the need for accurate occupational information inadult guidance.
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337. Whát the New York City adjustment service demonstrated. High
school journal, 19: 7-11, 22, January 1936.

States that the adult adjustment service in New York demonstrated the possibility
of helpful guidance, but revealtd gaps in information about occupations, and quali-
ties necessary for success in specific jobs. The Occupational research program of the
U. S. Employment service is investigating this field.

338. Vocational guidance and education for Negroes. Occupations, vol'.' 14, no.
6, March 1936. pp. 485-586.

This issue, edited by Franklin J. Keller, is devoted to the special problems of the
Negro, particularly with reference to the occupational world.

Contents: }Franklin J. Keller. The Atlanta conferenre, the purpose, the story, and
the spirit ; Charles H. Thompson. An educator's critical comment. ,Charles R.
Lawrence, Jr. A Student's point of view ; Charles S. Johtson. The Negro's statue
in the swat); Rupert Vance. Changing economy of the southeast ; Robert C. Weaver.
Employment in Federal projects ; Lawrence W. Oxley. Occupations, .Negroes, and
labor organizations; H. A. Hunt. Credit for farmers ; F. S. Beers. Wtkat testa shall
we use? Harold H. Bixler. Guidance through the curriculum ; Mphonse Hiningburg.
Useful cumulative records ; R. O'Hara Lanier. Thd vocational intefiview ; Lloyd M.
Coofer. The problem of placement ; Fred D. Patterson. The aims of Negro schools.
(A commission repoh). Guidance in secondary schools ; Forrester B. Washington. So-
cial work and vocational guidance; T. Arnold Hill. A national personnel bureau ; Mary
H. S. Hayes. Guidance for minority groups ; Charles B. Cooper. Factors in voca-
tional choice. The articles are followed by an editorial comment on guidance oppor-
tunities for Negroes, and a list of vocational guidance literature. '1)

339. WALLACH, WALTER M., and BRIGGS, HowARD L. puidance in penal institu-
tions. Occupations, 14: 293-305, January 1936.

The New York State penal system ',dudes a Departme of correction and a Corn.
mission for the study of edhcational problems of penal institutions for youth. Under
their direction, a complete guidance and vocational training program is carried on.

340. WARD, ROSWELL Çlassification of vocational problems. Occupatkins,. 14:
683-84, April 1936.

Six common problems in counseling juniors are named, described, and analyzed as
follows : Vocational immaturity, confusion, misdirection, fixation, and conflict. .tipg-
gees methods of helping counselees to recognize their problems.

341. Job placement in Cincinnati. Personnel journal, 15 : 31-46, May

3

1938.
Describes the modern methods and machines installed in the Cincinnati pubit¡p employ-

ment center. Gives complete details of program and staff ; outline interviewing, \

registration, recording, and placement procedures.

342. WasoN, J. DOUGLAS. Whither. bound occupationally : Young A erica? In-
dustrial education magazine, 38: 26-29, January 1936.

Studies the general occupational outlook and trends as they affect American youth.

343. WOODHOUSE, Mrs. CHASE (GOING). Some trends in women's work today; a 6

forecast of opportunities for women in a new industrial era. Journal of
the American associatic& of university women, 29: 135-40, April 1936.

glitch; which' a girl enteking work must consider : Trends in ages of employid
women ; implications of population changes ; technological changes; social legisption ;
housing activities; educational and occupational trends. s -

344. 'WOODWARD, Euin S. Making housework a skilled occupation ; young women
. are trained for houiehold employment under the NVPA. Journal of _the

American association of university women, 30: 234-25, October 1938.
s and profeglonal projects of the Works progress admini

to imiiftve the quality and status of domestic service.
for lkousehold employment, and placement reports are.

The Division of
triktion devised a
Training courses,
bristly described, o
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345. WEIGHT, BARBARA H. A follow-up of 1934 graduates. Occupations, 15: 42-
45, October 1936.

Study of 2,511 graduates of 8 high schools in Minneapolis, Minn. Findings showone-third weie enrolled in universities, one-third had jobs "though not usually verygood jobs," almost one-fourth were unsuccessful in finding work, and the remainderwere miscellaneously occupied.' Comparisons with similar figures for 1932 and 1933
show a slight increase in number employed. There is also evidence of "a positiverelationship between good high-school marks and ability to make a siktisfactory
adjustment after leaving scho(g."

TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES

346. ACKERMAN, NATHAN W., aitut MCNNINGFIL, C. F. Treatment techniques for
mental retardation in a school for personality disorders for children. Amer-
lean journal of orthopsychiatry, 6: 294-312, April 1936.

Diagnostic procedures at the Southareschool for neurotic and maladjusted childrenare outlined ana described. Examinational data, historical data, emotional patterns,and therapeutic techni4ues are described for two cases.

347. AME3DEN, Room' L. The summer camp as a behavior clinic. Mental hy-
giene, 20: 262-68, April 1936.

Detailed dercription of guidance techniques in a summer camp for 127 problem boysfro% the Detroit department of special educatidn. Includes case studies showingdirect and indirect counseling methods.

348. ANDERSON, V, V. Integrating psychiatry with education. Educational _

method, 15: 259-63, February 1936.
Describes 'pupil adjustment activitlea in a private institution covering all levels, fromnursery school through high achool.

349. BARagrr, S. M. Pupil guidance. School and community, 22: 262-64,
September 1036.

Brief statement of the aims and methods of organized pupil guidance in school.Suitable for parents and other laymen who %lab a general conception of the purposesof guidance.

WO. BENNETT, MAROAwr E., and HVISCHBERGER, MARY" E. Mental hygiene in the
school program. California joarnal of secondary education, 11 : 313-18,
May 1936.

Five characteristips of a .personality, with five educational conditionsand procedures conducive to their development

351. BILLS, MAkioN A., and Illuotrrr, CARLorrs. Present' status aptitude
Wilting for clerical positions in industry. National business education
quarterly, 4 : 26-30, March 1938.

Compares the value of mental alertness tests, general clerical tests, and tradeiests in business. Gives the status of each, and refers to rese'Airch on the subject.
352. BINGHAM, WALTER V. Vocational bents. Occupatjons, 115: 15-21, October

1936.
Describes the "setting within which tests of aptitude are designed to be of use."Considers tests from the point of view of both counselee and counselor. Summarisesthe functions of standardised aptitude tests.

853. BLoop000D, NELL M. Guidance in Kearney county. Occupations, 14 : 656-58,
April 1936,

1

Howl a Nebraska school superintendent organised a rural guidance program, withno office auistance and no budgetary provision, in a county having 59 1rooin schools.and 7. town seibiol systems. Compgreascosi of guidance to cost of failures in a schoolsystem.
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354. BOGARDUS, Elton' S. Some interviewing principles. Employment service-
news, 3: 11-12, December 1936.

Seven princtples of interviewing defined and explained is follows: Consideration,.
evaluation, gradation ot gradual approach, identification or fellow-feeling, indirect
interrogation, adequate information, and discrimination between fact and prejudice.

355. BRACE, GEORGE M. Extra-curricalar activities. Industvial arts and voca-
tional education, 25 : 173-76, June 1936.

General discussion of the necessity and value of the extracurriculum. Examples
of school clubs in various centers. Qudtations from educatow on the subject of
leisure.

a

356. BREWER, JOHN M. Humanizing facts. Occupations, 15: 232,35, December
1936.

Evaluation of a course in occupations by testing two groups, an instructed class,
and an uninstructed control group.

357. BRowN, FRANCIS J. Character educationpast and present. School and
society, 43: 585-89, May 2, 1936.

General summary of trends in character education.

358. An investigation in character education. Journal of educational
research, 30: 14-19, 1936.

Data from the opinions of 300 sociology students in New York university reveal
that they considered the following to have positively influenced their character in
high-school and the elementary grades : Personality of the teacher; extracurricular
activities; church and home. Subject...jotter often had a negative influetce, while
church and home had more positivé influences that; school.

359. CAMPBEL4 WILLIAM G. Factors often neglected during guidance 1nterv14s.
California journal of secondary education, 11: 155-58, March 1936.

Discusses the following five factors as important considerations in vocational counsel-
ing: Effect of an occupation on health, relative life expectancy of workers in various
fields, availability of a suitable school, social stittus of an occupation, and age
requirements.

360. CLARK, HAROLD F. Exploring occupational trends. Occupations, 14 : 766-
72, May 1936.

Estimates probable trends in the number of workers empliqed in manufacturing,
transportation, clerical occupations, the professions, and other fields, on the basis
of available data. Suggests more accurate estimates to be secUred annually thrgugh
a central organisation composed of occupational representatives and guidance lieople.

361. .. Investigations info the relations between education and the use of
human resources. Teachers college record, 37 : 500-3, March 1936.

Points out the necessity for iniormation on occupational distribution, and briefly lib
refers to research which has been begun in this field.

M. CLARK, MARY A., comp. Directoty of psychiatric clinics in the United States,
1936. Mental hygiene, 20: 66-129, January 1936.

. Prepared by the National committee for méntal hygiene. this directory lists na-
tional, State, and community clinics which, for the most" part, offer psychiatric services
free or at low cost. Information on each includes name of clinic, addreis, type of
service, name of psychiatrist, description of staff, operating schedule, and annual num-
ber of cases. Similar directories were published in 1920, 1925, 1928, and 1932.

863. CONWAY, CLIMSD B. New scorinirainiaratus for the Bernreuter personality
inventory. Journal of applied psychology, 20: 264-65, April 1936.

Simplified, home-made scoring key which has been found to 'save 12 minutes per
paper' hi marking the lieknreuter personality inventory.
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364. COPELAND, HERMAN A. Some characteristics of three tests used to predict
clerical success. Journal of applied psychology, 20: 461-70, August 1936.

Two groups of 119 and 211 unemployed clerical workers took 3 tests at the Cin-'dune' employment center. Vatistical comparisons are made, including time-limitand work-limit methods of administration.
365. COREY, STEPHEN M. The United States Employment service and vocational

guidance. Employment service hews, 3: 6-9, May 1936.
Suggests data of importance to vocational counselors which might be derived from

annual Employment service reports.
360. DAVIES, A. G. The child guidance conference in California communitil.:.

Journal of juvenile research, 20: 7-14, January 1936.
Describes tbe central organisation of social agenzies as operative in Calffornia, withparticular reference to schools and school children. Conference procedure is outlinedin 10 gteps.

367. DRAKE, MARGARET J. What dangers spring from a superficial knowledge of
mental hygiene? High points, 18: 55-57, September 1936.

The novice with slight knowledge of mental hygiene is apt to make the followingerrors in dealing with problem pupils: (1) Miss pertinent or significant symptoms;
(2) misinterpret symptoms and. fail to discover real motivation behind problem be-havior; (3) fail to prescribe proper treatment because of insufficient grasp of thosituation ; (4) fail to .follow up the case. Examples of wrong diagnosis, wrongmotivation, and improper treatment are given. Specialists in therapeutic counselingare recommended.

368. DingsmooR, C. C. Kiwanis and guidance in 1936. Occupations, 14 : 660-63,
April 1936.

Guidance activities of Kiwanis clubs center around occupational group conferencesand individual counseling in special fields. Sets up a 4-point guidance program tobe followed by all clubs, with a list of optional activities for groups wishing to domore. Useful to guidance workers desiring the cooperation of lay groups.

369. ELLINGSON, MARK. 'How much do occupations change? Educational re-
search (Ohio State university) 15: 216-194 November 1936.

Five-year study of 22 groups -of occupation; to determine industrial changes be-tween 1980 and 1935. States that occupational activity analyses can be kept up-to-date by re-analysis every 5 years, and that such analyses can be mote as bases forschool curricula.

370. ELlIOTT, CHAELoTrE D. Organization and administration of a mental hy-
giene program in the Santa Barbara city schools. Journal of juvenile re-
search, 20: 167-79, October,1936. h

Mind guidance in a city school system, with an all-city centrals executive group,school guidance committees, case conferences for classroom teacbeVs, and a totalof 389 cases analysed during the first year. Includes organization charts for ele-mentary and secondary schools.

371. MORT, E. VANPIIMUIAN. First interviews as an experiment in human rela-
tions. American jouvrnal of orthopsychiatry, 6: 268-82, April 1936.

Gives aspects of the initial interview. Brings in the point of view gf the agency,the emotional reactions of the client, the interest of the interviewer, personal pecu-liarlties, and other factors. .

872. ENGLISH, Hoasce B. Trends in child psychology. Educational research
bulletin (Ohio State university) 15: 12&-27, May 1986.

dotBrief historical survey of Influences affecting child guidance. Emphasises thescientific study of normal, as well as abnormal children.

s
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373. PURIM DOROTHY CANFIELD. If occupations were athletics. Employment
service news, 3: 3-6, November'1936.

Holds that the of college athletes is analogous to the guidance of young
people into suitable occupations; that vocational direction is the task of the present
generation ; and that pioneer restarch in occupations is a necessity.

374. FITCH, JOHN A.- Professional standards in guidance. Occupations, 14:
760-65, May 1936.

Notes changes in emphasis on vocational and other types of guidance. Points
out general problems in the guidance field, such as : Lack of agreement regarding
the area to be covered in administering guidance, lack of uniformity in practice in
cities without centralized organization, dominance of tbe school principal in the field
of guidance. Warns of danger in confusing objectives of guidance with objectives
of business. Stresses tbe need of schools for accurate occupational information.

375. Gaza, G. R. A new-interests test. Jourral of educational psychology, 27:
527-36, October 1936.

An experimental test of occupational interests was built around a series of 30
photographs showing men at work.

376. GoocH, WILBUR I. Rhode Island's census of occupations. Occupations,
15: 127-31, November 1936.

Complete details of a census of employment and unemployment in Rhode Island,
giving questions asked, record forms, methods of organizing the project, and uses
of the census card. This cooperative enterprise combines tbc annual school census
with the decennial State census. as well as the efforts of the Providence public schools
and the Rhode Island department of labor.

377. and KELLER, FRANKLIN J. Breathitt county in the southern Appa-
lachians. Occupations, vol. 14, no. 9, sec. 2, June 1936. pp. 1110-11.

Guidance program in Breathitt county, Ky., an isolated mountain section. Describes
the people and the land. Outlines a fact-finikng program, summer institutions for
teacher-training in guidance, a county planniik council, and changes in school cur-
ricula to meet guidance needs. Includes a progress chart of a survey to determine
basic conditions and possibilities for a guidance program. .

378. and Miuza, LiguNARD M. Rockland county's self-survey ; fact finding
for its guidance program. Occupations, 14 : 394 410, February 1936.

Continuous survey conducted from within a county school system to secure occupa-
tional and otber information for guidance, junior placement, occupational adjustment,
and amplification of the program. Gives findings and details of survey methods used.

379. Vocational guidance in Rockland county. Occupations, Vol.
14, no. 8, sec. 2, May 11q.;. pp. 835-911.

Section 2 of the May 1936 issue of Ocospations covers all phases of the county-wide
guidance program .which began in the Palisades school district of Rockland county,
N. Y. Describes ini

t
n of the project ; occupational surveys, manual, classes,

forums, and
ini

observatitclorips; mental hygiene, junior placemeht, and teacher-training
programs; Centralized organization and procedure.

380. HARDIN, VIRGIL M. Whelk teachers give advièe. Nation's schools, 18 : 85-86,
October 1936.

Recommendations of guidance leaders on training for guidance workers suggestions
- as to how colleges may plan their courses; and methods of training teachers-in-service

for guidance duties.

381. Mumma, Gurnamm Guidance in the Lincoln school. Teachers college rec-
ord, 87 : 482-40, February 1936. .

Organisation of guidance in a school covering the lower grades through senior high.
Techniques, such as a psychological serviCe, health service, records, reports, study of
problem pupils, and methods of cooperating with other agencies are discussed.
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382. IiimarrH, G=TAME, and MARTENS, ELISE H. Selected references from the
literature on exceptional children. Elementary school journal, 36: 693-75
May 1936.

Annotated list of 83 publications concerned with subnormal, gifted, speech-defective,
blind, deaf, crippled, and behavior-problem children.

383. HUBBARD, RUTH M., td ADAMS, CHRISTINE F. Factors affecting the success
of child guidance clinic treatment. American journal of orthopsychiatry,
6: 81-102, January 1936.

Analysis of treatment procedures for tlie first 100 cases in the child guidance clinic,
Strong memorial hospital, Rochester, N. Y.

384. HUGHES, WILLIAM L Character building and health ; the role of physical
education. Health and physical education, 7: 9, January 1936.

Shows ways in which physical education contributes to character development.

385. HusBAND, RICHARD W. In defense of scientific vocational guidance. 'Journal
of applied psychology, 20: 586-90, 40ctober 1936.

A refutation of claims made against guidance by Thorndike and Lorge. States that
the fundamental fallacy in their study was that "no vocational guidance was given on
tiê basis of the original data at the time it was collected or at any subsequent time."

386. HUTSON, PERCIVAL 5V., comp. Selected references on guidance. School reiv
view, 44: 539-46, September 1936.

Contributions to guidance literature from September 1935 to september 1936 in an
annotated bibliography of 51 titles. Obtainable in reprint form.

387. KFIPAUVER, GRAYSOII N. Educational platform for 1936. School and society,
44: 289-95, September 5, 1936.

Result of the deliberations and discussions of a conference on curriculum and guid-
ance held at Stanford university July 6-10, 1936: Section 7 deals specifically with
guidance, statipg that one of the prime functions of guidance is to provide intrinsic
goals which lll make all school activity more meaningful, and which will tend to
remove extrinsic motivation such as marks. honor societies, and weighted credit.
Also in School and community, September 1936.

388. KELLER, FRANKLIN J., and Vmaxs, MORRIS S. Prelude to a survey of world
guidance Occupations, 15: 207-11, December 1936.

Reprint of Chapter 1 of Vocational Guidance Throughout the World, by the above
authors, giving introductory remarks on nationalism, occupational distribution, and
European guidance.

vr'

389. KELLY, Gloomy A. A State-supported child
deb

guidance clinic for Kansas
school children. Kansas teacher, 43: 6-7, June1-936.

Expansion of the services of the Fort Hays, Kans., State college psychological
clinic, with a typical case history illustrating the services offered.

390. LEHMAN, HARVEY C., and WrrrY, Psup A. Sex differences in vocational
attitudes. Journal of applied psychology, 20 : 576-85, October 1936.

Pupils in Topeka, Kans., and -Kansas City, Mo., responded to a vocational attitude
quiz, revealing sharp differences between the vocational interests of boys and girls.
Girls preferred sedentary occupations, many of which require aesthetic appreciation
and involve taking orders. Boys preferred active, vigorous fields, many of which
require travel, involve danger, and incluile giving orders. Boys' vocational interests
appeared to change witl age, and to change more often -than did those of girls.

1 LINcoLN, MILDRED E. Radio guidance. Occupations, 15 : 57-59, October
1838.

Technique of preparing classes for wan,: them during periods of radio
listening.
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392. LOWE, IRVING. A table of percentile ;quivalents for eight intelligence tests
frequently used with adults. Journal of applied psychology, 20: 392-95,

June 1936.
Preliminary set of tables for converting scores on 8 well-known intelligence tests to

percentile ranks. Data .are based on the records of 80 adults who took all 8 tests
in the course of a long experiment.

393. LummtAN, W. W. Case histories for all Owns. School and society, 43:

509-10, April 11, 1936.
A

Suggests a pupil case history card, giving a facsimile and recommendations for
its use.

394. McALMON, VICTORIA. Schools' must secure accurate occupational informa-
tionor else! California journal of secondary education, 11: 443-46, No-

vember 1936.
Shows the need for vocational facts, and points out activities to meet this need

in California.

MAcCALMAN, B. R. Fit the school to the child. New York State educa-

tion, 24: 183-87, December 1936.

School guidance principles, and some of the methods used in the school system at
',Nyack, N. Y., given.

396. MCCONN, CHARLES MAXWELL. Examinations for guidance. Occupations,

15: 46-50, October 1936.

A general treatment of educational guidance and the relation of examihations to
guidance. Notes three needs in connection with achievement testing for guidance
purposes: A high degree of test comparability ; dissociation from other purposes; and
a large number of tests for each individual.

397. MARKs, RAcnn. Inventions and occupattng; a brief summary of recent
changes in occupations base& on a study of modern inv 'talons. Virginia

journal of education, 29: 326-28, May 1936.

Points out some recent changes in the following fields : Transportation, refrigera-

tion, motion pictures, illumination, construction, electricity, medicine, and chemistry.

398. MAXFIELD, FRANCIS N. Trends in testing intelligefice. Educational re-
.-

search bulletin (Ohio State university) 15: 134-41, May 1936.

A review of the history of testing, giving dates and essence of outstanding
contributions. Suggests four jechnical principles to follow in reporting test results.

399. Mental hygiene and adjvstment. Review of educational research, vol. 6,

no. 5, December 1936. p. 457-576.

This number is entirely devoted to mental hygiene, and reviews both early and

later literature to approximately January 1, 1936. The Committee on mental hygiene

and adjustment of the American educational research association prepared the

report under the chairmanship of Harry J. Baker.

Contents: George E. Stevenson. Historical development and modern trends;
S. L Pressey. School influences ; John J. B. Morgan. Community influences;

Percival M. Symonds. The normal child ; J. Harold Williams. Behavior problems

and delinquency; Harry J. Bake Physicallx and mentally exceptional children ;

Willard D. Olson. Technics trumentag of mental hygiene ; bibliography of

725 titles.

400. Mosaics, CHARLES L. Pupil-personnel service. American school board

journal, 93: 15-17, December 1936.

The field of pupil personnel work is broadly defined to include attendance and

census workers, deans, guidance couteelors, health teachers and supervisors, medical

supervisors, psychologists and" psychiatrists. school nurses. and visiting teachers.

Qualifications of workers are discussed. . Illustrated with photographs of guidance
activities in several cities in New York State.'
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401. MUNZENMAYER, L. H. Pupil personnel legislation. Educational law and
administration, 4: 15, January 1936.

Resume of bills relating to the welfare of minors passed in nine States in 19:;5.
selected and summarised from the report of the National child labor committee

402. MYERS, GARRY C. The technique of home visiting. Journal of education,
119: 232, April 20, 1936.

Suggests points for teachers to observe in preparing for and in making visits
to the homes of pupils.

403. Occupational index. Personnel Journal, 14: 341-42, March 1936.
Describes the classified bibliography of occupational information published monthly

by the National occupational conference, beginning in January 1936.

404. PALLISTER, HELIX. American psychologists judge fifty-three vocational
tests. Journal of applied psyvhology, 20: 761-68, Decembfr 1936.

Replies to a qnestionna re on 53 vocational tests giving the number of psy-
chologists who judged each test as efficient or inefficient. All results are in tabulardetail, with a list of the 7 best-known tests, the 23 which were judged most
efficient, and .judges° names.

405. PATSY, FREDERICK L. Integrating mental hygiene from the point of view
of the public health officer and twjaool physician. American journal of
public health, 26: 471-79, May 1936. v

Presents opinions of erperienced health officers and school physicians. Formulatesa 10-point porgram of mental health attitudes and knowledges for ucators.
406. PouLL, LOUISE E. The psychographic method in clinical pr tice. Journal

of applied psychology, 20:16r-64, February 1936.
Describes and illustrates the use of a psychograph record in clinical work. Out-lines four aspects of intelligence : Social, verbal, numerical, and motor, dividing each

aspect into functions such as vocabulary and memory. Names tests which measure
each function, and provides a simple chart for recording results.

407. The problem of juvenile delinquency. New era, 17: 15549, June 1936.
Four articles are presented on the prevention and treatment of Juvenile delinquencyin Europeen countries. Aimee Racine. In Brussels; Noel Brinton. In the U. S. 8. R. ;Maria Michalski and Richard Hrottendorfer. In Vienna ; Olga Spitzer. In Paris.

408. Paorrnvr, MAWS M. Guidance problems in city schools. School life, 22:
19-20, September 1936

Data given on guidance activities from 70 school systems in cities with populationof 100,000 or more. - Reveals 6 problems common to guidance workers : (1) securingtrained personnel; (2) securing active support of other school staff members; (3)centralising authority for the guidance program ; (4) fitting/he traditional curriculumtol the diagnosed needs of pupils; (5) dealing satisfactorily with cases of subnormal
and retarded pupils ; (6) making follow-up studies of former pupils to secure factsabout local employment conditions.

409. Pupil personnel, guidance, and counseling. Review of educational research,
vol. 6, no. 2, April 1936. pp. 153-275.

This entire issue is devoted to guidance and related fields and represents a surveyunder the chairmanship of Arch O. Heck. Material was collected by a committeeof the American educational research association, a department of tbe Nationaleducation association, and covers the literature from October 1, 1982, to October 1,1935.
Contains : School attendance; school marks; school progress; recording and report-ing; characteristics of pupil population in elementary, secondary, and higher educa-tion; guidance and counseling in elementary, secondary, and"higher education ; extra-curriculum activities on various school levels educational adjustment ; special schoolsand classes; child labor; bibliography of 784 titles. The authors, some of whomcontributed to several sections of the survey, are as follows: Arch O. Het*, Fred C.Ayer, Harold H. Bizier, Ruth Strang, D. H. Eikenberry, A. J. Brumbaugh, Laster L.Love, Miriam Keeler, Leo J. Blaine, and Clifford Maddox,
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410. PURNELL, RUTH ; MATHEWS, MABEL E.; anti HENRY, GLEN W. School coun-
selors. Sierra educational news, 32: 20-22, March 1936.

Summary of guidance activities as reported by counselors to the Southern Cali-
fornia counselors association.

411.*RAcE, HENRIETTA V. Opportunity classes in Wisconsin.
of education, 68 : 389-90, April 1936.

Describes. with illustrations and excerpts from case histories,
retarded children in Wisconsin.

Wisconsin journal

the special classes for

412. RANDALL, J. A. The anecdotal behavior journal. Progressive education.
13: 21-26, January 1936.

Use of the anecdotal method of recording behavior at the Rochester athenaeum and
mechanics institute. Gives values and examples of good anecdotes.

413. ROSEOBANCE, F. C. The training of personnel and guidance workers. Edu-
cational trends, 4:19-24, June 1936.

Data on the training of guidance workers in TO cities with populations over 100,000.
Facts include academic degrees held, institutions awarding, years awarded, subjects
taken by guidance functionaries, and subjects found most helpful.

414. Rum, H. E. Vocational guidance ; the role of the careers master. New
era, 17: 1 74-77, June 1936.

A careers master in an English college discusses vocational guidance from the
following viewpoints: The "vocational illiteracy" of children ; methods of guidance;
intelligence about one's capacities. special abilities. and temperamental traits.

415. SAMISEN, PAUL V. The psycho-educational clinic as an aid to teacher
training. Educational administration and Apervision, 22: 523-27, October
1936.

Describes a child guidance c:Inic known as tbe Psycho-educational clinic at Western
State teachers college, Kalamazoo, Mich. Students in training for teaching participate
in the work of the clinic, which was established in 1981.

a

416. SIBIZY, ANNIE B. and STÒIXIILL, Manx L The abstracting of clinical re-
education techniques ás a method of training beginners .in clinical psychology.
Journal of applied psychology, 20: 609-19, October 1936.

Illustrates 14 remedial techniques for guiding maladjusted people. Gives for each
the source, by title and author ; the specific behavior problem involved; and steps
in treatment.

417. Sixty educational books of 1935. Journal of the National education asso-
ciation, 25: 121-24, April 1936.

Annual 'list prepared by the American library adociation, National education as-
sociation, and Enoch Pratt free library. Includes titles and annotations on 60 edu-
cational books classified under about 25 divisions, including: Conduct and character
formation, psychology, tests, vocational education, guidance, and tbe extracurriculum.

418. SLOANE, PAUL. The use of a consultation method in case work therapy.
American journal of orthopsychiatry, 6: 355-61, July 1936.

Describes the method developed in the Psychiatric clinic of the community health
center of Philadelphia, Pa., by means of which social case records were utilized for
psychiatric data, and the social case worker aided the psychiatrist as an informa-
tional cpnsultant.

419. Sims, ARTY B. Guidance ; a viewpoint on the definition and differenti-
ation of the guidance function. School and community, 22 : h1-15, March
1936.

Defines guidance Manisa, various views of the function of guidance; submits and
explains the following five guidance techniques: Profiling, interpreting, counseling,
'individualising, weighting.

.`
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420. Sociological research in adolescence. American journal of sociology, 42: 81-
94, July 1936.

Three committee reports on methods of research in adolescence, as follows: Daward
B. Reuter. The adolescent world; Margaret Mead. Culture and personality; Robert
G. Foster. Institutional demands. Tells where to get data; defines the adolescent
world; analyzes tbe demands of American society upon adolescents through the

ihe schools, business, government, recreation, welfare and correctional in-
stitutions, the neighborhood, knd tbe non-institutional community ; suggests investi-
gations in all of these fields.

421. Some implications for vocational guidance of the Harvard growth study.
Elementary school journal, 38: 655-56, May 1936.

Statement indicating that "unemployment is foreshadowed even in grade one" as
shown by the fact that those out of Jobs in 1986 had received, on the average, lower
ratings as first-graders in 1922 than had the employed.

4.22: STEAD, WILLIAM H. The problem of fitting workers to jobs. Labor informa-
tion bulletin, 3 : 4-6, February 1936.

ription of the occupational research program of the U. S. Employment service.
ts that field workers have made job analyses of about 1,600 occupations in 7

stries. These are quite detailed, and are designed primarily to aid interviewers
in employment offices.

423. STRANG, RUTH. Guiding the guidance program in our smaller schools. Na-
tiop's schools, 17: 18-21, January 1936.

Suggestions for initiatifig and carrying on a guidance program in a school enrolling
from 200 to 500.

424. STRONG, EDWARD K., jr. Interests of men and women. Journal of social
psychology, 7 : 49-67, February 1936.

Differences in occupational interests of men and women as measured by the Strong
vocational interest blank are studied. The test was administered to 113 pairs of high-
school boys and girb, 154 pairs of college studepts, and 335 pairs of men and women.4 A masculinity-femininity scale was prepared frog% these data, and detailed tabulations
made. In the summary is the following: "The dffferences in interests between the two
sexes constitute one of the major factors in terms of which occupational interests of
men are to be explained."

425. SYMONDS, PERCIVAL M. The province of psychological counseling. Teachers
college record, 37: 313-27, January 1936.

Notes the contributions of psychology which have practical value. Discusses the use
of tests and other psychological techniques in schools, industries, and employment
services. Outlines the necessary training and equipment of a psychologist.

426. Symposium on the case study. American journal of nursing, 31 : 1322-41,
December 1936.

Three articles on case study technique, which, though written for student nurses,
are applicable to any situation requiring a case study, are : Ruth A. Leader. Develop-
ment of the method; Mary O. Jenny. Case studies in the undergraduate course;
Elizabeth Hildreth. Social aspects of the case study method.

THOMPSON, Loam A., jr. How to question Job seekers. Personnel Journal,
14 37540, April 1936.

Summarizes procedures developed at tbe Cincinnati employment center. Interviewers
question-skilled workers in accbrdance with a 6-point outline, which is given in this
article.

428. THURSTON]; L. L. New concept of intelligence and a new method of meas-
uring primary Abilities. Educational record, 17 : sup.: 124-88, October 1936.

Brief explanation of the multiple factor analysis of human traits as applied to the
measurement of intelligence. Some primary abilities are Number facility, word fluency,
the memory factor, ability to visualise, prceptual speed, induction, and verbal
reasoning.
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429. TRAIME, MARION R. Fünctional classification of occupations. Occupations,
15: 12741, November 1936.

(Outlines the Occupational research program, sponsored by committees of variouR
interested national agencies, in which four independent techniques aie being used to
discover occupational groups requiring common qualifications of their -workers.

430. TREACY, JOHN P. An analysis of the basic reasons for the recent emphasis
on guidawe. American school board journal, 92: 25-26, March 1936.

New Interest and activities in guidance are explained in terms of the following
evidence: Wide differenets in individuals as revealed by research ; increasing complex-
ity of modern environment ; high percentages of student failures ; and the extensive
literature showing the inadequacy of students' vocational plans.

431. TREACY, JOHN P. Some issues involved in the planning of a guidance pro-
gram. American school board Journal, 93: 27-28, July 1936.

Shows how different guidance programs are related to differenceb in basic issues.
Raises and discusses a number of familiar questions, viz : What is guidance? Is it
prnonymous with all of education, or not? How much special training should guidance
workers have? What activities should be carried on? Should there be a strong central
guidance bureau in a city system?. How much of the educptional budget should be
devoted to guidance? One significant fact mentioned is that amounts reported spent on
guidance vary from 20 cents to $22.22 per pupil. This article is valuable in clarifying
the fad that there are basic issues, and that reputable authorities IMO be found to suii-
port either side of any of them: It recommends that specific procedure in a given
case should fit local needs.

432. TREACY, JOHN P. Some types of problems with whic i students need guid-
ance. American school board journal', 92: 46, May 6

Students netd guidance in interpreting success, RA much they need direct voca-
tional guidance. Self-analysis, opportunity analysis, and ientific planning arelbut-
lined as realistic IvIzproaches to the occupational problem.

433. Vocational guidanliterature. Occupations, 14 : -570-72, March 1936.
A bibliography of guidance for Negroes. Group 1 has 17 general refer-

ences for adults; gro 2 lists educational and vocational information for young
people, with 83 titles ;:land group 3 furnishes 12 sources of information concerning
the Negro in American irocational and occupational life.

434. WALKER, BOYD R. Camp counselors are not born. Clearing house, 10: 477-
79,_April 1936.

Considerations for counselors in planning a camp program; Qonsiderations for
'parents in selecting a summer camp for _a boy or girl. The qualifications of camp
counselors and direct:in are of prime importance.4

435, Waiums, Liming: The school, doctor, and psychologist in vocational guid-
ance. New era, 17: 110-13, April 1936.

Guidance principle; shown n practiced in Liege, Belgium.

436. Wuzza, GlaRALD M., and HENRY, GLEN W. Counselors; gtatua of counselors
in Los Angeles city school system. Sierra educational news, 32 : 30-31, Sep-
tember 1936.

Questionnaire study of 63 high-school counselors. Gives their salary range, 'train-
ing, teaching experience, counseling load, adminlitrative duties, and suggestions toward
improving their status.

437. Worrems, EDWARD M. Counseling, placement, and mental health. Em-
ployment service news, 3: 3-8, October 1936.

Outlines what a good vocational counselor should know, what sort of a person be
should be, and what he should be able to accomplish Lilo an interview.

438. WHIELES, JOHN T. Analysis of the guidance problem. High school quar-
terly, 24: 103-8, January 1936.

Guidance problems of youth discussed from a generalized viewp6Int. Recognises
fundamental needs, individual differences, and the relation of guidance and education
in an integrated program.
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56 GUIDANCE BIBLIOGRAPHY, 1936

439. WHOLES, JOSEPH L. Educational books of 1935. School and society, 43:
409-26, March 28, 1936.

Lists, under 28 headings, literature on educational subjects for 1935, including
Guidance and personnel service; educational psychology ; health and mental hygiene;
conduct and character; psychology of childhood and youth ; vocational, bushiest,, and
industrial education ; extracurricular activities; and related subjects.

440. WHITE, Room% A. Survey of commercial occupations.° Business education
world, 15 : 554-56, March 1936.

A survey of retail-selling and office positions' in the city of Oakland, Calif., con-
ducted by the coordination and placement staff of Merritt business school, a unit of
the public-school system. Gives objectives, techniques, and summary of job titles
used by the survey staff.

441. WILLIAMSON, E. G. The rôle of guidance in educational methodology. Jour-
nal of higher education, 7: 184-90, April 1936.

Outlines and discusses the following four steps in guidance: Development of diag-
nostic instruments, diagnosis, prognosis, and continuity of guidance to the point of
successful adjustment and placement.

442. WILLIAMSON, E. G. Significance for educational guidance of personal his-
tories. School review, 44: 41-49, January 1936.

4n investigation of the predictive value of personal history data. High-school and
college records of 300 men and 287 women were analyzed, weighted, and tabulated.
A correlational technique revealed an "insignificant relation between college scholar-
ship and total scores on the personal-hiatery data."
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SUBJECT AND AUTHOR 4,1j:41-DEX

Those familiar with the Guidance Bibliography, 1935, will note that the three
gubdivislons in that index have been reduced to two in the 1936 list. Cross-

references have been so arranged that further subdivision is unnecessary.

Aberdeen, S. Dak., 159.
Ability grouping, 134.'
Abnormal child. Bee Exceptional child ;

Handicapped child ; Problem child; Su-
perior child.

Abraham Lincoln high school, 181, 313.
Abrams, Ray, 194.
Acceleration. See Superior child.
Ackerman, Nathan W., 346.
Activities,

Elementary, 1.
Extracurricular, 34, 45, 147, 170, 174,

218, 282, 249, 356.
Journalism, 225.
Kindergarten, 2.

Adams, C. R., 329.,.
Adams, Christine F., 383.
Adjustment,

Adolescence, 1015, 420.
Bibliography on, 399.
Classroom, 5, 6.
College, 257.
Education, 145, 149.
Elementary, 6, 7, 137, 169, 173.
Family, 72.
Kindergarten, 2.
NUrsery school, 4.
Personality, 50.
Problem child, 107.
Psychology, 148.
Secondary school, 206.
Workers, 828.

Adjustment Service, New York City, 84, 296,
336437.

Administration,
Guidance, 126, 141, 210, 296, 853, 370.
Personnel, 800.

Adolescence, research, 105, 420.
Adults,

Edwation, 98, 95, 297.
Guidance, 78, 89, 98, 296, Id&

Advertising, 180.
Advising. Bee Counseling; Educational guid-

ance; Vocational guidance.
Advisers,

CCC, 320.
High school, 82. Nee also Counselors;

Dean.
Agencies, 'Community, 75-78, 97, 185, 148,

222, 291-298, 298.

4:4.0

Agha, M. F., 130.
Agriculture, 99, 133, 191.
Aid. pupil. See Scholarships; Student aid ;

Youth programs.
Albany, N. Y., 202.
Alexander, Carter, 300.
Allardyce, Archie, 150.
Allegheny County Joint committee on scholar-'

ship aid, 217.
Allen, C. B., 179.
Allport, Gordon W., 101.
American association for adult education. 93.
American association of psychiatric social

workers, 102.
American college personnel association. 38.
Amer:can council on education. 39, 59, 103

104.
American library association, 417.
American youth commission, 324.
Amsden, Robert L., 347.
Analssis,

Job. 422.
Personality, 6, 428.

Anderson. Helen R., 20i.
Anderson, Henry L., 10.
Anderson, Ruth C., 180.
Anderson, V. V., 848.
Anderson, Walter A., 28.
Andrus, Ethel P., 18f.
Anecdotal record, 412.
Appel, Kenneth E., 137.
Applications for positions, 10, 25, 90, 180.
Appraisal, guidance. See Evaluation.
Apprenticeship, 226, gm, 809, 322.
Aptitude tests, 8"51-462.
Architecture, Ir.
Arets, Carl W., 187.
Armntrong, Hazel E., 284.
Armstrong, J. Evan, 194.
Art,

Education, 113-114, 130.
Occupations, 118, 130.

Artist, medical, 292. -t
Associations, directory, 143: 153. See also

Community agencies.
Atlanta conference, Guidance for Negroes,

338.
Attitude,

Guldan4e, 84, 800.
Meagirement, 146.
Parints,i 166.
Vocations, 144, 300401, 890.
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/attain, B. F., 156.
Austin, Lucille Nickel, 102.
Auto mechanic, 133.
Ayer. Fred C., 409.
Ayres, Edmund D., 250.

Bath, Richard F., 130.
Baker, H. Leigh, 182.
Baker, Harry J.', 14. 399.
Baker, John C., 70.
Balch, Marston, 60.
Banking, 133.
Barker, Ellen M., 235.
Barker, Everett B., 37.
Barrett,.A. M., 849.
Barrett, Theodore, 25.
Bate, William G., 183.
Bates, Sanford, 323.
Beam, Kenneth S., 291, 29g.
Beauty culture, 133..
Wker, Elsa G., 184-186.
-Beckman, R. O., 262,
'Beers, F. 8.. 39, 239, 338.
Behailor

Family, 72.
Interpretati9pv ,165.
Journal, 414jc

Kindergarten, 17,
Problems, 13,1
Summer can3p, 347.

Belgium, 435.
Bell, Hugh It, 38:240.
Bennett, Edward, 250.
Bennett, H. K., 187.
Bennett,targaret E., 350.
Bennett, . C., 137. ___

Bennett, Wilma, 106.
Bennington, Vt., 128.
Bentley, John E., 107.
Bergen, Garret L., 84, 800.
Berman, Samuel, 137.
Bernreuter, Robert G., 241.
Bernreuter personality intntory, 363.
Bibliography, on

Business trends, 285.
Education, 147, 417, 439.
Exceptional child, 382.
Guidance, 106, 119-120,7122, i41.T.:147,

202, 338, 386, 433, 439.
Mental hygiene, 399.
Negro guidance, 433.
Occupations, 106, .120, 183, 186, 139,

141, 403.
Research methods, 110.
Studedt personnel, 53, 409:
Tests, 109.
Vocational success, 300.
Vocations. See Occupations.

Bills, Marion A., 351.
Bingham, Walter V., 352.
Sheer, Harold H., 338, 409.
Blaine, Leo J., 409.
Blind, rehabilitation, 815.
Bloodgood, Nell M., 858.
Moue), Gideon L., 29.
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Boardman, Rhea K., 163.
Boehmer, Florence E., 38.
Bogardus, Emory S., 354.
Bond, Guy L., 160-161.
Bondurant, Mary B. 38.
Bookkeeping, 133. -
Books on guidance. See Bibliography, guid-

ance.
Bowers, Ethel M., 298.
Bowman, D. 0., 243.
Boynton, Paul L., 157.
Boys,

Careers, 36.
Clubs, 116, 333.
Guidance, 231, 818.
Hobbles, 20.
Interests, 360.

Tart-time work, 20.
Brace, Gèorge M., 355.
Brackett, Catherine W., 164.
Bradshaw, Francis F., 244.
Brady, John F., 194.
Breathitt County, Ky 377.
Breen, Mary J., 108.
Brewer John M., 356.
Briggs, Howard L.. 339.
Bright child. Bee Superior child.
Brinton, Noel, 407.
British guidance programs, 165, 414.
Brockman, Mary, 71.
Bronner, AugAsta F., 118.
Br400klyn Boys' technical high school, 231
Broome, Edwin G., 188.
Brotemarkle, Robert A., 40.
Brown, Mrs. Archibald M., 180.
Brown, Francis J., 357-358.
Much, W. V., 294.
Brumbaugh, A. J., 51, 105, 245, 409.
Brussels, 407.
Buckler, J. B., 189.'
Buffalo, N. Y., 200, 230.
Building maintenance, 183.
Burdigk, Raymond C., lso.
Burfprd, Charlotte 8., 284.
Burgett, R. W., 246.
Burns, C. L. C., 165.
Buros, Oscar K., . 109.
Business,

Education, 18, 88, 194 135.
Etiquette, 71.
guidance, 70.
'Occupations, 440.
Opportunities, 194.
Women, 30, 86, 154.

Byram, H. M. 191.

J.

California Child guidance councils, 823, 366,
California counselors, 410.
Califo State department of education, 1.

11, Ina, 197. ,
Camp 11, Doak 8., 247. t4Camp
Campbell, Stuart, 180.
Campbell, William G., 359.
Camps, 847, 484.
Cadady, Herman G., 41248,
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Cine, Florence, 163.

Careers,
Choice of, See Vocations, choice.
Planning, 29, 91. ,

Careers master, England, 414.
Carpenter, Katherine G., 137.
Case studies, 6, 102-103, 110, 173, 328, 393,

418, 426.

Cassileth, Mortimer, 133.
CCC, 319-320.
Census, occupational, 376.
Central State teachers college, Mich., 54.
Chalaron, Claire, 133.
Chambers, M. M., 295.
Champaign, Ill., Junior high school, 233.
Character education and development, 35

116, 121, 155, 158, 162, 174, 176, 221,
857-358, 384.

Charts,
Business, 154.
Residence, 237.
Psychographic, 406.
Vocational, 193.

Cheek, Mary A., 249.
Cheltenham high school, 21.
Chicago gangs, 151.r

°Chico, Calif., elementary school, 169; Stat
college, 240.

Children,
Abnormal, 177.
Adjustment, 5.
Development, 1, 7, 297.,

' Exceptional, 382.
Gifted. See Superior child.
Guidance clinic, 165, 360, 383, 389.
Handicapped, 382.
Laboring, 401.
Mental hygiene, 156.
Neurotic, 346.
Preschool, 455.
Problem, 107, 181, 165, 172-173,

177,- 411,
Psychology, 872.
Retarded, 172, 846, 411.
Study, 6, 9, 142.
Superior, 155, 163, 177, 215.

Children's Bureau. See U. S. Children's bu.
reau.

Choice,
of College, 251, 258.
of Occupations. See Vocations, choice.
of Studies., See Educational guidance.

Chworowsky, Martin P., 1644 "
Cincinnati Employment Center, 841, 364, 427.
Cincinnati, Ohio, 224.
City mans,: .1 t, 138.
City schools,

Guidance, 126, 408.
Officers, 158.

Civic organisations. tee Community agencies.
Civics,4occupational, 11, 17.
Civilian conservation' corps, 319-320.
Civil service, 302,
Clark, Harold F., 296;`800. 860-861.

s.

175,1

Clark, Mary A., 362.
Class size, 182.
Classification of4occupat1ons. _429.
Classroom,

Adjustment, 5-6.
Guidance, 216.
Tests, 127.

Cie ical tests, 851, 864.
Clerical woriers, 88.

Child guidance, 165, 366, 383, 389.
Hospital, 165.
Psychiatric, 362.
Psychological, 105. 389, 415.
Summer camf), 347.

Clinical psychology, 131, 416.
Clipping bureau, school. 218.
Clubs,

Boys', 333.
Elementary, 170.
Guidance, 330.
See aled Extra-curricular activities ;

Leisurei tiecreation.
Colleges,

Adjustment in, 64, 257.
Admission to, 278.
Alternatives, 305.
Choice of, 251, 253,
Counseling in, 88, 40, 68, 242, 269, 277,

279, 283.
Curriculums; 54.
Customs, 45.
Deans, 61, 268, 284.
Directory of, 48, 59, 153.
Employment in, 55.
Iffngineering, 56.
Entrance tests, 241.
Etiquette, 45.
Evaluation cf, 49, 66.
Mixtra-curriculums, 249.
Grades, 266.
Graduate study, 48.
Graduates, 46-47, 66, 70, 811.
Interests, 240.
Junior, 52, 289, 247, j61, 264; 281, 285.
Mental hygiene, 2747
Negro studeqts, 42,
Orientation, 58, 60, 258, 260, 288.
Personnel, 88, 43, 49, 53, 57-58, 241,

242, 245, 254, 256, 263-264, 270-281,
284, 289.

Placement, 46, 47, 63.
Records, 267.
Registrar, 241, 256.
Scholarships, 275.
Social relationships, 265.
Stunt aid, 270.
Suctess, 272
Tests, 39,4.51, 69.
Working student in, 269, 282.

Cole, George C., 284.
Cologne, Rose, 297.
Columbia, Mo., 226.
Columbia University, 6. See oleo Teachers

college, Columbia university.
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Colvin, A.. O., 192.
Commercial education, 13, 88, 194, 235.

Graduate study, 807.
OcCupations, 192, 235, 440.

Committees, Revision of ,iitandards, Nortb
central association of colleges and secon-
dary schools, 49 ; Youth problem, 96-97.

Community,
Agencies, 75-77, 96-97, 125. 135, 143.

291, 293, 298, 368.
Apprenticeship, 322.
Placement, 321.
Programs, 78, 100, 116, 291, 298, 321.

Surveys, 79.
Cohferences. ,

Atlanta, Ga., 338..
'California, 323. 366.
Educational, 103-104.
Engineering, 250.
Guidance, 189.
Plasement, 327.
Technique, 288.

Continuation schools, guidance in, 294.
Copway, Clifford B., 363.
Covet, Charles B., 3:38.
Cooper, Charles L., 42.
Cooper, Mary V., 137.
Cooperating agencies, guidance. Nice Com-

munity agencies.
Cooperative training, 15, 212, 226.

oordinating councils, Calif., 323, 366.
opeland, Herman A., 364.

Corey, Stephen M., 251, 365.
Corre, Mary P., 133.
Correlated curriculum, 84.
Corr's, Richard C., 299.
Cost, guidance, 858.
Costume design, 113.
Counseling,

Adolescents, 94.
Addlts, 78: ..

Bibliography on, 141, 409.
College, '38, 40, 68, 242, 269, 277, 279,

283.
Evaluation, 84, 287.
Faculty, 287.
factors, 356.
Juniors, 340.
Manual, 112.
Mental hygiene, 367.
Methods, 140.
Problems, 840.

.

Psychological, 425.
Records, 203, 263.
Techniques, 123, 129, 277, 840, 487.
Working student, 269. s

free also Interviewink,
Cop.nselors

Activities, 410.
0

Canal), 484.
C011ege, 40, 53.
Duties, 61, 486.
Ungland, 414.
Handbook, 128. e
High schoOl, 82, 204.

Counselon---Continued.
Qualifications, 437.
Shop teacher, 23.
Status, 436.
Training, 78; 126, 277, 877, 380. 413,

Vocational, 133.
County, -

Management, 183.
Programs, guidance, 133, 321, 353. 377.

379.
Courses

How-to-study, 199. 44.
Guidance. Bee Counselors,

Orientation.
Occupations, 11, 14, 31. 856.

Occupational information.
Cowley1 William H., 43.
Coxe, W. W., 105.
Craigo, R. T., 193.
Cranford, Charles 'B., 298.
Crawford, Albert B., 142, 252.
Crawley, Sumner L., 44.
Criteria, success, 300. es
Culver, Mrs. Dorothy Campbell, 110.
Cunningham, Bess V., 72.
Cunningham, S. Donald, 37.
Curriculum, 34, 54, 238.

training:

S

Daltilorp, Charles, 159.
Llarling, Millard S., 12.
bavies, A. G., 866.
Dargen, Mrs. Margaret,-130.
Darley, John G., 89.
Davis, Maxine, 73.
Davis, Victor M., 38.
Dayman, Esther, 38.
Deaf, guidance, 80, 82, 314.
Deans, -

College, 61, 268.
High school, 32.
Men, 268, 284.

. Women, 261, 284.
Pecker, George C., 195.
foecker, James A., 194.
Definitions of

; Guidance, 419.
Personnel, 43.

Delinquency,
Factors, 118, 333.
Prevention, 116, 291, 298, 407.

Dental hygiene, 188.
Denver, Colo., 203.
Depression, 146.
Des Moines,.la., 287.
Design, 113, 114, 180.*4
Detroit Department of special education, 317.
Detroit, Mid., 22, 330.
Dicks6n, Virgil E., 183.
Diederich, Paul B., 196.
Dietetics, 183.
Director, city guidance, 126.
Directories of

Art schools, 118-414.
Bducatioial associations, 158.
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Directories ofContinued.
Colleges, 59.
Graduate schools, 48.
Junior 'colleges, 52, 247.
Psychiatric clinics, 362.
School officers, 153.
Social agencies, 143.
Teachers colleges, 132.
U. S. Department of the interior,

of education, 153.
-Disability, reading, 160.
Dixon, Fred, 226.
Dohner, Donald R., 180.
Dondineau, Arthur, 14. /P

Douglass, Harl R., 197.
Drake, Margaret J., 367.
Dramatics, -guidance, 180.
Driscoll, Gertrude P., 164.
Duguld, K., 165.
Duncan, Okla., 162.
Dunn, William H., 198.
Dunsdon, M. I., 16.5.
Dunsmoor, C. C., 368.
Durland, Edna,- 159.
Duties of

Counselor, 486.
Dean, 261.
Principal, 27.

Dull child. See Retardation.
Dvortin, Etta W., 199.

Office

Earnings, 3004
Eastern commercial teachers' association, 13.

Eastern Illinois schoolmasters' club, 189.
Eastern Illinois state. teachers' college, 269.
Eastern New Meilco junior college, 260.
Eckert, Rutli E., 200.
Edmonson, James B., 14.
Education,

Adult, 95. 4.
Business, 13, 88, 194, 285.
Character, 35, 116, 121, 155, 158, 162,

1.74, 176, 221, 357-358, 384.
Elementary, 137.
Emotional factors, in 138.
Health, 8, 28, 384.
Industrial, 188, 193, 195, 211, 2413, 303.
Office of educatitan. See U. S. Depart-

.ment. of the Interior, Office of educa-
tion, .

. Selected references, 147, 386.
Educational associations, 153.
,Educational conference, 103-104:
Educational guidance, 11, 10, 57, 142, 145,

229, 281, 255, 287, 398, 442.
Educational records bureau, 104.
Eells, Falter C., 253, 254.
Eggertsville, N. Y., 170.
Ehrenhardt, Irma, 284.
Eikenberry, D. H., 409.
Eisenhart, Luther P., 255.
Eldpr, Harry 111.1 256, 284,

a
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Eldridge, Elizabeth, 45.
Electrician, 133.
Elementary schools,

Activities, 1.
Adjustment, 5, 7, 137, 1814.
Behavior, 173.
Chaiacter development, 158, 174.
Guidance, 164, 370, 409.
Health, 8.
principals, 7.
Tests, 3.

Ellingson, Mark, 11th 369.
Elmot, Charlotte D.,370.
Elliott, Edward C.. 46-47.
Elliott, glace Loucks, 12.
ElliOtt, brarrison S., 112.

Richard M., 89.
Emery, E. Vannorman, 371.
Emick, Glenn O., 15.
Emme, Earle E., 257.
Emotional factors, 138, 219. 290.
Employees, case studies, 328.
Employers' preferences, 88.
Employment,
4

Cincinnati employment center, 150, 341.
Finding, 70, 77.
Graduates, 63.
Medical institutions, 291'.
Service. See U. S. Employment Serv-

ice. .

Statistics, 152.
Studertt, 55, 252.

Employment Stabilization Research Institute,
Minn., 89,

Enger, M. L., 250.
Engineers,

Graduate study, 56, 250.
Placement, 326.
Qualifications, 67.

England, guidanrk, in 165, 414.
English classes, guidance, 34. 214, 218.
English, Horace, 372.
Enoch Pratt free library, 417.

rdos, Eugene J., 201.
Etiquette,

Business, 80, 71.
College, 45, 65.

Europe, youth programp, 388, 407.
Evaluation of

Adjustment service, 296.
Colleges, 49, 66.
Guidance, 26, 68, 183.
Records, 196.
Tests, 404.

Evans, 4nne, 118-114.
Evans, kenneth, 801.
Everett, Faye Philip, 74.
Exceptional child, 107, 147, 215, 382. See

also Handicapped child; Problem child;
Retardation ; Superior child.

Experience record, 90, 442.
Experimental school, New York City, 161,

168.
Extra-curricular activities, 34, 45, 147, 170,

174, 218, 232, 249, 355.
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Factors,
Emotional. 138.
in Failures, 197.
in Interviews, 359.
Multiple, 428.

Faculty counseling. 287.
Failures. See Retardation.
Family relationships, 72, 132, 167, 297.
Farley, Eugene S., 137.
Farming, 99, 133, 191.
Farnum, Royal Bailey, 130.
Farrar, Marcella S., 102.
Farson, Mabel, 137.
Federated council on art education, 113-

114, 130.
Feldman, Herman, 302.
Fellowships, 62. See also Scholarships.
Fenton, Norman, 323.
Field, H. E., 165.
Field, Helen A., 137.
Fisher, Dorothy Canfield, 373.
Fitch, John A., 374.
Five-foot shelf, bibliography, 119-120.
Fleming, S. E., 194.
Fletcher, Laura E., 202.
Follow-up, of graduates, 345.
Foreign programs, youth gutdance, 76, 165,

388, 407, 414, 435.
Fort Hays State college, Kans., 889.
Foster, JosepOiae C., 2.
Foster, Laurehce, 48.
Foster, Robert G:, 420.
Fox, Grty, 203.
Frasier, George W., 38.
Fraternities, guidance, 262.
Frasier, Benjamin W., 38.
Freshman orientation, 58. 60, 258, 260, 288.
Fryklund, Verne C., 803.
Pulmer, Clark A., 16..

al»

Gangs, study of, 151.
Gardner, Donfred H., 49.
Gardner, Ella, 115.
Gartland, Ruth, 102.
Gaskill, Harold V., 50.
Gates, Arthur I., 160-161.
George, N. .L., 162.
George Washington junior high school, 214.
Gerberich, J. R., 258.
Gerson, Armand J., 137.
Gesell, *Arnold, 155.
Gherhardi, %Bancroft, 800.
Giberson, Lydia G., 304.
Gibson, A. W., 138.
Gifted child. See Superior child.'
Giles, G. R., 875.
Giles, Mrs. Imogene Kean, 17.
Girls,

Adjustment, 225.
Etiquette, 71.
Interests, 30, 390.
Training, 844.

Glass, Lillian, 325.
Gleason, Charles, 167.

AID

Glover, Katherine, 75, 96.
Glueck, Eleanor, 116.
Glueck, S. Sheldon, 116.
Goldberg, Didian, 235.
Gooch, Wilbur I., 376-379.
Goodfellow, Raymond C., 194.
Government employees. 302.
Grade advisers, 204, 210.
Graduate schools, directory. 48.
Graduate study, 56, 62, 246, 250.
Graduates,

College, 46-47, 73.
Commercial, 307.
Engineering, 56, 250.
High school, 345.

Graphs, pupil records, 159.
Gray, William S., 38, 51.
Great Britain, guidance in. 165, 414.
Greenberg, Benjamin B., 12.
Greenbie, Mrs. Marjorie B., 305.
Greene, Edward B., 117.
Greene, Harry A., 3.
Greenleaf, Walter J., 52-53.
Gress, John J., 194.
Group guidance, 14, 28, 35, 108, 128, 201.

318.
-Guidance,

Administration, 126, 141, 210, 296. :;n3
370.

Adult, 78. 89, 93, 296, 336.
Agriculture, 191.
Belgium,
Bibliography, 106, 1119. 120. 122, 141.

147, 202, 3* 386, 433, 439.
Business, 13. .

Child, 9, 165, 408, 413.
City 'schools, 408.
Civilian Conservation Corps, 308, 319
Classroom, 214, 216.
Colleges and universities. See Gounsel-,

ing, college ; Personnel, college.
Commercial education, 194.
Conferences, 103-104, 189, 323, 338.
Continuatsion schools, 294.
Cost, 353.
County, 321, 353, 377, 378, 379.
Curriculum, 238.
Deaf, 314.
Definition, 43, 419.
Director, 126.
Educational, 11, 19, 57, 142, 145, 229,

231, 255, 286, 398, 442.
Elementary, 164, 370, 409.
England, 165, 414.
English classes, 33, 214, 218.
Evaluation, 183.
Foreign programs, 165, 388, 407, 414

435.
Fraternities, 262.
Group, 14, 28, 85, 108, 128, 201, 318.
Harvard growth study, 421.
Health, 8.
High school. See Secondary schools.

guidance.
Higher education. See Personnel, col-

lege.
History, 874.
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Guidance--Continued.
Homeroom, 201, 208-209. 221.
Industrial education. 193. 195, 211.
Issues. See Philosophy.
Junior college, 239 2S5.
Kiwanis, 123, 125, 368.
Library, 122, 202.
Needs, 22.
Negroes, 74, 338.
New York City, 186.
Nursery school, 164.
Out-of-school, 94.
Penal institutions, 339.
Philosophy, 186, 199, 234, 349, 377, 385,

387, 394, 400, 419, 431. 438, 441.
Principles. See Philosophy.
Private school, 348.
Problems, city schools, 408.
Profession, 374, .413.
Programs, 116, 230. See also Coun-

seling; Personnel ; Vocational guid-
ance.

Radio, 391.
Records, 198.
References. See Bibliography.
Rural, 321, 353, 377, 379.
School principal. 227.
Secondary schools, 26, 33, 184-186, 199,

209-210, 229, 231, 234, 370. 381, 400.
409.

Small schools, 177, 187, 227, 245, 423.
Social, 45, 236.
Standards, 374.

.Study-ball, 207.
Survey, 409.
Teachers, 132.
Tests, 24.
Training, 78, 126, 277, 377. 380, 413,

436.
Trends, 430.
Universities. See Personnel, college.
Workers. See Counselors; Dean.
World, 388.
Youth, 81, 96.

Hall, O. Milton, 84, 300.
Halter, Helen, 18.
Hammitt, Carlotta, 351.
Hammond, H. P., 56, 250.
Handbook, child guidance, 9.-
Handicapped

Child, 107, 382.
Rehabilitation, 815, 325.

Hanna, Paul'R., 76, 105.
Hard-gf-hearing, 80, 82, 314.
Hardin, Robert A., 259.
Hardin, Virgil M., 380.
Harley, D. L., 77, 96.
Harris, Thurman, 260.
Hartshorne, Hugh, 155.

'Harvard growth study, 421.
Hatcher, O. tatbam, 133.
Uattwick, Bertha W., 168.
Hausner, F. Edna, 204.
Hawkins, Layton 8., 78.
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Haiton, Jennie N., 4.
Hayes, Mary H. S.. 338.
Headley, Neith E.. 2.
Health, 8, 28, 384. See also Mental hygiene.
Healy, William, 118.
Heaton. Kenneth L., 54.
Heck, Arch O.. 409
Henmu, V. A. C.. 155.
Henry, Glen W., 410, 436.
Herschberger, Mary E., 350.
Hersey. Rexford B., 300. 306.
Herring. John P., 60.
Herron Hill Junior High School. 221.
Hewlett. Theodosia, 307.
Higgins, Harold H., 167.
High school

Failures, 1911.
Guidance. See Secondary schools, guid-

ance.
Loan fund, 312.
Problems, 229.

Higher education. See College.
Hilda, Marie (sr.), 165.
Hildreth, Elizabeth, 426.
Hildretii-, Gertrude H., 381-382.
Hilton, Martha E., 261.
Hill, Clyde M., 155.
Hill, Frank E., 308. .

Hill. T. Arnold. 133, 338.
Iliningburg, Alphonse, 338.
History

College personnel. 244.
Guidance, 374.
Youth, American, 335.

Hobbies, 20, 76, 96, 330.
Hockema, Frank C., 46-47.
Hockenbury, Myron D., 55.
Hollingworth, Leta S., 163, 168.
Hollinshgad, Byron S., 137.
Hollis, .Florence, 102.
Holmes, William H., .155.
Home visiting, 167, 402. See also Family

. relationships.
Homerooms, 201, 208-209, 221.
Hood, William, 193.
Hoppock, Robert, 119-120, 137, 142, 300.
Horton, S. N., 133.
Housing, college, 105.
Housework, training, 344.
How-to-study courses, 19, 44.
Hubbard,% Frank W., 385.
Hubbard, Ruth M., 383.
Huffman, W. Evin, 298.
Hughes, Vernon, 301. .

Hughes, William L., 384.
Humphreys, J. Anthony, 88.
Hunt, H. A., 338.
Hunter College, 278.
Husband, Richard W., 385.
Hutcherson, George E., 78.
Hutchins, H. Clifton, 79, 96.
Hutson, Percival W., 147, 886.
Hydar, Victor J., 309.
Hygiene. See Health; Mental hygiene.
Hyslup, C. J., 133.
Hyte, Charles, 205.
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If you are considering series, 111.
Illinois, guidance, 189
Index, occupations, 403.
Indiana State teachers college, 284.
Individual differences, 41.
Industrial education, 188, 193. 195, 211, 246,

303.
Industry, psychiatry in, 304.
Influences, personality, 358.
Information, occupational, 10-12. 14. 17-18,

28-31, 35-36, 85-86, 92, 94, 106, 111, 120,
122, 133, 136. 139, 192, 230, 356, 361, 388,
397, 403, 422.

%chute for administrative officers of higher
institutions, 51.

Institute for women's professional relations,
113-114, 130.

Institute of human relations, 118.
Intelligence, 103, 290, 392, 39fl. 428.
Interests

College, 240.
High-school, 220.
Occupational, 16, 375, 390, 414. Fee (alto

Vocations. choice.
Interior decoration, 130.
Interviewing, 110, 129, 150, 32R, 354, 359,

371, 427.
Inventions, occupations, 395.
Iptva, rural youth, 187, 331.
IQ. See Intelligence.
Irby, Mildred, 130.
Irvine, Elizabeth E., 165.
Issues, guidance. Bee Philosophy, guida .

Jacksonville, Fla., 212.
Jenney, Mary O., 426.
Jessen, Carl A., 79, 96, 810.
Jobs

Analysis, 422.
Attitude, 300.
Classification, 429.
Finding, 28:46, 77, 96, 100.
Information, 186.

. Performance, 329.
Satisfaction, 142, 144.

John Tarleton agricultural college, 264.
Johnson, A. W., 206.
Johnson, Charles S. 888.
John, °Walton C., 56.
Jones, Beatrice A. K., 169.
Jones, Edward S., 57.
Jones, J. W., 284.
Jones, Vernon, 121.
Jordan, Arthur M., 19.
Jorgenson, Albert N., 8.
Joiten, H. Margaret, 812.
\J0U111811$fll, guidance, 214, 218, 225.
junior colleges,

Dean of women, 261.
Directory, 52, 247.
Guidance, 289, 285.
Personnel, 264, 281.
Students, 58, 258, 259, 273.

Junior high school, 210, 221, 238.
Junior placement, 222, 307, 332.
Juvenile delinquency, 116, 118, 165, 291, 298,

383, 407.

Kahm, Harold S., 20.
Kalamazoo, Mich., 415.
Kansas City, Mo., 158.
Kansas State Board for vocational etiuu

tion, 297.
Katz, Edith S., 80.
Kauser, Adelaide, 231,
Kearney Co., Nebr., SM.
Keeler, Miriam, 409.
Kefauver, Grayson N., 387.
Keliher, Alice V., 164.
Keller, Franklin J., 338, 877, 388.
Kelly, F. jit 137.
Kelly, George A., 389.
Kennedy, William D., 70.
Kern, Charlotte, 207.
Kersey, Vierling, 328.
Krottendorfer, Richard, 407.
Kindergarten,

Adjustment, 2.
Behavior, 178.

Kindred, L. W., 208.
Kitson, Harry D., 81, 96, 122, 133. 262.
Kiwanis clubs, guidance, 123-125, 36R.
Koopman, G. Roberat, 54.
Kopas, John 8., 38.
Korngold, Helen, 209.
Krane, Daniel G., 81&
Kraybill, I. R., 21.
Kumpf, Carl H., 170.

Labor statistics, 152.
La Crosse, Wis., 812.
Lafayette college, 68.
Lakefield, Mina., 177.
Laleger, Grace E., 210.
Lambert, Cl}aries I., 164.
Landis, Russell H., 211.
Landscape architecture, 138.
Langdon, Grace, 171.
Lanier, R. O'Hara, 388.
Larson, Mildred, 194.
Laurence, Daniel C., 150.
Lawrence, Charles R., fr., 338.
Laws, youth, 295, 401.
lAy organisations. Bee Community agen

cies.
Layton, Warren K., 22, 126.
Leader, Alice F., 172.
Leader, Ruth A., 426. ,
Leaders, student, 128, 271.
Lee, Dorris May, 24.
Lee, Edwin A., 28.
Lee, Jonathan Murray, 24, 127.
Legislation, youth, 295, 401.
Lehman, Harvey C., 890.
Leigh, Robert D., 128.
Leistikow, Lydia, 169.
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1*isure, 27. 75-76, 108, 135, 140, 293, 330.
See also Extra-curricular activities; Recre-
ation.

Le Maire, Eleanor, 130.
Lenfesty. Ralph G., 37.
Leonard, Eugenie A., 263.
Leuenberger, Harold W., 254.
Levine, Albert J., 129,
Levy, Florence, 118-114, 180.
Lewin, Kurt, 300.
Lewis, Gabe, 264.
Libby, Philip A., 58.
Library guidance, 122, 202, 230.
Life adjustment series, 28.
Life career motive, 266.
Lincoln high school, 381.
Linfo ln, Mildred E., 391.
Lingenfelter, Mary R., 122.
Linhart, Edward A., 88.
Link, Henry C., 300.
Linn, E. E., 173.
Literature, guidance. See Bibliography.
Litwi ller, Earl, 133.
Liveright, Alice K., 137.
Loan fund, high school, 812.
Lockwood, Margaret M., 174,
Logan, Wilson, 301.
Logansport, Ind., 222-228.
Los Angeles, Calif., 181, 238, 436.
Los Angeles city school district, 25.
Los Angeles junior college, 279.
'Jorge, Irving, 800, 892.
Louttit, Chauncey M., 131.
Love, Leston L., 409.
Lowry, Fern, 102.
Lost generation, 78.
Ludeman, W. W., 398.
Lycoming County, Pa., 321.

4

MacCalman K. R., 895.
Machinist, 183.
Mac Naughton, E. B., 194.
Maddux, Cliirord, 409.
Maladjustment,

Junior high, 188.
Reading, 60.
Social, 1 , 236.
Treatment 846.
Workers, 104.

maiott, Deane 'W., 70.
Ma llay, Helena, 265.
Malloy, Royce R., 35.
Manniont Thomas M., 235.
Map, residence, 237.
Marcus, Grace F., 102.
Markey, Oscar B., 175.
Marks, Rachel, 897.
Marsh, Clarence S., 59.
Marshall, M. V., 266.
Marshall, R. C., 212.
Martens, Elise H., 82, 814, 882.
Mateer, Florence, 168.
Mathews, Mabel E., 410.
Mathewson, Robert H., 218.
Mavis, F. T., 250.
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Maxfield, Francis N., 398.
May, Mark A., 155.
Mc Almon, Victoria, 394.
McCall, William A., 60.
McCarthy, John A., 187.
McCarty, E. Clayton, 214.
McClintock, D. A., 38.
McClure, W. E., 267.
McCann, Charles M., 396.
McDonald, Katheryn E., 235.
McGrath, Earl J., 268.
McKay, Nathile, 269.
McKibben, Robert, 823.
McLean, Lola, 235.
McMurray, Robert N., 88.
McNeely, John H., 270.
Mead, Margaret, 420.
Measurement, pupil progress, 181. See also

Tests.
Mechanical drafting, 138.
Mechanics institute, Rochester, N. Y., 111,

412.
Menninger, C. F., 346.
Mental hygiene

Bibliography, 899.
College, 64, 274.
Guidance, 219.
Industry, 88.
Knowledge, 367.
School, 5, 156, 171, 350, 370, 405.
Teachers, 145, 216.
Techniques, 148.

Merrill, Eleanor B., 315.
Mersand, Joseph, 215.
Meyer, Herbert, 183.
Meyer, Joseph H., 216.
Michalski, Maria, 407.
Miller, Andrew J., 217.
Miller, Emanuel, 165.
Miller, J. Hillis, 88.
Miller, Leonard M., 878, 879.
Millett, Ruth L., 65.
Mills, Henry C., 200.
Milner, Clyde A., 61.
Milwaukee, Wis., 309.
Mitchell, Dwight E., i18.
Moist, Marion, 183.
Money-making ideas, 20.
Montag, Jennie, 219.
Moore, Harry H., 220.
Morgan, Arthur E., 816.
Morgan, John Jacob B., 5, 899.
Morgan,' Joy Elmer, 817.
Morgart, J. H., 221.
Morton Junior College, 281.
Mosher, Charles L, 400.
Mosier, Willis 8., 37.
Multiple factor analysis, 428.
Munkras, Alberta, 6.
Munsenmayer, L H., 401.
Murphy, J. Fred, 222, _223.
Murphy, John F., 84, 800.
Murphy, Lois Barclay, 164.
Murtland, tleo, 188.
Mutch7 Earl W., 818.

. Myers, Garry C., 402.
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Nall, Torney Otto, 85.
National child labor committee, 401.
National tioffimittee for mental hygiene, 862.
National council of teachers of English, 34.
National education association, 7, 132, 385,

417.
National federation of business and profes-

sional.women, 86.
National occupational conference, 21-23, 40.

42, 57, 63, 68-69, 80, 83-84, 93, 117, 126.
1 33, 138, 140, 144, 403.

National recreation association, 108.
National society for the study of education.

134.
National youth administration, 87, 270.
Neblette, C. B., 111.
Nebraska State Department of vocational

education, 16.
Negri),

College studen1,18.
Guidance, 42, 74, 838, 433.
'rests, 41. -
Vocational choices, 42, 205.

Nelson, M. J., 88.
Neumeyer, Esther S., 135.
Neumeyer, Martin H., 135.
Neurotic students, 274.
New Hampshire State board of education, 2t3.
New Jersey rehabilitation commission, 325.
New York city

Adjustment service, 84, 837.
continuation school, 294.
Delinquency study, 333.
Gifted pupils, 215.
Guidance, 184, 186, 204.
Speyer experimental school, 160-161,

168.
Youth relief, 818.

New York State emergency adult education
program, 78, 88.

New York University, 88, 858.
Newland, T. Ernest, 88.
Newsom, Shirley, 1-76.
Normandy high school, 209.
Norms, college, 69.

',North central association of colleges
secondary schols, 49, 280.

Northwestern university, 242.
Nursery school, 4, 164, 171, 175.
Nursing, public health, 834.
Nyack, N. Y., 394.

o '
Oakland, Calif., 440.
Observat'on technique, 142.
O'Connell, Elinor S., 224.
Occupational index, 403.
Occupational information, 10-12, 14, 17-18,28-81, 85.46, 85-86, 92, 94, 106, 111, 120:

122, 138, 136, 139, 192, 230, 856, 861, 888,397, 408, 422.
Occupations,

Analysis, 89.
Art, 118, 114, 180.

and

OccupationsContinued.
Attitudes, 801.
Bibliography, 106, 120, 133, 136, 1:9.

141, 403.
Business, 440.
Census, 876.
Choice. Bee Vocations, choice.
Classification, 429.
College graduates, 47.
Commercial, 235.
Courses, 11, 14, 81, 356.
Farming, 99.
Index, 408.
Interests, 875. Bee czbo Vocations,

choice.
Negroes. 248.
PsychOlegy, 89.
Research, 337, 422, 429.
Rural, 316.
Statistics, 152, 365.
Survey, 223, 379, 440.
Training, 803.
Trends, 105, 152, 243, 292, 342,

369, 395.
Women, 30, 86.
Youth, 85, 335.

Odbert, Henry S., 101.
(Veers, bchool, 158.
Oganovic, Nicholas J., 177.
Ogg, T. R., 250.
Ohio State department of education. 37.
Ohio, student guidance. 179, 224, 273.
Olson, Willard C., 399.
Onthank, Karl W., 271.
Opportunity classes, 411.
Orgarization, guidance, 126, 141, 210,

853, 370.
Organizations. See 'Community agencies;

Directories.
Orientation,

College, 58, 60, 258, 260, 288.
High school, 35. 206.

Orner, Arthur T., 818.
Orr, Mildred B., 272.
O'Shea, Harriet E., 38.
O'Sullivan, Mary, 285.
Out-of-school youth, 73. See also Youth

program&
Oxley, Howard W., 319-820.
Oxley, Lawrence W., 388.
Ozanne, Jacques, 88.

296;

Painting, 183.
Pallister, Helen, 404.
Palmer, R. H., 28.
Pangburn, Weaver W., 27.
Parents, 166, 208. Bee also Family ; Home

visiting.
Paris, juvenile delinquency,
Parker, Willard..111., 186.
Parkes, G. H., 821.
Partch, Clarence E., 81.
Part-time work, 20.
Pasadena, Calif., 214.
Paterson, Donald O., 80.
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Pattee, Howard H., 38.
Patterson, Fred D., 338.
Patterson, John R.. 137.
Patty, Frederick L., 405.
Pavan, Ann, 120.
Payne, A. C., 284.
Peel, M. Dorothy, 300.
Penal ingtitutions, guidance. 339.
Pence, Edith E., 133, 235.
Pennsylvania State educational association.

137.

Performance, high school. 200.
Personal record, 90, 442.
Personality, analysis, 6-7. 50, 146.
Personnel work,

Administration, 300.
Bibliography, 409.
College, 38, 43. 49. 53. 57-58. 241-242.

245, 254-255, 256, 263, 264, 279-281.
284, 289. .111

Civil service, 802.
Definition of, 43, 419.
Legislation, 401.

'Management, 86.
Problems, 83.

Pfister, Elta S., 323.
Philadelphia, Pa., 188, 418.
Philosophy, guidance, 43. 186. 199, 234. 255.

849, 373-374. 885, 387, 394, 400, 419, 430-
432, 438, 441.

Photography, 111.
Physical education, 8, 884.
Filcher, Imogene. 235.
Pittsburgh, Pa., 178, 217, 221.
Placement,

Cincinnati, 841.
College, 46-47, 63.

I Community. 321.
"----Engineers, 326.

Fraternities, 262.
Fligti school, 25. 235.
Juni6r, 222. 307. 332.

. Service, 327, 332.
Youth, 77, 821.

Play. Bee Recreation.
Playlet, guidance, 180.
Ploehn, John H., 822.
Plumbing. 188.
Police officer, 138.
Pond, Millicent, 800.
Position, aPplication, 10, 46, 90, 180.
Poull, Laub*, 406.
Practice effect, tests, 117.
Pre-school, character development, 176.
Prescott, Daniel A., 138.
Prevocational course, 188.

_Pressey, S. L., 278.
Price, WIlledeen, 189.
Principal.

Elementary school, 173.
High school, 227.

Principles, guidance, 186, 199, 234. See also
Philosophy, guidance..

Problem child,
Elementary school, 172-178, 177.
Handicapped, 107.
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Problem child-Continued.
Nursery school, 175.
Treatment 131, 165, 411.

Problems,
Guidance, 229, 234, 273, 340, 40g, 432.
Negroes, 338.*
Personal, 112.
PersonneL 14, 83, 340.
Youth, 885..

Procedures. See Counseling: Guidance: In.
terviewlug; Personnel Records Tests.

Proctor, William M., 140.
Profession. choice. See Vocations, choice.
Proffitt, Maris M., 141, 408.
Progressive education association, 104.
Prosser, Charles A.. 28, 133.
Prosser, William L., 133.
Prunty, Merle, 38.
Psychiatry,

Clinic, 362.
Education, 348.
Industry, 304.
Handicapped; 825.

Psychograph technique, 406.
Psychology,

Adjustment, 148.
Child, 5, 372.
Clinic, 131, 415.
Counseling, 367, 425.
Education, 147.
Failure, 300.
Family, 72.
GuidanCe, 129.

°High school, 85.
Research, 142.
Success, 300.
Terminology, 101.
Workers, 306.

Public administration clearing house, 143.
st.Iblic health nursing, 334.
Public school 500, New York city, 160-161,

168, 168. .
Pupil,

Legislation, 401.
Map 287.
Personnel, 409, 413. See also Counsel-

lug; Guidance; Personnel.
Progress, 181.
Self-government, 162, 232, 2811.

Purdue university, 46.
Purnell, Ruth, 410.
Purves, Austin, jr., 180.

Qualifications,
Counselors, 437.
Engineerihg, 67.

Questionnaire, 110.
Questions; interviewing, 150.

Race, Henrietta V., 411.
Racine, Aimee, 407.
Radio, guidance, 391.
Rahn, Alphonso W., 90..
Rainey, Homer P.; 187, 824.
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Randall, J. A., 412.
Raphael, Theophile, 274.
Rasche, William F., 300.
Ratcliffe, Ella B., 62. 275.
Ratings, teacbers, 149.
Reading disability, 160.
Records, 105, 159, 181, 196, 198, 203, 263,

267, 393, 412, 442.
Recreation, 27, 75-76, 108, 115-116, 135.

165, 293, 830. Bee also Extra-curricular
activities; Leisure.

References, guidance. Bee Bibliography.
Registrar, college, 241. 256.
Rehabilitation, 89, 98, 825.
Reilly, William J., 91.
Reinhardt, Emma, 276.
Relief, youth, 818.
Remmers, H. H., 144, 800.
Research,

Adolescence, 420.
Occupational, 837, 361, 429.
Techniques, 110.

Retail selling, 15.
Retardation, 163, 172, 197, 346, 411. See

also Handicapped child ; Problem child.
Reuter, Edward B.,- 420.
Reznikoff, Leon, 325.
Rhode Island, census, 870.
Richmond, Ind., 183,
Riggs, Floyd, 284.
Rivlin, Harry N., 145.
Roberts, E. B., 826.
Robnett, Florence S., 277.
Rochester, athenaeum and mechanics insti-

tute, 111, 412.
Rochester, N. Y., 883.
Rockland Cotinty, N. Y., 878-379.
Rogers, Elizabeth S., 225.
Rogers, James F., 8.
Rooney, Vera, 183.
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